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This thesis examines the patterns of coloni~ation, 

contraction and crop rotation on the arable of eight 

de~esnes of the Bishopric of ~inchester in the thirteenth 

ani fourteenth centuries. 

~he late thirteenth century is characterized by an 

expansion oath in the population and in the economy. 3ut 

in the fourteenth century the population growth suffered 

several serious ' 1 • 
C.'leCXS ln the form of famines and plagues. 

7he economy was also affected to a lesser extent. ~hese 

changes had their effects on a6riculture. Jurin5 the 

buoyant thirteenth century the bishops of ~inchester, 

absentee landlords holding about fifty manors in seven 

counties of. Bngland, began to exploit their demesnes, and 

ne~ land was broken to the plough in an expansion of the 

frontiers of the arable. 

From the evidence resul:in~ from an examination of 

eig:-.~.t selected sample manors in forty-r:v-:o sample years 

spanning the century and a half from 1244 to 1397, some 

conclusions are drawn about t~e patterns in which land 

~as colonized. 3y the thirteenth century most of the 

available ~aate land had been used, and so colonizatio~ 

too~ the for8 of small reclamationG on the edge of the 



arable, wit~ a few larger clearances resulting in .the 

creation of whole fields. The period of colonization ended 

about the thir~ quarter of tne tnirteentil century. 

T1lere followed over a century of contraction of 

the demesne arable. Declinin~ soil fertility, the 

waning of the buoyant economy, and the curtail~ent of 

the population growth, all combined to make the aban-

donment of land inevitable. Land was discarded in the 

same method by which it had been added: small sections 

excised from the perimeters of the arable. Whole 

fields were seldom abandoned. The ~ulk of the con

traction occurred before the Jlack Death, but aban

donment continued to the end of the fourteenth century 

and beyond at a slower pace. 

~he crops grown on t~e demesne arable and the 

rotation of those crops were not affected either by 

colonization or by contraction. The crop rotation 

dominated the arable; the fields were arranged to serve 

it. ~he si~plicity or complexity of the pattern of 

crop rotation on the various sample demesnes did not 

c~ange the importance of crop rotation on tne arable. 

7he period of direct deillesne exploitation by the 

bishops of jinchester lasted over two centuries. It 

was brou~~t into being by the newly expanding economy 

of the thirteen~h cen~ury ana succumbed to the com

bination of fallin8 soil fertility, shrinkinG popul

ation, and the eni of the economic expansion in tDe 

fourteenGh century. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The thirteenth century is generally hela to have 

been a period of expansion. 1 Trade grew ooth in scope 

and intensity; the economy was buoyant. With this increase 

in trade there was a parallel, and in many ways connected, 

growth in population. Accompanying these expansions was 

an enlargement of the inhabited ana cultivated areas of 

medieval England. The frontiers of agriculture advanced 

farther and farther into formerly unused waste lands. 

This colonization appears to have been intensified by the 

growing pressure of the population upon the agricultural 

resources; more land was needea to feed the population, 

and increasingly large profits coula be made by anyone 

with a surplus of arable land. Few peasants had such 

supplies of land, ~ut absentee landlords of large estates 

could and did arrange to profit from their surplus. 

3ut the fourteenth century saw an end to this expansion. 

Although some historians claim that the fourteenth century 

saw no markea slowing down of the economy, most specialists 

believe that the population stopped expanding early in the 

fourteenth century, or before, and even be6an to shrink, 

and that this had a depressing effect upon the economy 



which, if it suffered no reverses, at least slowed its 

expansion. The checks to the population and the economy 

allegedly came from disasters: a famine in the second 

decade of the fourteenth century, the Black Death of 

1348-50, and the recurring plagues of the later decades. 

\'lith the cessation of the expansion in the economy 

came the end of the expansion of the frontiers-of cult

ivation. There was no longer the impetus to break new 

land to the plough; easy profits were no longer available. 

The process of colonization stopped and reversed: the 

cultivated lands began to contract. Evidence of the ex

pansion and contraction of the medieval arable can be seen 

today in the ruins of medieval villages on hillsides and 

moors that have not been cultivated for six centuries. 2 

The contraction can also be observed in the figures 

extracted from the surviving agricultural documents of 

the time, in particular the yearly accounts of the absentee 

landlords, for these give an annual record of the extent 

of the arable and the level of activity upon the great 

estates. 

The patterns of the thirteenth century colonization 

of land and of the fourteenth century contraction of land 

have been examined by many historians, but usually as a 

symptom or result of the changes in population and the 

economy; the actual processes of colonization and con-

traction have themselves seldom been inves~igated in 

detail. The result of the addition and deletion of land 
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from the arable upon the crops grown upon that arable 

has received even less attention than the changes in 

the extent of the arable. 

The purpose of this study is to examine these patterns 

of colonization, contraction and crop rotation within a 

limited sample of manors. The source of these manors is 

the series of extant Pipe Rolls from the Bishopric of 

Winchester for the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 

The nature of the documents necessarily confines the 

study to changes within the demesne arable only and ex

cludes the changes on peasant lands. 

From the evidence resulting from an examination of 

eight chosen manors in forty-two years spanning the 

century and a half from 1244 to 1397, some conclusions 

will be drawn aoout the patterns in which land was 

colonized: how much, during what periods, and in what 

ways new land was incorporated into the demesne arable. 

~hen this study will examine the converse patterns of 

abandonment of land and the resulting contraction of the 

demesne arable, such as whether the newly colonized land 

was the first to be abandoned, and how much land was 

discarded after particular aisasters. ~he effects of 

both colonization and abandonment upon the crops sown 

and on the crop rotation will be determined: if new land 

~as sown separately, if cer~ain crops declined dispro

portionately during the period of land ab~~donment, and 
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if there ~as a rearrangement of the rotation during 

either the colonization or the contraction, or both. 

In short, I propose, as far as my sample will allow, 

to determine the patterns of colonization (how and why 

land was taken into cultivation), the patterns of con

traction (how and why land was taken out of cultivation), 

and the patterns of crop rotation (how and if crops and 

crop rotations were affected by colonization and con

traction). 

Because of the circumscribed scope of the data the 

conclusions will naturally be limited and cautious. 

Nevertheless such a study of the changes in the extent 

of the demesne arable, and the effects of those changes 

upon crop rotation, should help to illustrate and 

interpret the general changes of the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries. 
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II SOURCES 

The study of medieval English agricultura~ history 

~ight be said to have been pioneered by F. Seeoonm's 

The Znglish Village Community in 1883 and by J.E. Thorold 

Rogers' A History of Agriculture and Prices in ~ngland, 

completed in 1902. 1 From these major sources a great 

stream of medieval agrarian history has sprung, within 

which can be seen many dis~inct currents. 

One of these is the estate, or manor, study: a detailed 

discussion of one lord's or one abbey's or one bishopric's 

possessions, or a study of a specific manor within those 

possessions. Such studies range from F.G. Davenport's 

·vV"ork on the Norfolk manor of Forncett2 to N. S. B. and 

Gras' large. study on the manor of Crawley3 to Vl. H. 

Beveridge's examination of the dinchester estates4 to 

the flood of similar studies leading to the present time. 

Some of these later works include M. Morgan's study of 

the Abbey of nee's estates~ H.P.R. Finberg's on Tavistock 

Abbey~ E. i:liller's on the Abbey and Bishopric of Ely! 

M.M. Postan's and R.V. Lennard's on the Glastonbury 

manors~ J.A. Raftis' on the estates of Ramsey Abbey~ 
.,. r r ·' 3 1 th ' 1 ' · " th P .... · 1 1 O ~ .~.w. ean s on e no a1ngs or e ercy ram1 y, 



1 1 J.Z. Titow's on the Bishopric of Winchester's manors, 

P.D.A. Harvey's on the manor of Cuxham~ 2 I. Kershaw's on 

Bolton Priory's holdings~ 3 E. King's on Peterborough 

Abbey 14and, most recently, B.F. Harvey's studies of the 

Westminster Estates~ 5 All these historians' work on 

particular social and agricultural units have built up 

a mass of facts from which can be compiled statis~ics 

and graphs which reveal general trends in population, 

prices, wages, numbers of livestock, and the like. 

A second current within the stream of medieval hist-

orical writing is the compilation of particular figures 

in order to obtain general, co~posite pictures of man-

erial economy, inflation, depression, chanees in peasant 

society, and so on. These comprehensive studies include 

the examination of medieval field systems by H.L~ Gray~ 6 

a study later taken up by A.R.H. Baker and R.A. Butlin~ 7 

as well as by C.S. and C.S. Or#in, who, in their discus

sion of open fields~ 8 sparked off a long and voluminous 

wrangle oveT baulks, furlongs, and the origins of the 

common fields (debated again in the 1960s by J. Thirsk 

and J.Z. Titow, but not concluded by them)l9the discussion· 

of the village community in general, from:?. Vinogradoff's 

studies at the turn of the century20to those of G.G. 

, 1 t 21 TT n ~~ t t2 2 ~ r, 1"J 2 3--. 00u_ on, .:1..~ ........ enne , \.I.tJ. Homans, .r....A. K . ~ 24,. r< 
. 0 SffilnSKY, ii • \.T. 

Hos~ins, on the medieval peasant~ 5 to more recen~ work by 

:.r~l' 26D· T w 27-;;' 7 . ' 23 d :.r ··- .• 11 29 R.H. . .:. .. .J.. ton, . .w. ~armer, ..u • .r...errlo.ge, an .u. • ..:;.;. ::a am, 

to name some of the many. 
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The result of all this labour has been an ever more 

detailed picture of medieval agriculture and the agrarian 

economy. This work has produced new insights into the 

relations between the various factors, social, economic, 

administrative and agricultural, which are to be found in 

even such limited areas of study as this present one. The 

discussion of those sources which specifically·deal with 

the present subjects of colonization, contraction and 

crop rotation will be deferred to the chapters examining 

each topic in turn. 

The principal source for this present study is the 

series of Pipe Rolls from the Bishopric of Winchester 

Well before the earliest surviving Pipe ~oll, the bishop 

held as his estate about fifty manors scattered through 

seven counties, though nearly half of them were in Hamp

shire~0 The manors were composed of two sections, the 

land held by the bishop's tenants and rented for money 

and labour services, and the lands held by the bishop for 

his own use·. ?his latter, the demesne, supplied the bishop 

with food and, throu6h the sale of surplus, money. These 

two sections were not separate. The demesnes were composed 

of small sections usually called furlongs which were dis-

persed through the co~uon fields, lying side by side with 

land held by the tenants. ~henever the fields within the 

demesne are referred to in the following pages it must 

be remembered that the demesne accounted for only part of 

these fields. The bishopric kept accounts of the expenses 
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and revenue from each manor, an official (reeve, bailiff, 

or steward) recording all that had been done on each 

demesne every year. ~hese records of account were copied, 

a 'fair copy' or final version -oeing made, and enrolled 

onto the formal Pipe Rolls at the end of every accounting 

year, their appearance giving them the name of Pipe Roll. 

There was a standard format within the Pipe ·Rolls for 

entering the receipts and expenditures of each demesne. 

lhis format did not change from the thirteenth to the 

fifteenth century, save that it became increasingly 

detailed. 

The first entries for each demesne include a listing 

of the Defectus Redditus, or Lapsed Rents. These were the 

holdings which had returned to the lord's possession 

• .J:' • '31 . ft oecause Ol an arrears ln rent, ana year a er year, as 

the rents remained uncollected, the entry was carried 

forward. Some of the same arrears were found in every 

year from the early thirteenth century to the last Pipe 

Roll in the· fifteenth century. After the 3lack Death an 

additional Lapsed Rents section was listed to account for 

the rents left in arrears by the death of the tenants by 

plague. This section was called Defectus per Pestilentiam. 

After subsequent recurrences of the plague other Defectus 

per Pestilentiam sections were included. These plague 

sections were often quite large and the copying clerks 

appear to have become confused or careless, for names are 

transferred from the pestilence sections to the ordinary 
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Lapsed Rents, or from one pestilence section to another. 

This re~uires careful reading in order to sort out new 

arrears from old. 

For this present study, the next entry of importance 

was the Perguisita, or tne Profits of Court, the court 

held by the lord's stewards. This section recorded the 

fines charged the vi~leins for entering upon a-holding 

by inheritance or marriage, fines for trespass and default, 

and other manorial dues or transgressions. 

Later came an itemized account of the in-coming and 

out-going amounts of each grain, called the Account of the 

Grange. 7he grains were dealt with in turn. First, any 

remaining amounts of the grain from the previous year were 

listed, the measurement oeing in bushels and ~uarters, a 

~uarter being an eight-oushel measure. Second, the issue 

of the grange was given, listing how much was sown and 

how much was sold. Third, the amounts received or bought, 

if any, were recorded, with the amounts paid out or used 

and the surplus remaining. An increment was added to the 

issue of the grange in the later Pipe Rolls to counter

balance dishonesty on the reeve's part by the counting in 

of grain into the granary oy heaped bushels and the dis

charging of grain by level, or razed, measures. Later 

still an oneratio was included. This was the addition 

calculated by the auditors to bring the total yield for 

each grain up to what had been expected; the reeve was 

responsible for this shortfall. 
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From the approximately four dozen Winchester manors I 

have selected eight to provide my s~uple. They were chosen 

to include a wide range of geographical reGions, many 

different sizes of manors, and various styles of internal 

organization. Two manors are from ·w·il tshire, Down ton and 

3ishopstone; two, Brightwell and Harwell, are from Oxford

shire (but were in Berkshire, before a modern change in 

the county boundaries); and four from H,a.Jnpshire, High 

Clere and ~oodhay (at the northern edge) and Hambledon 

and Cheriton (in the south-eastern port~on of the county). 

Their locations can be seen on the map of southern En6land 

in Appendix 3. Bishops tone ~..;as called 'Eblesbourne" in 

the bulk of the Pipe Rolls, but I have followed Titow's 

and Farmer's custom of us inc the modern 32 name. 

The names of the fields within each manor are given in 

the form they are most often found in the Pipe rtolls, ex-

cept for such names as campus orientalis or campus occi-

dentis. Since these are rather cumbersome I have rendered 

them as 3ast Field and West Field. Other cumbersome field 

names, such as Juxta-Gardinum-Personis, in 3rightwell, 

have been retained because the translation is more 

awkward still (the example above being 'l,Jext-to-the-

Garden-of-the-?riest'). 

The Winchester Pipe Rolls are extant for about two 

hundred years. From these I have selected forty-two sample 

years, from 1244/45 to 1396/97. ~he years have been chosen 

to ensure that the sample covers ~ost of the two centuries 
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of direct demesne cultivation. Forty-two years out of 

two hundred will allow short glimpses into nearly every 

decade. Not all the years could have been studied as some 

accounts are missin5, some dama~ea, and the rest being 

too many to study within the time allotted. 

The sample years are written li~e this: 1244/45, 

because of the pro-olems of dating t_hem. The accounting 

year ran from Michaelmas one year to Michaelmas eve the 

next year, for instance, from 29 September 1244 to 28 

September 1245, and taking in two sewings (in fall and 

spring) anq the harvest:i..n~ of both. \_ Thus seed sown in 

the fall of 1244 would be reaped in 1245 and entered inthe 

accounts for Michaelmas 1245/46,/after threshing. Beveridge dated his years 

from the Michaelmas preceding the sewings (i.e. 1244) and 

'2'i tow dates his from the I•1ichaelmas following the harvest 

(i.e. 1245). TtJhen one refers to their works one must be 

aware that these two dates would refer to the same ac

counting year. The difficulty has been solved recently 

by Farmer, who mentions both Nichaelmas years, and I nave 

followed his example. Thus the year 1244/45 t&kes in the 

year from Michaelmas 1244 to the eve of Michaelmas 1245. 

The forty-two sample years have been chosen in groups 

of three consecutive years, ouch as 1244/45 - 1245/46 -

1246/47, and such clusters will be referred to in the 

following pages as 'year-groups', and will be written 

'1244-47'. The year-gr9ups represent every decade from the 
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1240s to the 1390s except for the 1260s (when there were 

no consecutive rolls) and tne 1350s (which are distorted 

by the Elack Death). Such three-year groups make possiole 

the study of crop rotation. All years between 1244/45 and 

1396/97 could not have been studied within the available 

time; the absence of some of the sample manors in many of 

the years required a selection to be made. 

The sample years were chosen so as to include the 

fewest flawed Pipe Rolls, but because there were so many 

incomplete Rolls it was impossible to avoid all insuf

ficiencies. The most serious lacuna is the total absence 

of the Pipe Roll for the year 1253/54. ~he original Roll 

was too fragile to be microfilmed (and I have worked from 

microfilmed copies). Titow was allowed to read the orig• 

inal Roll in the early 1950s, but since that time it has 

not been available for study. The 1250s were active years 

and I felt it better to have two-thirds of a year-group 

in this decade than nothing at all. The second gap is in 

1271/72, where the pages referring to High Clere and 

Woodhay are missing. The year 1389/90 has lost the section 

covering Cheriton. Whenever possible I have used figures 

from Titow's and Farmer's studies of other manors, as well 

as Ti to·w' s figures for 125 3/54, to fill these lacunae. 

Other small sections of the Pipe Rolls have been torn away 

or burned or otherwise damaged, ruining some parts of the 

data, but these are general minor losses. 

The sections of the Pipe Rolls I have used are the 
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Lapsed Rents, the ?refits of Court, par~icularly the 

leases of assart and other de~esne land to the tenants, 

and the ACcount of the Grange, which lists the amounts 

of seed sown per grain every year, often giving ~he acre

ages and the names of the fields over which the grain was 

sown, and the yield from each sowing. I also checked the 

accuracy of the ~range records from the information on 

0rain sales in the cash receipts part of the accounts. 

~hen calculating yields from the Account of the Grange 

I have excluded the amounts of grain carried over from 

the previous year's harvest, grain obtained from other 

manors and by purchase, and Church tithes, when they have 

not been (as they usually were) suotracted from the 

sheaves during harvest. The second-grade grain, or 

curallum, has in every case been adaed ~o the firs0-grade 

grain. I have also made sure that grain use~ for mixine 

with other 5rains has not been counted twice (i.e. oarley 

in its own section and some of that barley ~ixed with 

oats under the section on drage). 

The Account of the Grange usually mentions the 

number of acres sOiN·n, either as simply 'acres' or as 

acres qualified by a descriptive phrase. Thus there are 

acres mensurate ner pertica~ or acres per_Eertica~, and 

33 acres sicut jacent in camnus or just acres sicut jacent. 

The uer uerticam ('by the perch') acres are measured acres 

of a constant and specified size, but ~he acres sicut 

jacent ('as they lie'), or 'customary acres', as they are 
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called, varied in size. They certainly were not the same 

size as the measured acres, anQ differed in size from 

manor to manor. T~ make a study of acreages possible 

these customary acres must in some way be re-calculated 

to make them equivalent to measured acres. fortunately 

Titow has already examined the problem and has worked out 

multipliers to be used for each manor~4 I have -used these 

multipliers gratefully to convert every figure in cus-

tomary acres to measured acres. 

The Pipe Rolls are not the only source of information 

available from the medieval period. Another document is 

a Custumal extant for the year 1259/60~ 5 This is a survey 

of the tenants' holdings for most of the Winchester 

manors, listing all the services and obligations due from 

each tenant. 3ecause the Custumal lists only the peasants' 

lands and not those of the demesne it is of no use for 

the study of changes within the demesne; since it describes 

these holdings only up to the year 1259/60 it cannot be 

used to show the changes in the amounts of land leased from 

the demesne to the tenants over a period of time, par-

ticularly my sample period. 

A Rental for the Winchester manors surviving from circa 

1331/32 is also of no use, for it gives only the rents 

due from the 

3 c 
Custumal. 0 

tenants and so is more limited than +' ~ne 

However, documents from later periods can be used to 

supplement the Pipe rtolls. ~specially useful are the Tithe 
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Redemption maps drawn up in the last century, after the 

Tithe Commutation Act of 1836~ 7 Haps were drawn to 

establish tithing districts and to apportion the rent-

charges that were to replace the older tithes-in-kind 

among the landowners. The maps were drawn from fresh 

surveys and are extremely accurate. They were accompanied 

by an apportionment, the text of which lists the land-

owners and tenants, the names of the portions of land, 

and the acreages. ~he names of the portions, with the 

help of modern place-name studies, can make it possible 

to trace some positions of the medieval fields, and thus 

help in the study of colonization and abandonment of land. 

In summary, the sources for the present study can be 

said to fall into three categories. First, there is the 

primary source, the Pipe Rolls of the Bishopric of 

Winchester. Second, there are other documents: the Tithe 

Redemption maps, which supplement the rtolls, and their 

apportionments. Third, there is the great body of 

research into medieval agrarian history which defines 

the area of this present study and provides a context 

and comparison for the conclusions derived from the 

primary source. 
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III COLONIZATION 

Most economic historians agree on the general 

pattern of demesne farming and colonization in the 

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

The demesne, says Miller, summarizing the most 

widely held views, was from the tenth century habitually 

farmed out to others by large landowners, both secular 

and ecclesiastical. 1 This 'leasing out' of the demesne 

in return for a fixed rent, usually in kind, continued 

under the new Norman lords. There was little change 

through the next century; despite the twelfth century's 

quickening economy and fast-climbing prices, 2 on the 

demesne tradition held a tight rein. In the last quarter 

of the century, when prices rose markedly, landlords 

realized the potential for profit by the direct sale of 

demesne produce. In addition to a desire for profit, 

many landlords were beginning to feel the pinch of their 

incomes fixed by long leases. Postan suggests that the 

period also saw a growing sophistication within the 

great lords' administrative machinery which enabled it 

to undertake the task of overseeing the cultivation of 

the demesne to the lords' advantage.3 Low wages and 

abundant villein labour (thanks to the rising population 

during this century) were other encouragements to 
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exploit the demesne. For these reasons, landlords began 

to turn to direct cultivation of their manors, and by 

1208/09, the date of the first extant Pipe Roll, all but 

one of the Bishop of Winchester's manors were 'in hand'. 

In order to exploit the market and to fill his own 

larder without recourse to the same market, the landlord 

would plainly seek to increase the yields of his crops. 

This could be, and was, done in a variety of ways: by 

arranging for steady supplies of manure by insisting that 

all his tenants' livestock be folded with his own herds 

upon the demesne land; by altering his crop rotation to 

a more intensive form; by concentrating on high~yielding 

and valuable crops such as wheat and barley; and by 

expanding the a~ount of land under the plough, either by 

ploughing up as much meadow as could be spared, or by 

putting previously uncultivated land to the plough. 4 

All these methods can be seen in practice through the 

first three-quarters of the thirteenth century. Of all 

the means by which yields could be increased, the last 

mentioned, that of moving cultivation onto the waste 

lands (or 'colonizing'), has been most often discussed 

by agrarian historians. That new land was colonized is 

not in dispute, but some features of medieval cultivation 

used as clues to assarting have not been studied in 

sufficient detail. 

Colonization was not a novel technique to the 

cultivators of the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
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The peasants had been colonizing for themselves since 

the tenth century or earlier~ As the population began 

to increase, particularly in the twelfth century, there 

was a continuing impetus to assart the wastes. Titow 

suggests that early peasant colonization resulted in 

whole fields being added to the villenagium and being 

burdened with feudal services, while later thi~teenth 

century assarts were taken in and remained as small 

strips and plots, not included as part of the customary 

holdings. 6 Eventually there would have been no more 

large areas of waste remaining. The landlords themselves, 

it seems, did not begin to colonize for the demesne until 

they directly began to exploit it; there is no evidence 

in the Winchester Pipe Rolls that the stewards were 

directed to clear woodland in order to have more land to 

lease. By the time lords turned their eyes to the waste 

there was not much land left to clear; Postan maintains 

that the colonization of the thirteenth century was the 

last gasp in a long and steady assarting effort of the 

preceding three or four centuries. 7 

Assarts for the demesne can be more easily traced than 

earlier peasant colonization because of the detail in the 

Winchester Pipe Rolls. My sample period begins in the 

middle of the thirteenth century, and thus starts near 

the end of the colonizing movement. Titow has made 

extensive studies in the less complete rolls from 1208/09 

to 1244/45; I can do no better than to present his 

findings for my eight sample manors within this period. 
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Colonization added to the demesne, Titow s.ays, appears 

to have taken three forms: first, steady and continuous 

additions of new land, reflected by a constant increase in 

the area of land under seed; second, periodic outoursts of 

activity; or third, piecemeal additions of small plots, 

taken in to replace other plots being abandoned~ This last 

form of 'replacement assartin6', with one acre-assarted for 

every acre abandoned, does not change the ~otal number of 

acres and so is extremely hard to detect. nambledon, Cher-

iton, Brightwell and Harwell are examples of the first sort 

of 'steady assart', says Titow. Downton, and to a lesser 

extent Bishopstone, are examples of the second sort of 

'periodic outburst'. High Clere and ~;iood.hay, accordinc; to 

Titow, illustrate the thira sort of 'replacement assart'. 

He concludes that the '!eplacement assarting' existed 

because, though there is no change in total acreage, the 

Accounts of Expenses list cos~s of clearing. To explain why 

land was in this constant process of abandonment and 

replacement·, ·ri tow suggests that these manors contained 

very poor soil which rapidly lost its fertility. As one 

section became sterile it was abandoned and another parcel 

of land was cleared and broken to the plough. 

~here are, however, other reasons to explain the 

entries concerning assart in the Accounts of 3xpenses in 

the Pipe Rolls; the 'replacement assart' theory assumes 

that in these particular demesnes the lord (or his reeve) 

did not want to expand his acreage, although that appears 
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to have been Winchester's general policy. An alternative 

explanation could be that these clearings were for a 

purpose other than replacing exhausted acres. The manors 

of High Clere and Woodhay could have been clearing land 

for grazing. Titow notes that High Clere had " ••• a 

considerable herd of cattle • • • n9 and he calculates 

that not only High Clere, but the near-by manor.s of Ashmans

worth and Ecchinswell (and to a small extent Burghclere) 

had increases in the ratio of animals per hundred acres of 

arable in the last half.of the thirteenth century, the 

greatest rises being in High Clere (+50) and Ashmansworth 

(+25)~ 0The " ••• impression of a static situation .•. " 11 

given by the unchanging total arable acreages was a fact, 

for the acreages were not changing. The assarts were not 

meant to be arable, but pasture. 

Titow suggests that most Winchester demesnes reached 

their greatest extents by the last quarter of the thir

teenth century. My own data confirm this. Graph 1 (page 

6) shows that seven out of eight manors had reached their 

highest levels by 1275. Cheriton, after a decline, had 

another increase in 1311/121 2 after this late rise it 

fell away and conformed to the regular decline displayed 

by the other seven. Downton reached 907 acres in 1253/54; 

Bishopstone had 307~ acres under seed in 1245/46; Bright

well reached 274~ acres sown in 1246/47; HarNell attained 

187 acres in 1253/5413 High Clere had 259~ acres in 

1251/52; Woodhay reached 289 acres in 1252/53. Hambledon 

had its highest acreage two decades later, having 331 
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acres in 1272/73. Cheriton, as has been mentioned, had 

two peaks of activity, one occurring some time before 

the sa~ple period begins, for its arable acres were 

falling as it enters the graph and, after several small 

rallies, it climbs to 346! acres in 1311/12 (though 

this fell short by seven acres of the 1244/45 total). 

Thus Graph 1 clearly shows that the largest ex~ents of 

all manors had been reached well before 1280. 

The individual fields within each manor should 

logically reflect the same degree of increase as the 

total acreage of their demesne, and the appearance of a 

new field should be a clue to a possible assart. 

But because of the nature of the records it is 

difficult to determine the creation and life-span of 

many fields. The Pipe Rolls begin to mention the names 

of fields in 1246/47 14and for the next decade seem to 

name both the major fields and the plots within those 

fields without making distinctions. Field-names vary 

considerably in these early years 15and it is not until 

about 1300 that five of the eight demesnes (Downton, 

Bishopstone, Brightwell, Har~ell and Woodhay) settled 

down to a certain number of consistently named fields. 

The remaining three manors recorded new field names 

until the 1330s. 

During the fourteenth century the lavish detail in 

the Pipe Rolls begins to flag; fields start to be 

mentioned sporadically on some manors and mentioned not 

at all on others. Fields were sometimes named without 
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their acreages given, or the acres are mentioned sown 

'throughout the fields' or 'in all fields'. The lax 

periods in the Pipe Rolls for each demesne are summarized 

in Table 2. 

·rABLE 2 

IRREGULARITIES IN THE RECORDING OF FIELD-NAI·,:I::S AND ACH.3S 

Demesne Period of Defective ~ecords Comment 

Down ton 1335/36 - 1361/b2 partial a 
silence 

3ishopstone none 

Brightwell 1301/02 - 1324/25 total b 
silence 

Harrtlell 1271/72 - 1324/25 total 
silence 

:Iigh Clere 1335/36 - 1344/45 partial 
silence 

'tioodhay 1324/25 - 1344/45 intermit"tent 
silence 

Hambledon 1286/87 - 1396/97 almost total 
silence 

Cneriton 1286/87 - 1396/97 almost total 
silence 

a "partial silence" means that names and acreages are 

given for some or most years. 

b "total silence" means neither names or acreages are 

given. 
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Throughout the records of all eight manors there 

are occasional one year gaps where some or all of the 

records are missing, but these minor defects seldom 

affect the general figures. With the data so imperfect 

it is impossible to make any firm conclusions about the 

history and development of any field, and this must be 

borne in mind throughout the following discussion. It 

is also impossible, save for two exceptions, to say 

firmly whether a field is new or old. 16 The two exceptions 

are a field in Downton called Cowyke, and one in Bishops-

tone called Middle Field. Cowyke was a new assart. It 

began as a clearing called Loshangre and was developed 

into a grange or (as it later became) a sub-manor. 

Bishopstone, in the early 1290s, rearranged its existing 

two-field system into a three-field system. As this 

new third field, Middle Field, was not an assart, but 

merely a reallocation of the open, common fields, it need 

not further be discussed here. All the remaining fields 

in these two manors and in the other six demesnes appear 

to have existed for some· time, as most of the major 

fields are quite large; the smaller fields might often 

be new, but their infrequent appearances in the Rolls 

prevent any certainty as to the date of their creation. 

It is to these less certain fields, major and minor, 

that one must turn for further evidence of colonization. 

The most complete listing to be found in the Rolls is 

in the accounts of grain sown. Appendix A, showing crop 

rotation by field, gives every field-name listed within 
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each of the eight manors in the forty-one extant years 

of the sample period, save for some very minor fields 

that are recorded once only and are probably sub-fields. 

To supplement the field-names, the nineteenth century 

Tithe Redemption maps can be used to help plot the 

positions of the fields within the manors, whether near 

the boundaries (and thus perhaps assart) or in .the centre 

(and thus probably ancient). The parish boundaries seem, 

as far as one can tell, to be close to -the medieval 

perimeters of the manors, but only rarely is it possible 

to compare the sizes of nineteenth century fields with 

the medieval originals. Because field-names changed fre

quently over centuries as the fiel,ds were sub-divided 

and sold, few medieval field-names have survived in pure 

or even distorted form to the last century, when the 

maps were compiled. But place-name studies are able to 

pinpoint a scattering of fields}? The simpler arrangements, 

such as the two-field system at Harwell and the three

field syste~s of Bishopstone and Woodhay, can be 

tentatively placed by the positions of the field boundaries 

and old roads and by a comparison of acreages in each 

section~ 8 On manors where there were a dozen or more 

separate fields, it would be foolish to expect more than 

a few fields to have survived to today with their names 

intact. A glance at Appendix B will show how tentative 

and scant the information is. With these caveats in mind, 

the recorded fields can be studied to determine whether 

or not the late appearance of some can be considered a 
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result of assarting. 

In Downton, the only fields appearing after the 

unquestionable assart of Loshangre/Cowyke are La Mote 

and Melkhull. If I have positioned them correctly on 

the parish map of Downton (Appendix B), then it seems 

that these two fields were not assarts but fields or 

plots within the village area, taken into the rotation 

during the high tide of demesne cultivation when every 

field that would bear crops was put to the plough. There 

is one 'purpresture' listed in 1251/52 but I consider 

this to be a reference to the expanding assart at Cowyke, 

which had not yet been so named. With La Mote and Melk-

hull discounted, there is no other field which remotely 

suggests an assart. Thus in Downton only Cowyke and the 

additions to Tymberhull in the 1220s and 1230s, mentioned 

by Titow, can be put forward as evidence of the assarting 

of whole fields, or large parts thereof. 19 

The fields of Bishopstone give no evidence of assarting 

during the ~ample period, and only the rising number of 

total acres sown gives witness to quiet but steady 

colonization. Before my sample period there were, as Titow 

shows, several larger assarts which he considers out

bursts of activity;0 but by 1244/45 this practice had 

stopped. 

The accounts for Brightwell are more helpful, for 

they record many smaller fields in the first few year

groups. In 1251/52, when fields began to be mentioned, 

the first four were La 3urghe, Juxta-Gardinum-Personis, 
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Fakentlond and Histfeld. La Burghe was sown with the 

five major grains (wheat, barley, oats, rye and drage) 

and appears to have been the large, general arable of the 

demesne; it was later named by its component parts: 

Westdonne, Estdonne, Haddon, Hamme, Wyttefurlong, Burfeld, 

and Goseforlong. 21 The 'Fakentlond' listed in 1251/52 

might be the later 'Sakentlond' or, more tenta~ively, 

the even later 'Forsakenelond'; although it is tempting 

to infer from this last that it was a considerable 

distance from the village~2 or that it was seldom cult-

ivated, both suggesting either a far-flung or a rather 

poor assart, nothing can be proved and so it must be 

dismissed. After the 1250s there are no new field-names 

until 1288/89, when Stonylonde and Stretforlong (in spite 

of its name, this last had an acreage too large to be 

simply a furlong size; perhaps it expanded from the 

original furlong) are mentioned, and in 1299/1300, which 

saw the addition of Doveton and Morforlong~3 These last 

two were mentioned only in 1299/1300 and 1300/01. They 

might have been subsections of larger fields inadvertently 

listed as separate fields in the Rolls. Their brief 

appearances tell us nothing of their origins. The first 

two fields, Stonylonde and Stretforlong, might be con

sidered assarts. Each demesne holding_contained ten measured 

acres (as opposed to customary acres) in 1288/89, a neat 

sum suggestive of a planned clearing. Neither field 

became very big: Stonylonde's largest extent was 32 acres 

(1362/63) and Stretforlong's 26~ acres (1300/01). I 
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have positioned them tentatively on the parish map of 

Brightwell (Appendix B), with the help of place-name 

evidence, on the north-west boundary. If these fields 

were assarts they represented an isolated effort created

long past the peak of colonization. This delayed 

appearance argues against the two fields being assarts; 

though 'Stonylonde' indicates poor ground, it qould be 

a new (perhaps exasperation-born) name; 'Stretforlong' 

might mean 'furlong by the street', not 'straight' and 

thus might be older, as new assarts would be away from 

the roads. 24 The fact that Brightwell, lying as it does 

with the Thames forming one boundary and hard by Walling

ford, must have been an anciently-settled manor with 

very little wasteland left by the thirteenth century 

(perhaps Stonylonde was used despite its nature because 

land was scarce) also contests against the possibility 

of the two fields of Stretforlong and Stonylonde being 

assarts. The only evidence besides their late appearance 

and initial.uniform size is their position in the hillier 

land near Brightwell Barrow and Castle Hill, land 

awkwardly placed and perhaps previously undesirable. In 

conclusion, it is impossible to state firmly whether 

these two fields were the result of assart; if they were, 

it was a small and late effort. 25 

HarNell, within the sample period, has no activity 

which suggests the assarting of large areas; no fields, 

of whatever size, appear after 1244/45. Harwell had but 

two fields from the beginning of the sample period to the 
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end. The field of Cateway, mentioned in 1376/77 and 

1377/78, is clearly not an assart but a subsection of a 

field, for Harwell would not have colonized land at a 

time when its demesne had been shrinking for over half 

a century. 

The demesne of High Clere consisted of more than two 

dozen small fields. 26 Because it rotated its crons on an -

infield/outfield pattern, it is difficult to know whether 

a field is new or simply re-emerging into the records 

after a long fallow. One field, called Purpresture

Juxta-Parcum (New-Assart-Next-To-The-Park), appears in 

1251/52 and 1252/53, but this is not necessarily an assart 

created in 1251/52, but more probably an earlier colon-

ization still called 'new assart'. It might have been 

a pasture-assart temporarily used as arable, for it is only 

sown twice in the years studiedf7had it been a new arable 

assart it surely would have been used more often, especially 

after the labour of clearing it. As I have suggested earlier, 

many assarts in High Clere might have been created for 

pasture alone. Or this Purpresture might have been an 

early abandonment in the long movement of abandonment. 

Within the sample period High Clere's arable was at its 

most extensive in 1251/52 and from that date it declined 

fairly steadily. The Purpresture might have been the 

first casualty in this decline. Two new fields are 

recorded in the fourteenth century: Stoupe in 1311/12 

(though it does not appear regularly until 1334/35) and 

Butine, first mentioned in 1326/27. In 1311/12, when 
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Stoupe first appears, there was no increase in the total 

acreage, and there is no evidence to suggest that this 

field was a.very late assart. Butine's first appearance 

coincides with a rise of eight acres, from 1325/26 to 

1326/27. However, Butine itself in 1326/27 had not eight 

acres but eighteen and a half. At this time a new park 

was being created in High Clere. The park seems to have 

forced a rearrangement of the fields: Hachfield was 

swallowed and Butine seems to have been created out of 

ten and a half acres of previously arable land and eight 

acres of new land, either previous pasture or new assart. 

As it is impossible to determine whether these acres 

were assart, Butine cannot be labelled new, despite its 

late emergence. Of the other fields in High Clere which 

appear in the last quarter of the thirteenth century or 

the first quarter of the fourteenth century, none appear 

to be assarts. 28 There is no evidence either from the 

total acres or in any part of the Pipe Rolls (such as 

sales of wo~d) that might suggest colonization. These 

other fields seem to have been either little-used out-

fields or pasture occasionally coopted for arable. Thus, 

of all the fields in High Clere, the only possible assart 

might have been a part of Butine in the late 1320s. 

Woodhay had an uncomplicated demesne of three large 

fields: Estfeld, Medelfeld and Westfeld. The fields of 

Wydecumbe and Hulletrupelle appear to have been the 

earlier names of Estfeld and Westfeld; Titow's 1208/09 -

1244/45 acreages seem to confirm this, for the acreages 
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are about the same, and the change in names comes 

thirty years before Woodhay switched to customary 

acres from measured acres. In the last year these two 

fields were recorded, Wydecumbe had 146 acres and 

Hulletrupelle 143i9in their first appearances, Estfeld 

had 105 acres and Westfeld 103~ acres. It seems unlikely 

that the 289 acres of the two earlier fields had been 

abandoned and 208 new acres assarted. That would have 

required a great deal of waste indee.d, not to mention 

the enormous amount of labour. Two new fields appear in 

the early fourteenth century: Manncroft and Wodefeld. 

In the same year-group in which Manncroft appears Estfeld 

lost 44~ acres; Manncroft had 46 acres. Thus it seems 

that Manncroft was a subdivision of Estfeld. They were 

sown as one. Wodefeld was also liked with Estfeld and 

seems never to have reached a dozen acres. Wodefeld might 

have been a late assart, though coming as it does after 

a period of decline it seems more likely to have been a 

subdivisio~ or a rearrangement of the main fields. Medel

feld had no sharp drops or increases that can be proven 

to be assarts, and so it seems that Woodhay, despite the 

assarting activity recorded in the Rolls, saw no major 

additions to its arable acres. 

Hambledon, like High Clere, was a demesne of many 

fields. Unfortunately its records are not detailed, and 

acreages per field are omitted for nearly all the years 

of the sample period. Even where names and acreages are 

given it is difficult to know whether a field's first 
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appearance is because of colonization or because of a 

re-emergence after a fallow. Of all the fields only one 

has a sure claim to be assart, for it is called 

Purpresture-Juxta-Curiam (New Assart Next to the Court

Yard)?0 But it is impossible to know if this assart was 

recent or old. The field is mentioned only once, in 1251/ 

52; thereafter it appears either to have disappeared or 

to have taken a new name. The field of Tylhangre, if 

correctly placed on the parish map (Appendix B), might 

by its position be suggested as an assart, for it is on 

the periphery of the manor, but the fact that Tylhangre's 

first appearance in 1305/06 is accompanied by a drop in 

the total acres from 299 acres in 1305/06 to 240~ acres 

in 1305/06 31 argues more strongly against the possibility 

of Tylhangre being an assart. The same drop in total 

acres occurred at the first mention of the field of Brech

lond in 1301/02, and its position within the manor 

cannot be ascertained. It is clear that some assarting 

was being c~rried out in the first few decades of the 

sample period, as the increase of total acres sown to 

1272/73 bears witness. This colonization, however, did 

not result in new fields, but only additions to existing 

fields: Rygge rose from 64~ acres in 1271/72 to 78 acres 

in 1272/73; Vineghes rose from 58 acres to 81 acres 

between the same years; Burgh from 33 to 37 acres, and 

Slade from 2 to 17. None of these increases reached 30 

acres; Hambledon's colonization, as Titow says, was 

clearly one of steady, almost nibbling, clearances. 
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Cheriton followed the pattern of Hambledon. It 

contained about seventeen regular fields3 2 and, as it was 

worked on the infield/outfield system, it is once again 

impossible to know whether a -field is new or simply 

resuming a place in the rotation. Of the larger, more 

regularly sown fields, three appear rather late in the 

sample period: the field of Nullecroft/Iviullelo!!d is first 

mentioned in 1313/14, 33 and Brondeswell and Gondedon figure 

from 1335/36. The 1311-14 year-group produced an increase 

of 152 acres over the 1304-07 year-group, 34but Mullecroft/ 

l''!ullelond, which seems to have had no more than eleven 

acres at its largest, can scarcely account for all this 

increase. The introduction of Brondeswell and Gondedon 

presented no additional acres to the total. It might be 

concluded that Mullecroft/Mullelond was a field created 

during a late period of colonization except for the fact 

that this fourteenth century expansion did not reach the 

1244/45 peak of total acres; the later enlargement seems 

to have been on land recently sown and more recently 

abandoned, though this land could have been overgrown 

enough to have to be assarted again. It is unlikely that 

this later increase was on untouched waste, for that would 

have meant over one hundred acres of waste untouched by 

the original assarting drive. ~hy Cheriton had this late 

expansion cannot be explained; it is difficult to pin

point evidence of a sudden population increase or of a 

rearrangement of the fields or of a sudden concentration 

upon arable. ~hat is clear is that this late activity 
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did not see the creation of any new field. Mullecroft/ 

~ullelond has no firm claim to be an assart. 

In general, then, the period after 1244/45 plainly 

confirms Titow's conclusion that the last half of the 

thirteenth century was not one of active assarting. The 

handful of certain or possible assarted fields (Cowyke in 

Downton, perhaps Stonylonde and Stretforlong i~ ~right

well, perhaps part of Butine in High Clere, and perhaps 

Mullecroft/Mullelond in Cheriton) shows that no large-scale 

colonization was taking place. The total acreages for each 

of the eight demesnes also show that the 'nibbling' form 

of colonization was slowing and ending by the last quarter 

of the thirteenth century. 

An interesting light on colonization is shed oy the 

pattern revealed by the 'Lapsed Rents' section of the ?ipe 

Rolls. Lapsed rents occurred when the tenant would not 

or could not pay; the land was taken in hand by the reeve 

and the uncollected rent recorded in the accounts. The 

number of entries is very small and the saue arrears were 

carried forward from year to year if the land remained 

unrented, but even such slender and repetitive evidence 

indicates the desire for land among the villeins at the 

beginning of the sample period. In the first year-group, 

1244-47, as can be seen in Table } (page 35), three 

demesnes had a decline in the number of lapsed rents held 

by the lord. One lapsed rent in Bishopstone disappeared 

in 1246/47; Hambledon lost two in 1245/46, and Cheriton 

lost one in the same year. 35 In the remaining thirteen 
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TABLE 3 

CHANGES IN LAPS~D RENTS PER DEMESNE 

Demesne 1244 1251 1271 1286 1299 1304 1311 1324 1334 1344 1361 1376 1388 1394 
-47 -54 -74 -82 -1302 -07 -14 -27 -37 -47 -64 -?C). -91 -2'1 

Down ton - - +1 +1 +1 - - - +1 - +2 -1 

Bishopstone -1 - +1 

Brightwell 

Harwell 
\...N High Clere +3 +8 +8 \JI - - - - - - - - -

1Noodhay - - - +1 

Hambledon -2 - - +1 - - - +5 +1 

Cheri ton -1 - - +2 - - +1 - +1 



year-groups there was only one other instance of a rental 

of such holdings in the lord's hand, in Downton in the 

1376-79 year-group. All the other year-groups saw either 

no change in the number of Lapsed Rents in the lord's 

hand, or an increase in that number. It does not seem to 

be a coincidence that four of the five leasings-out of 

Lapsed Rents occurred in the first year-group when the 

sample demesnes were still assarting new land. If the lord 

was still clearing the waste in his desire for new acres, 

it seems reasonable that he would have retained the various 

Lapsed Rents that fell into his hand for his own use. Jut 

rather than doing so he leased four of them to his tenants. 

It might be that the lord was willing to accept rent for a 

holding perhaps too small or inconveniently placed to be 

included in the demesne. It might also be that the land 

within these Lapsed Rents was of too poor a quality to be 

worth cultivating with the demesne, and so they were rented 

out to tenants who were less nice about the quality of the 

land. If any of these possibilities is correct, it su6sests 

a strong land-hunger among the villeins. The next changes 

in the number of Lapsed Rents per demesne (Table 3) occur 

in the 1271-74 year-group, when two Lapsed rtents were 

added to those already in the lord's hand. The following 

year-group, 1286-89, saw the addition of eigh~ Lapsed Rents. 

These year-groups also saw the end of colonization for the 

demesne and the beeinnine of the contraction of demesne 

land. No Lapsed Rents were leased out durin8 these year-
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5roups, nor were any rented out for the next hundred 

years (at least in the sample years). This su5gests 

that land-hunger was easinG among the tenants, and that 

the Lapsed Rents were no longer in demand. But the 

population was still increasing during these decades,3 6 

and so land-hunger would have been increasing, not 

decreasing. ~hus the Lapsed Jents should have been in 

greater demand, not lesser. ~hat they were not in demand 

suggests that the tenants' land-hunger was being satisfied 

(in part, at least) by the abandoned acres from the newly 

shrinking demesnes, and that there was no need to take up 

a Lapsed Rent holding. 

Lapsed 2ents, then, support the evidence that the 

period of colonization on the sample demesnes was drawing 

to a close about the 1270s. 

As mentioned earlier, the greatest colonizing activity 

by the peasants probably took place before the landlords 

had turned to the direct exploitation of the demesne. 3ut 

the peasant~' desire for land was not ended. In addition 

to taking on land in arrears, the accounts of the Profits 

of Court show that tenants were also paying to hold 

assarted land (called 'purpresture' or 'de mora') from 

the demesne. In tne 1251-54 year-group the ?ipe Rolls 

began to distinguish between entry fines for ordinary 

holdings, leases from the demesne, and leases of assarts, 

as well as other forms of land-transfer. In this first 

year-group (1251-54) there were nineteen leases of assarts 
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in the eight manors, totalling at least twenty-five acres, 

and probably considerably more. In the 1271-74 year-group 

there were eleven leases of assart; in the 1286-89 year-

group a further nineteen, containing at least forty-four 

acres. Titow says: 11 
••• if the demesne kept expanding 

in spite of the fact that portions of it were being let 

out to tenants then the lord must have been recouping 

himself, at least to the same extent, at the expense of 

new land ••• u
37 This was true of the pre-1244 period 

he studied, but within the sample period the demesnes were 

beginning to contract at the sa~e time as the sections of 

assart were being let to the peasants. 38 In the 1299-1302 

year-group there were two rented assarts of nineteen acres; 

in the 1304-07 year-group there were five assarts totalling 

eighteen acres; in the 1311-14 year-group there were two 

rented assarts containing just over one acre, and in the 

following year-group (1324-27) no assarts were rented at 

all. It is clear what was occurring. As the demesne began 

to be abandoned the recently-colonized land was rented out 

first. Since the lord was no longer assarting for himself, 

the amount of purpresture in hand was naturally limited 

and was soon exhausted. After 1311-14 there was probably 

no more land to rent. 7itow suggests that the newly-

colonized land was the least fertile land, and so the 

lords would happily have rented out these less productive 

acres to the peasants, who could not afford to be dis

criminating.39 Another reason could be that these assarted 
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acres were more awkwardly placed at boundaries or on 

hillsides, and so the lord was willing to cast them off 

first, for they took extra labour to cultivate. 

It is clear, then, that the traditional assumptions 

concerning assarting are upheld by the evidence of the 

eight sample demesnes: that the high-tide of colonization 

began to recede during the third quarter of the thirteenth 

century, and that colonization had all but come to a 

halt by 1300. During the last active years of assarting 

the general pattern was that of small and fairly steady 

clearances on the edges of the established fields. Assarts 

to produce entire fields were rare. By the time the lords 

turned to direct exploitation of their demesnes and at

tempted to expand their area the greater part of the waste 

was, no doubt, already assarted, leaving room only for 

the less spectacular 'nibbling' colonization. nut even 

this remaining waste would eventually be used up; the 

end of the period of assarting would naturally have come 

when the su?ply of waste land had given out. But rather 

than remaining stable at their widest limits, the 

demesnes began to shrink. No sooner had the reeves 

overseen t~e clearance of their demesnes than they began 

to abanQon them. The fourteenth century saw as rapid a 

contraction in the demesne arable as the thirteenth 

century had seen expansion. 
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IV CONTRACTION 

That abandonment of some sections of the demesnes 

occurred in the fourteenth century in all of the Winchester 

estates cannot be denied; the fact has been established 

that demesnes began to contract by the end of the 

thirteenth century and continued to do so for over one 

hundred years until the demesnes were finally farmed out by 

the middle of the fifteenth century. rtecent studies no 

longer discuss whether abandonment happened, but the reasons 

why it happened. In the earlier ·decades of this century 

abandonment of land, when it was examined at all, was 

presumed to have been the result of two phenomena: the 

decline in the fertility of the soil, and declining yields 

of grain, fpr these depended on the soil. Thus, it was 

argued, the less fertile acres were abandoned to the waste 

or converted into pasture and the demesnes saw a permanent 

~ , 1 T . retrenchment within the still fertile ~anas. ~ennarQ 

criticized this explanation of events and argued that the 

evidence from the Roth~usted experiment contradicted it, 

but did not suggest an alternative explanation.~ Postan 

revived the hypothesis of declining soil quality and set it 

forth persuasively in his own chapter on medieval English 

agriculture in the Economic History of 3urope. 3 
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He suggested that the high value of new assarts and the 

later shrinkage of the size of furlongs were clear symptoms 

of the " ... declining productivity of land." 4 This 

falling productivity was the result of two circumstances: 

the chronic undermanuring that resulted from small numbers 

of livestock, and the over-cultivation of land that was 

not only marginal in position and quality, but also of 

finite availability. This marginal land, once its small 

store of fertility had been drained, rapidly showed its 

worthlessness and was abandoned in the same order in which 

ithad been colonized, that is, the first assarted was the 

first abandoned. After all the available marginal areas 

had been assarted, abandonment could not have been balanced 

by new assarts and so the total area of the arable shrank. 

Titow supports this theory of Postan in his several works, 

particularly in English Rural Society 1200-1350. 5 Here he 

points out that no economic factors, such as a change in 

the demand for foodstuffs or a change in ~1inchester t s 

general policy, can explain the long-term declines on the 

various demesnes, for some of these began as early as the 

first decades of the thirteenth century, vlhile others saw 

6" 
no decreases until one hundred years later. He says: 

"Hy analysis of the Winchester yield data shows that on the 

great majority of manors a fall in productivity had occurred 

in the last quarter of the thirteenth and/or the first quar-

ter of the fourteenth century, and the very considerable 

contraction of the area under seed over the same period 
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appears to have been a conscious countermeasure, but for 

which this fall may have been even more pronounced." 7 

While other historians have been diffident about supporting 

this hypothesis of Postan and Titow, they have not 

suggested any alternative explanations, 8 although Long, in 
-

a recent article, suggests that the primitive medieval 

cultivation resulted in poor drainage and shallow furrows, 

little cross-ploughing and insufficient weeding, all of 

which combined to render the soil chronically dirty with 

weeds, to the harm of the crops. 9 Long proposes that 

'dirty' soil was at least as important as declining 

fertility. 

Postan himself does not claim that declining fertility 

alone caused abandonment, although he says that, left by 

itself, falling fertility would eventually have produced 

shrinking demesnes. But this slow decline was accelerated 

by the series of disasters occurring in the second decade 

of the fourteenth century, which consisted of bad harvests, 

cattle murrains, and resultant famines, all of which 

combined to check the level of population and even start a 

decline. As population fell, colonization slowed and 

stopped. With fewer people, fewer acres were needed and 

thus " •.. the high-tide of total acres receded." 10 

Since the labour pool shrank as a result of these second 

decade disasters, the stewards and reeves found themselves 

forced to make conditions-more agreeable to retain their 
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workers, and so rents were lowered and servile burdens 

lightened. Despite this, many peasant holdings stayed 

vacant for long periods, for there were simply not the 

numbers to take them up, and the demesnes shrank for lack 

of men to work them. 

Postan makes a good case for the 1315-22 disasters 

being the turning point of medieval agrarian history. This 

combination of disasters, he believes, was the first and 

greatest check on the buoyancy of the medieval economyi 

later bad harvests and plagues merely added impetus to a 

trend already well begun (even the Black Death being only 

a disaster of somewhat greater magnitude), and ensured that 

the country did not recover from these momentous Malthusian 

checks of the second decade. 

While he does not consider the results of the second 

decade disas·ters to ·have been either absolutely catas

trophic .nor the sole agent of change, Ian Kershaw ·ag·rees 

with Po stan ·on their importance. in reversing the 

agricultural produc~ion and the population ·trends. 11 

In addition, J. M. w. Bean gives added support to the 

theory by pointing out that the Black Death did not seem to 

have been followed by any astonish~ngly calamitous result~12 

He suggests that the problems of the last quarter of the 

fourteenth century were the recent results of difficulties 

arising in the 1370s and 1380s. If, indeed, a disaster 

was necessary to bring the buoyant economy of the 
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thirteenth century to a halt, the most likely disaster does 

seem to have been the series of reverses from 1315 to 1322. 

This theory, however, is not accepted by B. F. Harvey, 

who challenges Postan's evidence for a population increase 

unchecked to 1315. 13 Postan argued_that· rising rents, ever

shrinking peasant holdings, and colonization of acknowledged 

inferior land proved that population growth was unimpeded 

before then. Harvey points out that rents were not 

universally high before· the 1315-22 disasters and there was 

not a noticeable drop in rents after them, as there ought 

to have been if Postan was correct. Although peasant 

holdings were small before these disasters, Harvey 

maintains that this is not an indication of desperate land

hunger, for small holdings need not exclusively be a 

product of a growing population, but could also be the 

result of occupation of woodland or the availability of 

local employment by lords or in industries. 14 Lastly, she 

disagrees with Postan and his followers over the alleged 

exhaustion of the soil and the depletion of assartable land~ 

Abandoned land, she argues, was not necessarily exhausted, 

and vacant lands could and did exist next to new assarts; 

if marginal lands were failing so markedly, the evidence 

ought to be indisputable. In short, Harvey finds no proof 

for the assertion that population growth was reversed by 

the second decade disasters or for the abandonment of land 

due to soil exhaustion. 
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Thus there are two theories on why demesnes beg~

to contract: first, that soil exhaustion led to falling 

yields and so to abandonment of land, and second, that 

Malthusian checks halted population growth, reversed the 

expansion of the thirteenth century, and caused contraction 

of the demesnes because of the contracting population and 

shrinking demand for agricultural produce. These two 

~henomena were concurrent and each exacerbated ·the effects 

of the other. The thesis which combines the t~vo, to be 

referred to subsequently as the Postan/Titow theory, has 

its supporters and detractors, each historian using his or 

her particular studies as a model in order to test its 

veracity. Titow based his conclusions upon voluminous 

research in the ~vinchester Pipe Rolls. Since I follow him 

in this area, and study only 16 percent of the manors he 

has studied (eight manors to fifty or more), Titow's 

observations should be offered first and my conclusions 

compared with his. 

In his discussion of abandonment in Land and 

1 . 15 . . h . h t th Popu at~on T~tow reJects t e suggest~on t a ere was a 

n ••• conscious shift in the balance between the arable 

and the stock-farming ... " 16 which led to contraction, 

for he points out that, for the pre-1350 period, " . the 

period in which the animal population . .. . was at its 

highest level . coincided with the period of the 

greatest expansion of the demesne." 17 He also rejects the 

theory that the demesne was being let out to tenants in 



increasing amounts due to a growing preference for a fixed 

income, for there is no evidence of a change in the 

Bishop's policy concerning rents. He feels that the rent-

ing to tenants of parts of the demesne was a result, not a 

cause, of abandonment. 18 Contraction was "·. . . an 

inevitable penalty for previous over-cultivation", he says, 

and that " •.. it represented no more than abandonment of 

lands which, taken under the plough in the heat of the 

colonising activity . were in fact too poor to sustain 

permanent cultivation and had to be discarded once their 

stored fertility v1as exhausted. n 19 He continues, 

" the most plausible explanation of this development 

must be that the late thirteenth and early fourteenth 

century contraction of the demesne was due primarily to 

the shedding of unproductive lands." 20 The fall in the 

proportion of acres under wheat, he notes, as well as 

the larger ~rops for rye, here and oats, with an increase 

in the proportion of acres under barley, drage and legumes, 

was " ... a direct consequence of the gradual impoverish

ment of parts of the demesne and as a measure to combat 

falling yields.n 21 Oats yields in particular fell 

primarily because " ... the contraction of the demesne must 

have been achieved mainly at the expense of the poorest 

parts of the demesne, i.e. those parts of the demesne which 

were oat land par excellence." 22 
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Two other factors had some influence on declining 

yields: weather and seeding rates. Titow discusses both 

in his Winchester Yields. 23 After reviewing the evidence, 

Titow concludes that the effects of weather cannot be 

d . d . . 11 24 d f d . h . eterm1.ne stat1.st1.ca y, an a ter stu y1.ng c anges 1.n 

seeding rates he considers that only fifteen demesnes had 

yield changes due to seed-density changes __ in any grain 

throughout .hi~ whole period (1208 - 1350). He suggests that 

none of these .changes was of the magnitude to explain the 

degree of yield declines~ 5and thus concludes that the most 

important reason for declining yields was the declining 

fertility of the soil, and that the major reason for later 

yield improvement was the abandonment of poor land and the 

concentration of crops upon the most fertile acres. 

It should be noted here that Farmer has entered a 

caveat against one of Titow's conclusions. He points out 

that, though Titow•s theory leads one to expect that 

" .•• the manors which took the largest proportions of 

their demesne out of cultivation might be expected to show 

the biggest improvement in yield ratios . 11 26 f , ew 

manors lost large numbers of acres after_the Bl~ck D~ath, 

though yields improved, and even those manors which lost 

the smallest comparable amounts had yield increases as high 

as those which lost the most acres. The improved yields 

of the last half of the fourteenth century, particularly 

for barley and oats, taken with the slow and small 
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contraction of the arable '' . • • compel one to doubt 

whether improved yields owed much to the abandonment of 

inferior land." 27 

Titow, then, argues that his data confirm Postan's 

theory in every detail, while Farmer, among others, has 

some doubts. Iviy own data, though limited, in some respects 

supports the theories of Postan and Titow, and in others the arguments 

of their critics. 

All eight of my sample demesnes lost acres through the 

sample period, but all lost them at different rates. Grapp 

4 shows the loss of total arable acres for each demesne in 

each sample year. It should be noted that the periods 

between three-year eroups, indicated oy a dotted line, 

probably hide other fluctuations, and when I speak of a 

fall or rise between year-groups, I do not assume that the 

intervening years saw no changes. 

It can be seen on Graph 4 (page 50) that, after a steep 

increase in acres to 1253/54, Downton had an e~ually 

sharp decrease to 1271/72. Following that year, its 

acreages fell steadily to 1288/89, when the total reached 

535 acres. After a short period of staoility from 1288/89 

to 1306/07, there were several more sharp drops and 

brief recoveries until 1344/45, when the acrea5e reached 

206~ acres. Downton's demesne arable then expanded to 327 

acres in 1346/47, and from that year fell three more times, 

to 215 acres in 1361/62, 187 acres in 1376/77, and to 168 

acres in 1378/79; after this last year it recovered 



slightly, gaining 21 acres by the last sample year, 

1397/98, when the total was 189 acres. This was 718 

acres less than the highest sample total (907 acres in 

1253/54) and 451~ acres less than the total in the first 

sample year (640~ acres in 1244/45). 

Bishopstone's highest acreage within the sainple years 

was its first, with 319~ acres recorded in 1244/45. The 

total fell steadily, with only insignificant increases, 

until it reached 162 acres in 1305/06. 28 The level of 

acres rose slightly after that year and remained fairly 

stable, hovering between 160 and 180 acres until 1376/77, 

when it fell to 124 acres. This decrease was temporary; 

by 1388/89 it had risen to 186~ acres (for no reason that 

can be ascertained) and at the end of the sample period its 

total was not much different, at 178 acres. Bishopstone 

lost 141~ acres from its first sample year to its last, and 

its greatest loss was 195~ acres. 

Brightwell's acreage in the first sample year, 1244/45, 

was 277~ acres, its highest total in all the sample years.

This fell to 229 acres in 1252/53, but by 1271/72 it had 

reached 249 acres. But after another rise to 264 acres in 

1299/1300 it fell again to 146 acres in 1313/14. Another 

increase brought it to 208~ acres in 1335/36, and it 

decreased yet again to 106 acres in 1388/89. The total 

rallied briefly to 121a acres in 1394/95 before finishing 

in the last sample year at 117~ acres. Brightwell•s 
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pattern of loss was one of fairly steady decline with few 

and only temporary increases. Its overall loss from first 

sample year to last was 160 acres, and its greatest loss 

between highest and lowest levels was 171~ acres. 

The greatest acreage for Harwell within the sample 

years was 187 acres in 1253/54, 29 an increase of- 38 acres 

fron 1244/45, the first sample year. Its acreage rose and 

fell in short fluctuations until 1300/01, when it dropped 

to 104~ acres; this was immediately followed by an 

increase to 116 acres. By 1305/06 it had reached 121a 

acres. After this it fell and rose again in short fluctu

ations, falling as low as 9la acres in 1312/13, rising to 

125 acres in 1324/25, climbing again to 138~ acres in 

1334/35, decreasing to 104~ acres in 1361/62, to 76~ acres 

in 1378/79, and rising again to the end of the sample period, 

its last total, in 1396/97, being 89 acres. Its overall 

loss was 60 acres, and the difference between its highest 

and lowest total acreages was 11oa acres. Harwell•s 

pattern of loss was a jagged series of fluctuations, with a 

temporary plateau of somewhat higher totals from 1313/14 

to 1363/64. 

High Clere's first sample year saw a total of 174 

acres under the plough; by 1251/52 it had reached its 

highest level of the sample period, at 259~ acres. 

Between 1253/54 and 1272/73 it lost 1o2a acres, the total 

being 120 acres in the latter year. After some 
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fluctuations it fell to a low of 64 acres in 1313/14, rose 

slightly to 82~ acres in 1326/27 before falling through a 

series of small fluctuations to 44 acres in 1363/64. From 

this year it rose somewhat, reaching 74 acres in 1388/89 

before ending the sample period at 56 acres, in 1396/97. 

High Clere, despite the frequent small increases~ can be 

said to have experienced a general and steady decrease from 

first sample year to last with only two prominent increases 

(between 1246/47 and 1251/52 and between 1300/01 and 

1301/02} , both in the first third of the sample period. Its 

overall loss was 118 acres, and its greatest loss, between 

largest and smallest totals, was 215~ acres. 

The total acreage for Woodhay for the first sample year 

was 237 acres; it rose to 289 acres in 1252/53, then 

declined sharply to 1287/88, to a level of 119 acres. It 

had one more substantial increase from that year to 1305/06, 

when it reached 235 acres. After this latter year its 

decline of total acres was interrupted by only small upward 

fluctuations. Woodhay, then, saw considerable rises and 

falls until the second decade of the fourteenth century 

before assuming a pattern of regular decrease; its last 

recorded sample acreage was 78 acres, an overall loss of 

159 acres from the first sample year, and its greatest loss 

between high and low totals was 211 acres. 

Hambledon's total acres can be said to have fallen in 

three large slumps, with a number of smaller fluctuations. 
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In its first year, 1244/45, it had 221 acres; it rose to 

324 acres in 1273/74, but by 1286/87 had fallen to 188 

acres. The total rose steadily, save for a short loss 

between 1299/1300 and 1311/12, and in the latter year stood 

at 252 acres. Its second slump began after that year, and 

by 1334/35 had fallen to 156a acres. It rallied and 

climbed to 229~ acres in 1344/45 before slumping a third 

time to 151 acres in 1377/78. The last two decades saw a 

small recovery, and its last total was 164~ acres. Its 

greatest loss was 173 acres, and its overall loss from 

first sample year to last was 56~ acres. 

Cheriton had 358~ acres in the first sample year. 

From that year it rose to 342 acres in 1245/46, then fell 

through several fluctuations to a low of 176 acres in 

1305/06. After that year it had a large, sharp increase 

to 346~ acres in 1311/12. It fell to 198~ acres in 1336/37, 

rose to 266 acres in 1344/45, fell to its second lowest 

level of the sample period in 1377/78, when it reached 194 

acres, then recovered 37 acres, finishing the sample period 

at 221 acres in 1396/97. Thus, except for the one large 

increase between 1305/06 and 1311/12, Cheriton had a 

generally constant decline, its overall loss being 131~ 

acres, and its greatest drop being 182~ acres. 

In summary, all eight demesnes appear to have been 

contracting from the early decades of the sample period; 

in the case of those manors (Bishopstone, Brightwell and 

Cheriton) whose largest arable areas were recorded in the 
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first sample year, it might be guessed that the decline 

had begun before the sample period commenced. Four of 

the demesnes had fairly stable totals for the last half 

of the sample period, that is, fluctuations of not more 

than thirty acres: Harwell (between 1288/89 and 1334/35; 

13 years in all}, Bishopstone (between 1305/06 and 

15 years in all}, Woodhay (two periods, the first of 10 

years, between 1272/73 and 1306/07 and the second of 9 

years, between 1324/25 and 1346/47} and High Clere 

(between 1334/35 and 1396/97; 18 years in all) .Harwell 

was a small manor, and both Harwell and Bishopstone had 

simple two or three field rotations; perhaps these manors 

could not afford to give up very many acres before their 

rotations were impaired, or perhaps they had eliminated 

all that was necessary earlier. There is considerable 

evidence that Woodhay and High Clere were more heavily-

wooded than the other six manors, and it might be that 

the demesnes were already close to the minimum usable 

. 30 . 
s~ze. Three demesnes, Downton, Brightwell and Cher~ton, 

had slight increases in total acres in the last two 

decades of the sample period, their 1396/97 totals being 

higher than their 1388/89 totals. These increases are not 

large, and all three in fact peaked in 1395/96, the last 

year being a decline, and suggesting that these small 

increases are only the upward half of a small fluctuation. 

The overall losses are summarized overleaf in Table 5. 
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TA3L~ 5 

LOSSES OF DEI',.IESNE ACB.EAG~3 1 

difference in 
total acreage total acreage acres be t~w'leen 

Demesnes in 1244/45 in 1396/97 1244/45 & 1396/97 

Down ton 640~ 189 451~ (70.4%) 

Bishops tone 319~ 178 141~ (44.2%) 

Brightwell 277i 117~ 160 (57.6%) 

Hart~ell 149 89 60 (40.2%) 

High Clere 174 56 118 ( ,~ 7 srI) 0 • ;·b 

~i/oodhay 237 78 315 (67.0%) 

Hambledon 221 164·~ 
- .- ... ( "5 --L) ?b~ C. • Jja 

Cheriton 358t 221 137~ '3'"' 3-') \ d. ;:) 

As can be seen, the largest percentage of loss was 

32 sustained by Downton. Although Downton was also the 

largest manor, the percentaGe of loss does not fall as 

the demesnes become smaller; the second largest manor, 

Cheriton, had the second smallest loss, and the second 

smallest manor, High Clere, had the second largest loss. 

Of tne four demesnes which saw increases between the 

first two year-groups, 33nownton had the largest loss, 

High Clere and ~oodhay the next two largest, and 

Cheriton and Hambledon tne two smallest losses. ~he 

three sample demesnes ~hich lost acres bet~een the 
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first two year-groups (Bishopstone,Brightwell and Harwell), 

have neither the highest nor the lowest losses. It 

appears that rates of colonization did not later determine 

patterns of abandonment. Hambledon and Cheriton, the 

demesnes with the two smallest percentages of loss, both 

had infield/outfield crop rotation patterns, but High Clere, 

which had the second largest loss, was also an infield/ 

outfield demesne, while Harwell, whose loss was only 1.9 

percent more than Cheriton's, was a simple two-field demesne .. 

Thus patterns of crop rotation do not determine patterns 

of abandonment either. There are only two similarities 

that most or all of the eight demesnes share. The first 

is that manors in the same topographical regions have 

roughly similar losses: Brightwell and Harwell, both in 

southern Oxfordshire (formerly in Berkshire) near the 

Thames, have losses that differ by 17.4 percent; 

Hambledon and Cheriton, in southwest Hampshire, differ by 

12.8 percent, and High Clere and Woodhay, which share a 

boundary and sit at the northern edge of Hampshire, have 

almost identical losses, the difference being only 

.8 percent. Downton and Bishopstone, about six miles 

apart in southern Wiltshire, below Salisbury, had 

considerably different losses but, as will later be seen, 

Downton was a manor composed of smaller sub-manors, not 

regular fields, and so does not easily fit any pattern 

formed by the other seven sample demesnes.34 Second, all 
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eight demesnes saw several increases in their total 

acreages, of greater or lesser magnitude, throughout the 

period of contraction. Why there should be any increases 

at all, however temporary, cannot easily be discovered. If 

the Postan/Titow theory is correct, then these increases 

cannot be in response to rising yields, for according to 

the theory yields rose only when acres were abandoned. 

Other factors must be involved. The increases could be 

the result of particularly good periods of seed or weather, 

or they could reflect temporary increases in the labour 

pool, more workers, enabling more acres to be cultivated, 

or they could be temporary expansions in order to obtain 

large, though short-term, yields after a bad harvest or an 

epidemic; high prices in the market following such 

disasters would encourage the reeves to capitalize on 

dearth. Again, the increases could be the result of the 

reabsorption into the demesne of peasant land, untenanted 

by disasters. These and other factors will be considered 

at greater length later in this chapter, for other data 

must first be examined. 

Graph 4 on page 51 showed the loss of acres for each 

demesne, but the losses sustained by each field within 

these demesnes do not always follow the pattern of 

contraction set by the demesne as a whole. Appendix C, 

which compares the total acres per demesne with the acres 

of each of their major fields, shows that three demesnes 

of six had similar patterns between fields and the demesne 
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as a whole. 35 The three demesnes whose fields, or some 

of them, tend to reflect the movement of total acres 

are Downton, High Clere and ~oodhay. 

In Downton, the major field of ~yke most closely 

parallels the fluctuations in the total acres. Wyke 

was the largest and most important field within Downton 

and any aoandonment of land would have affected it. The 

movement of acres in Wyke coincided with the total acres 

twelve times out of a possible twenty-one, or 57 percent. 

Of the four other major fields, Nunton, ~ytheton, Cowyke 

and Tymoerhull, a majority fell or rose in parallel to 

the total acreaGe five times out of a possible seventeen, 

or 29 percent. 3ix times out of seventeen, 35 percent, 

two of the four moved in parallel and two did not; a 

further six times only one moved in parallel, the o~her 

three changing in the opposite direction, or remaining 

the same. The five fields together moved as a majority 

in the same direction as the total acreage 29 percent 

of the posslble years, but when the years of e~ual 

division are added, where half the yields moved in 

accord and half opposite, the years of parallel change 

are ten out of seventeen, or 59 percent. 7hus Wyke 

alone moves more closely than any other single field 

to the change in total acres, out no change by the 

majority shows a mar~ed tendency to parallel change. 
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It is more difficult to see patterns in High Clere 

because of the scantiness of the data. Of the four years 

where two major fields have recorded acreages, three saw 

these acreages move in parallel to the total acres. The 

impression given by the solitary appearances of the 

individual fields seems to indicate a general but not 

strong trend to parallel change. An examination of the 

minor fields does not help strengthen the impression, for 

records of their acreages are even more scarce than those 

for the major fields. 

Woodhay's data is in much the same state as High 

Clere's: there is insufficient evidence to support any 

firm conclusions. Again, there can only be an impression, 

given by single appearances of individual field acreages, 

that the movement of their acres was in general, but not 

uniform, agreement with the movement of the total demesne 

acreage. 

The reason why the movement of field acreages within 

these three demesnes does not move exactly with the change 

of total acres is explained by the reaction of field 

acreages in the other three demesnes, seen in Appendix C. 

The first of these, Bishopstone, has a clear pattern 

of field acreage movements for thirty of the forty-two 

sample years. An increase in the major field of East Field 

is followed in the next year by an increase in West Field, 

which is followed by an increase in Middle Field (~efore 
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1299/1300 there were only two fields in existence for 

Middle Field did not come into being until the end of the 

thirteenth century). From 1311/12 to 1344/45, however, it 

can be seen that the acreages of the three fields rise and 

fall in direct relation to one another. 

Brightwell's two major fields and Harwell's two fields 

show the same pattern as that period when Bishopstone had 

two fields. For instance, in the year-group 1334/37 

Brightwell's field of Estdonne fell from 173 acres to 16~ 

acres, then rose to 173 acres again. Between the same 

three years Westdonne rose from 14~ acres to 192 acres and 

fell again to 12 acres. In Harwell, the East Field, ·in 

the 1361/64 year-group, fell from 92 acres to 12a acres, 

then increased to 105~ acres, wh~le West Field rose from 

12~ acres to 96~ acres, and then dropped to 16~ acres. 

Clearly these three demesnes• field acreages are 

moving in reaction to one another, not to the changes in 

the total demesne acreage. It is the pattern of crop 

rotation which creates this regular increase and decrease 

in the area of each field. If this is true for the three 

manors of Bishopstone, Brightwell and Harwell, presumably 

it is true for Downton, High Clere and Woodhay. The 

parallel movements of the field acreages in these last 

three demesnes are perhaps mere coincidence, or else fields 

within manors of more complex rotation, such as Downton, 

were more sensitive to overall change. In Woodhay's scant 
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data, some pattern like that of Bishopstone's three fields 

can be discerned: its East Field and West Field never appear 

to rise or fall together. In other years the increase in 

one (i.e. East Field from 1299/1300 to 1300/01) is followed 

the next year by an increase in the other (i.e. West Field 

from 1300/01 to 1301/02) . More field acreages would be 

needed to see the rotation of crops in High Clere, but it 

does not seem likely that High Clere is an exception to 

the pattern. 

Although the field acreages do not parallel the rise 

and fall of the total demesne acreages, the average number 

of acres within each field does reveal a general decline 

through the period in which it is recorded. Appendix D 

shows the average acreage per field for every year-group 

in which the acreages were given in the Pipe Rolls. In 

Downton, the field of ~'ilyke lost 24 acres from the first 

year-group to the last. Nunton lost 31 acres from its 

first to i t·s last year-group, Wythe ton lost 9 acres, 

Cowyke 23~ acres, and Tymberhull 49~ acres. The differ

ence between the last recorded average and the highest 

recorded average was greater in every field but Tymberhull; 

that field's first average acreage was also its highest. 

The differences were for Wyke, 260 acres; for Nunton, 

92 acres; for Wytheton, 34~ acres; for Cowyke, soa 

acres; Bishopstone's two original fields show the same 

losses between largest and last recorded acreages: 
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East Field lost 203 acres (which was also the difference 

between its first and last), and West Field's 199 acres 

(also the difference from first year-group to last) . 

Middle Field's last acreage was 12~ acres larger than its 

first, but the difference between its highest recorded 

average and its last was 29\ acres. In Brightwell, 

Estdonne's overall loss was 104 acres, and the difference 

between largest acreage and last was 119~ acres;Westdonne's 

overall loss was 81~ acres and the loss from largest 

acreage to last acreage was 142~ acres. Harwell's Estfeld 

lost 67~ acres from the first average to the last, and this 

was also its greatest loss. Westfeld lost 2sa acres overalL 

with 49 acres lost between highest and last acreages. 

Two of High Clere's fields, Stoupe and Hachfield, had 

higher average acreages in their last year-group than in 

their first, but this last average was lower than the 

largest average they each attained, Stoupe losing 19~ 

acres from its largest average to its last, and Hachfield 

losing 6~ acres. The other major fields within High Clere 

had typical losses: Westfeld lost 106~ acres overall 

(which was also its largest-to-last loss) ; Sudden lost 89 

acres from first (and largest} to last, and Butine lost 5~ 

acres (with 19~ from highest average to last}. In Woodhay, 

Medelfeld rose 19~ acres from the first recorded average to 

the last, but the first average is plainly unusual; the 

loss between its second average (in 1271-74) and its last 
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was 55~ acres. Its greatest loss was 98~ acres. 

Estfeld lost 65~ acres in its overall, and greatest, loss, 

and Westfeld lost 33a acres from first to last (with 67\ 

acres from largest to last). As mentioned previously, 

the recorded field acreages for Hambledon and Cheriton 

are not plentiful. From the figures available~ the field 

of Rygge in Hambledon shows an increase of 2a acres from 

its first year-group to its last, but what its greatest 

increase or loss was cannot be discovered (see Appendix D). 

The field of Vineghes lost 24~ acres overall, and 25a 

acres from largest average to last, but this is for the 

recorded averages only. The recorded acreages for the 

other fields are too incomplete to be calculated. The 

field of Hulle is the only field in Cheriton that can be 

computed; its overall average loss (from 1244-47 to 

1344-47, the year-groups after the latter date having 

incomplete averages) is 48~ acres, and its greatest loss 

(between 1299-1302 and 1344-47) is 57 acres. 

It can be seen from the table overleaf that, of 

Downton's five major fields, Wyke had the smallest loss 

both overall and between the largest recorded average 

acreage to th.e last average acreage. Tymberhull had the 

greatest overall loss (72.4%) of the five fields, while 

Wytheton had the greatest loss from highest average to 

last recorded average (81.4%).. Of the five fields, four 

lost 50 percent or more from first average to last, and 
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TABLE 6 

AVERAGE CHANGE OF ACRES PER FIELD PER YEAR-GROUP
36 

The first figure represents percentage change between first 

recorded sample year-group's acreage and last sample year-

group's acreage. The second figure represents the percent-

age change between largest average of the sample year-groups 

and the last sample year-group's average acreage: 

d. = demesne f. = field-name 1. = percentage loss 

d. 
f. Wyke 
1. -15.0% 

-65.6% 

d. 

Nun ton 
-50.0% 
-74.7% 

Bishops tone 

Down ton 
Wythe ton 
-56.2% 
-81.4% 

f. East Field West Field Middle Field 
1. -76.6% 

-76.6% 
-75.9% +22.5% 
-75.9% -30.0% 

d. Brightwell 
f. Estdonne Westdonne 
1. -68.1% -45.7% 

-71.1% -59.6% 

d. Harwell 
f. East Field West Field 
1. -74.5% -35.3% 

-74.5% -51.0% 

d. 
f. Westfeld Sud don 
1. -44.5% -28.8% 

-44.5% -65.7% 

d. Woodhay 
f. Estfeld Medelfeld 
1. -62.3% +105.4%a 

-62.3% -72.1% 

d. Harnbledon 
f. Rygge Vineghes 
1. +3.8% -37.6% 

d. Cheriton 
f. Hu11e 
1. -74.7% 

-76.8% 

38.8% 

High Clere 
Butine 

-29.7% 
-59.6% 

Westfeld 
-58.4% 
-73.6% 

Cowyke 
-52.8% 
-74.3% 

Stoupe 
+9.6% 

-53.4% 

Tyrnberhull 
-72.4% 
·-72. 4% 

Hachfield 
+201.1% 

-9.2% 

aThis first figure for Mede1feld is clearly unusual. If 

the second year-group's average acreage is used, it is -63.6%. 
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over 70 percent from largest average to last. Wyke's 

comparatively lighter losses were probably due to its 

position as Downton's most important field. Although it 

seems to have lost acres in nearly every year-group 

(see Appendix D) , its primacy ensured that these losses 

would not be as great as those in the less central 

positions. Of Bishopstone's three fields, Middle Field 

suffered the least, perhaps because of its central position 

in the manor. Brightwell's two major fields did not lose 

an equal percentage of acres; Estdonne was often supple

mented with smaller outfields in the crop rotation and it 

is possible that it could lose more acres than Westdonne 

because these losses, thanks to the outfields, would not 

interfere with the rotation of the crops. Harwell's 

uneven losses between its two fields, East Field shrinking 

much more than West Field, would presumably have inter

fered with the rotation of crops, but a reason can be found 

by looking at the map of Harwell in Appendix B: the uneven 

ground and steep slopes within the bounds of East Field 

suggest that it was more difficult to cultivate and perhaps 

more easy to relinquish. In High Clere, Westfeld had the 

greatest overall loss (44.5%), while Sudden and Butine had 

nearly equal losses (28.8% and 29.7% respectively}. 

Hachfield's greatest loss, between largest average acreage 

andlast average acreage, was very small because Hachfield 

appears to have been engulfed by a newly-made park before 

it began to suffer from any serious abandonment. The 
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losses within Woodhay's three fields were fairly similar, 

particularly when the alternate figure for Medelfeld's 

overall loss is used. Woodhay's simple three-field crop 

rotation would have encouraged even loss on all three fields, 

so as not to jeopardize the rotation. Of the losses in the 

fields of Hambleton and Cheriton, nothing can be_said, save 

that, as far as can be seen, their patterns of loss are not 

markedly different from those of the other six demesnes. 

In general, the figure in Table 6 and Appendix D show 

that all fields in all demesnes sustained some overall 

losses. In Downton, Bishopstone, High Clere and Woodhay, 

the majority of each demesne's fields shared about the same 

percentage of lost acres, the average overall loss for all 

fields but Wyke in Downton being 57.8 percent, and the 

average loss for all five fields between largest average and 

last being 73.6 percent. Bishopstone's original two fields 

lost an average of 76.2 percent. H~gh Clere's losses from 

largest average to last, save for Hachfield, varied about 

20 acres from field to field, and all three fields of 

Woodhay lost, in all, about 60 acres each. Downton's Wyke, 

High Clere's Hachfield, and the two fields of Brightwell and 

of Harwell do not fit the pattern of equal losses among 

their fellow fields for the reasons given above: their 

positions either of importance or of awkwardness, or of 

th_eir disappearance. The general evenness of the 

losses indicates steady and shared elimination of acres; 
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the abandonment of land seems to have been carried out 

by 'nibbling' in reverse, for, as land was colonized 

piecemeal onto the fields, so was it abandoned by piecemeal 

excision from the same fields. 

But some fields did not merely contract; they 

disappeared altogether. Appendix D displays the major 

fields of each demesne by year-group and so, though 

recording their disappearances, disguises the actual sample 

year in which they vanished from the sample period. In the 

following discussion it is to be remembered that when a 

field is referred to as 'gone', it does not mean that the 

sample year was its last year, for it could have disappeared 

in the interval between year-groups. All that is certain 

is that a vanished field does not reappear in any sample 

year and can probably safely be labelled 'gone'. 

Of Downton's major fields, Tymberhull was the first 

to vanish. Its last crops of wheat and oats were recorded 

in 1312/13, and the last acreage (27 acres) of the sample 

period was in 1326/27. The highest acreage it had 

achieved was 98 acres in 1272/73; from that year it had 

steadily contracted, until its last year, 1326/27. 

Wytheton disappeared next, in 1334/35; its last crop was 

oats, and its last recorded acreage was 7 acres. Cowyke•s 

last acreage of the sample years was 27 acres, recorded in 

1326/27, and its last crop, oats and wheat, was in 1346/47. 

The latter figure must be taken as the last appearance of 
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the field, for field acreages, as has been shown, are sel

dom completely recorded. Nunton's last crop was in the 

same year, 1346/47, when it bore wheat, barley and oats. 

Its last acreage, 31 acres, had been given in 1334/35. 

None of the minor fields appear in the sample years after 

1344/45, when Park made its last appearance in the sample 

period. Thus by 1346/47, when Nunton and Cowyke vanish 

from the sample, all the fields save Wyke were gone.37 

Wyke is not mentioned by name or by acreage after 1378/79, 

but as crops were still being sown and harvested on the de

mesne in Downton until the fifteenth century, they had to 

be growing somewhere, and the most likely place was Wyke, 

for it had always been the most important field, and the 

closest to the village. In the last three years in which 

field-names are recorded in Downton, the Pipe Rolls 

mention sections of Wyke by name: in 1376/77 the South 

Field of Wyke and the West Field of Wyke were sown; in 

1377/78, the North Field and South Field were sown, and in 

1378/79, the West Field alone is named. That ~vyke is 

shown to have had its own internal crop rotation seems to 

indicate that it could exist on its own when the other 

fields had gone. Little can be determined about the dates 

the minor fields vanished from the demesne of Downton. They 

appear infrequently throughout the sample period and a 

silence need not mean a disappearance; .the field of Park, 

for instance, might easily have reappeared in the Pipe Rolls 
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after 1344/45, but not in the sample period. But a 

prolonged silence does suggest a disappearance, particularly 

when the major fields were also vanishing. 

Thus the minor fields of Downton appear to have 

ceased by the 1340s, and so too four of the major fields, 

leaving Wyke alone to bear what little direct cultivation 

the lord's reeve was still tending. The last recorded 

acreage for each field was small, but not always the 

smallest number of acres sown in its history: Nunton's 

last-recorded acreage was 31 acres, but crops had been sown 

on 24~ acres in 1313/14, and Cowyke had had acreages as low 

as 14 acres (1304/05) . Thus it does not appear that there 

was a certain minimum size that a field had to maintain to 

· be retained in the demesne. The fact that the Pipe Rolls 

record the crops Nunton and Cowyke bore after recording 

their final acreages leads one to believe that either 

these last acreages were maintained or that much smaller 

areas were still considered worth sowing. Crops were sown 

on Wytheton' s last total of 7 acres and on Tymberhull t s last 

9~ acres. These are very small indeed, and presumably 

there came a point when these fields, now mere plots, were 

finally eliminated from the rotation. 

Bishopstone does not appear to have lost any fields. 

The fields of Rycombe and Fifeacre, mentioned in Appendix A, 

were probable sub-fieLds of East Field. The major fields, 

East Field, West Field, and Middle Field, continue in 
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existence to the end of the sample period. In the last 

year-group, 1394/97, Middle Field is not mentioned by name 

or by acres, but the fact that the acreages on the other 

two fields in 1395/96 and 1396/97 are consistent with the 

earlier totals of the three-field rotation seems a clear 

indication that Middle Field still existed. Again, the 

pattern of crop rotation (see Appendix A) shows wheat to 

have been sown on East Field in 1395/96 and on West Field 

in 1396/97; Middle Field always preceded East Field with 

wheat, and so it can be assumed that, had the Rolls for 

1394/95 not been damaged, they would have shown Middle 

Field in existence and bearing wheat that year. Thus all 

three of Bishopstone's were in existence, though reduced in 

size, by the end of the sample period. With crop rotation 

dependent on three fields, it would not be expected that one 

field could have been entirely abandoned in a single year, 

nor would it be logical that a whole field, good and poor 

land together, would have been given up when it would have 

been more profitable to eliminate the poor lands of all 

fields and retain the most fertile lands of all. If the 

Postan/Titow theory is correct, and the most fertile acres 

werethose closest to the village, then this argues against 

the disappearance of Middle Field, for it is in the centre 

of this field that the village of Bishopstone stood .. 

While Brightwell, in Appendix A, appears at first 

glance to have been an infield/outfield system which 
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suddenly lost all its outfields, it should be noted that 

the period in which more than the two main fields of 

Estdonne and Westdonne were sown was fairly short and con

fined to the first half of the sample period.38 Brightwell 

has an unhappy gap in its records, as has been mentioned 

earlier and which is plain to see in Appendix A,_when 

neither field names nor acreages were given. Tnus it is 

impossible to say exactly when during this period the 

cultivation of the outfields ceased.39 The only outfield 

that survived the long silence was Stonylonde, when it is 

mentioned in conjunction with Estdonne. That one instance 

aside, all the outfields cease to appear as part of the 

rotation, and those two major fields which survived the 

silence continued to exist to the end of the sample period. 

The two fields, Estdonne and Westdonne, had dominated the 

crop rotation from the beginning of the sample period and 

had been the most central and important fields. As they 

were the core of the demesne they were merely curtailed, 

whereas the smaller outfields were entirely abandoned. 

Harwell, like Bishopstone, never lost a field, but as 

ithad only two fields, it would have been illogical to have 

abandoned one, fertile land with infertile, and to have sown 

all the demesne furlongs in the remaining field in both 

seasons when all about them the tenants' lands were sown in 

a single season. The field of Cateway, seen in Appendix D, 

was a sub-field and gives no evidence for abandonment. 
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The creation of a park in the manor of High Clere in 

orjust before 1326/27 seems to have put a period to the 

existence of Hachfield, and to have created some or all 

of Butine. Estfeld and Burghefelde, like Hachfield, do not 

reappear after 1326/27, but they are mentioned so infrequent

ly that it is possible that they continued to exist, though 

not recorded in any further sample year. This is true of 

all the minor fields of High Clere. Of the major fields, 

only two ceased to exist: Hachfield (for reasons already 

mentioned) and Groscroft. In the last year in the sample, 

Groscroft bore crops (wheat, in 1362/63). Unfortunately its 

last acreage was recorded in 1287/88 (16 acres) and there 

is no evidence to suggest why it was eliminated from the 

demesne; the only reason that can be offered to account for 

this abandonment is the Postan/Titow theory of declining 

fertility of the soil. The four remaining major fields 

contracted but did not disappear within the sample period. 

Woodhay ·had three major fields and lost none. By 

superimposing the average acreages per year-group 

(Appendix D) from Wydecurnbe and Hulletrupelle to the columns 

of Estfeld and Westfeld, it can be seen that these fields 

continued with no change save that of name from the first 

sample year to the last. The fields of Manncroft and 

Wodefeld, being sub-fields, need not be considered, for 

their disappearance was probably due to their re-absorption 

into their parent fields, from which they had emerged by 
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means of clerical detail. The three major fields remained 

in existence simply because they were the major fields, 

upon which the three-field rotation depended. 

Two major fields within Hambledon might have dis

appeared as a result of abandonment: Garston and Burgh. 

Burgh was last sown (with barley) in 1363/64, but as it had 

been an infrequently recorded field, the silence after this 

year might mean only that it does not reappear in a sample 

year. Garston was last mentioned in 1345/46, bearing 

a crop of oats on an unknown number of acres. Because the 

records for Hambledon are incomplete, it is impossible to 

determine why Garston and, probably, Burgh, disappeared 

from the demesne. The minor fields might have disappeared 

about the time they are last mentioned in a sample year, 

though this again is uncertain. The only certainty is 

that the other five major fields did not disappear from 

Hambledon.

Cheriton's Rughediche does not appear in the sample 

years after 1313/14, and is the only major field to 

disappear. The minor field of Myllewey vanishes after 

1311/12. But these two fields could have disappeared as 

a result of some possible rearrangement of the demesne; 

the field of Mullecroft (also called Mullelond occasion

ally), which is a distinctly different field from Myllewey, 

first appears in 1313/14, the same year that Rughediche 

vanished. This field might have been re-named or re

arranged. The acreages per field for Cheriton are so 
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scanty in the Pipe Rolls that nothing can oe deduced to 

explain the loss of .rtughediche and (perhaps) :'~iyllewey. 

The other major fields of Cheriton continued, much reduced 

in size, as far as can be determined, to the end of the 

sample period. 

In summary, it is clear that, though all eight demesnes 

suffered losses both in total acres and in individual 

field acres, few fields were entirely abandoned. Downton 

lost the largest number of fields from its demesne, but it 

well might be that this was due to a consolidation of 

demesne activity into the field of Wyke. Brightwell lost 

all of its outfields some time before 1324/25; 75 acres 

were lost between 1299/1300 and 1325/26, and the outfields 

totalled about 71 acres in 1299/1300. High Clere lost 

Groscroft and Hambledon lost Garston, it seems, as a result 

of abandonment; the fate of the fields of Cheriton and the 

minor fields of all manors cannot be speculated upon with

out risk. 7hus six major fields and eight minor, the latter 

all within £rightwell, appear to have been victims of 

abandonment. Bishops tone, Hart~ell and. 1rioodhay, manors with 

simple two-field or three-field rotations, lost no fields. 

As the individual fields contracted, many appear to 

have become less busy, that is, to have had a smaller 

number of different crops sown on them each year. ~,ihere a 

field had grown crops in every season (sowing period) 

in the earlier part of the sample period, it had in later 
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years some seasons without crops, or seasons sown with 

only one crop. An example of this is Hiddle Field, in 

Bishopstone. Until 1376/77, Middle Field usually bore 

either two grains in one season, or one grain in each of 

the two seasons in every year. Thus it would be sown with 

two spring crops (i.e. barley and oats) or one winter crop 

and one spring crop (i.e. wheat and oats} or one winter 

crop and one spring crop (i.e. wheat and oats}. After 

1376/77, Middle Field was sown with one grain every second 

season (i.e. wheat in 1376/77, barley in 1377/78, peas 

1378/79). Middle Field is typical of most fields in the 

sample demesnes, as can be seen in Appendix A, though such 

fields as Estfeld and Westfeld in Woodhaydo not show a 

noticeable reduction in the number of crops sown. But the 

evidence is not particularly prominent for a reduction in 

the crop loads of the fields, and such indications as there 

are put the.declines generally after the Black Death, or even 

after 1375. But as Farmer points out, most of the 

contraction 11 
• appears to have occurred before 1348, 

40 
rather than after the plague." By the post-Black Death 

period, one would expect all of the poorest land to have 

been eliminated, and so this reduction of many fields• crop 

loads would not have been the result of abandonment; the 

period of greatest abandonment was accompanied by no 

reduction in the crop load on each field, but, in fact, an 

increase on several. 
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The changes in the varieties of crops sown in the 

fields each year reveal nothing, but the changes in the 

grains themselves, the amounts sown and the yields 

gathered, should be a better guide to abandonment patterns, 

for Titow suggests that certain changes in the amounts of 

seed are " . . . a direct consequence of the gradual 

impoverishment of parts of the demesne . . .n4 1 These 

changes were: a fall in the amounts of seed sown for 

wheat, rye, bere, and particularly oats, with an accompany-

42 ing increase in barley, drage, and legumes. 

No regularly-sown grain save one ceased to be sown in 

thesample period. That exception was rye, in Brightwell, 

which was no longer sown after 1363/64. Several inter-

mittently sown grains do disappear, as can be seen in 

Appendix E, but these minor grains were so infrequently 

sown on their manors (i.e. beans on every manor, oats in 

Harwell, drage in High Clere and Woodhay, bere in 

Hambledon) that they cannot be used. The separate 

entries for peas and vetches come to a halt on six manors 

as the new heading of 'pulse' is used to record them both; 

these grains were not given up. 

Although no major grain disappeared from any demesne, 

Appendix E clearly shows that most were being sown in ever

decreasing amounts. Table 7 summarizes the changes in the 

amounts of seed sown. The first column under each of the 

grains lists the changes between the seed sown in the first 
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sample year and the year 1346/47, the year before the 

Black Death, which is given in order to summarize the changes 

within Titow's period (it would be unreasonable to expect 

his conclusions to be applicable to the post-Plague 

demesnes). The second column shows the changes-in the 

amount of seed sown between the first sample yea~ 1244/45, 

and the last sample year, 1396/97. 

TABLE 7 

CHANGES IN AMOUNTS OF SEED SOWN PER DEMESNE 

demesne Wheat Barley Oats 

Down ton -45.2% -73.1% -28.5% -59.6% -79.1% -88.6% 

Bishops tone -48.2% -50.1% 2.9% +25.3% -62.7% -80.1% 

Brightwell -63.4% -68.3% +106.2% +95.4% -79.2% -96.6% 

Harwell -43.9% -66.1% +118.2% +108.2% 

High Clere .-57.1% -52.7% +84.6% +176.9% -57.7% -49.5% 

Woodhay -16.1% -21.8% +700.0% +1200.0% -60.3% -80.1% 

Hamb1edon -20.0% -43.5% +46.0%a +113.2%a -61.9% -77.4% 

Cheriton -26.0% -32.7% -56.9% -43.1% -69.6% -58.4% 

aThe first sample year is damaged; the second year is 

used. 
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Titow's conclusions are suppo~ted by these figures, for 

the ~uantities of wheat and oats sown both fall and the 

amount of barley sown rises, often quite spectacularly 

The total changes from the first sample year to the last 

show that the trend Titow described was still continuing; 

in fact, increasing for almost every instance. Woodhay's 

particularly dramatic rise in the amount of barley sown, 

however, is somewhat misleadin6. ~he amount of seed in the 

first sample year was unusually small; if the second sample 

year's amount is used instead, tben the 1244/45 - 1346/47 

change is -27.2 percent and the change overall from 1244/45 

to 1396/97 is +18.1 percent. This would be more reasonable. 

~hy should it be that the area under barley increases 

while the lands sown with wheat and oats decrease? ~itow 

sugeests that this was part of a measure to combat falling 

yields. 43 As will be seen, yields generally rose through 

the sample period, though often by so little that they 

might be said, on the whole, to have stayed the same, so 

one is led to believe that these measures were successful. 

It seems odd, though, that generally stable yields could 

result from decreasing amounts of seec, in the case of 

wheat and oats, but from increasing ~uounts of seed, in 

the case of barley. ~his puzzle is in some way solved 

when the factor of demand is examined. It will be shown 

that barley's improvement in yield ratio was not as 
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spectacularly large as the amounts of seed would suggest; 

itwas not for large yield ratios the reeves sought, but for 

large yields. Farmer has shown that, up to 1325, wheat 

and rye always fetched higher prices than barley did. 44 

A steady inflationary tren~ can be seen from the 

middle ·of the thirteenth century to the 1320s45 and 

there was also a rising population up to the second decade 

disasters. These two factors would have ensured that the 

urban consumers would have been less and less able to· 

afford wheat, and so more likely to have purchased barley. 

After the disasters of 1315-22, this trend probably con

tinued, for Kershaw46 and Harvey 47 maintain that the 

population saw no serious decline, but only a check to 

further growth. With this large population still in 

existence, the rise in real wages in the 1330s and 1340s 

did not mean that wheat was now particularly easy to afford; 

an improvement in wages can mean that commodities are merely 

not quite as dear as before. After the Black Death both 

prices and wages rose, but with prices staying higher 

(sometimes considerably higher) than wages until the 1370s. 

Bridbury says: II it looks as if real wages were held 

more or less steady for three-quarters of [the fourteenth] 

century during which there were two prolonged periods of 

high prices and numerous famines and pestilences." 48 

All these factors, the high prices, the low wages, the 

higher population to 1348, and the series of disasters, 
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might have continued the tendency to purchase barley rather 

than the more expensive wheat. When it is remembered that 

barley was the general utility crop, being used as both 

food and drink, it seems reasonable to assume that there 

was always a market for barley, if one was content to 

make one's profit through volume and not through high unit 

prices (such as those per quarter for wheat} . 

Thus the decline in the amounts of seed sown for the 

two other major spring crops, drage (which, though partly 

barley, was not in such demand as plain barley) and oats~9 

would have been partly the result of the growing pre-

dominance of barley; their acres were being encroached 

upon as well as abandoned. This might explain the 

greater drop in the amount of oats sown than wheat sown. 

It should be noted that, though Titow says the acres under 

oats decreased because " • • • the contraction of the 

demesne must have been achieved mainly at the expense of 

the poorest parts of the demesne, i.e. those parts of the 

demesne which were oat land par excellence",50 there is no 

evidence that oats were confined to any particular area of 

the demesne. Of the infield/outfield systems, High Clere 

sowed 39 percent of its infields with oats and 47 percent 

of its (presumably less fertilel outfields; Cheriton sowed 

oats on 34 percent of its infields and 41 percent of its 

outfields, and Hambledon on 31 percent of its infields and 

62 percent of its outfields throughout the whole sample 

period (see next chapter, page 127-128). Of the demesnes with 
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two-field and three-field rota~ions, there is again no 

evidence that oats were exclusively or even primarily 

sown on the poorest lands, that is, those marginal both 

in position and QUality. If tne Greater decrease in the 

amounts of oats sown cannot be ascribed to the land on 

which it was grown, perhaps the increasing dominance 

of barley in the fields provides an alternative 

explanation. 

The area of the arable given to the growing of wheat 

fell out, oein5 a winter-sown grain, wheat was not affected 

by the spring-sown barley. Thou~h it shared ~he fields with 

winter barley (bare), this cannot have affected wheat, for 

the amounts of bere sown were decreasing, not, like 

sprinG barley, increasinG. Tne fall in ~he amounts of 

wheat sown must therefore have resul~ed from a decrease 

in demand. ~he CDan6e in demand in favo~r of barley, as 

has oeen SU66ested, was concomitant with a decline in 

favour of wheat; ~heat simply became too expensive. 3ut 

in spite of, or because of, the reduction of the demesne, 

yiel~ ratios increased uespite tne fallin~ amounts of 

seed. T~is leads to anot~er source for clues to the 

pattern of abandonment: the yield ratios of the ~rain3 

sown on the sample iemesnes. 

Juring the ~ea~ of colonizing activity, says Ti~ow, 

land ~as taken under the plouci~ t~at sooner or later 
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revealed itself as too poor to sustain permanent 

cultivation.5 1 This land was abandoned and crops concen-

trated on the better soil. As the worst land was removed 

from the arable and the best retained, yields per seed 

began to improve. If this is true, Titow argues, 

II then it follows that no amount of contraction should 

affect yields adversely . and that all instances of 

significant contraction should result in improved yields."5 2 

The degree of improvement varies from demesne to demesne, 

field to field, and crop to crop, he warns, because of the 

differing conditions on each manor. 53 These differences 

could create " . instances in which considerable 

contraction of the demesne [could be] accompanied by 

seemingly disproportionately small improvements in yields 

" 54 Titow resolves this problem by explaining 

that the Pipe Rolls under-record deterioration in 

fertility and that falling fertility is further disguised 

by modern calculations and averages; tl when indiv-

idual crops rather than the combined averages are consid-

ered ... 11 he says, the deterioration of yields and 

b 'k' 55 . 1 h h acreages can e str1 1ng. T1tow a so notes t at t ere 

seems to be a strong coincidence in which " • . . the period 

of the greatest expansion of the ~'Vinchester demesne was 

followed almost immediately by a period of its lowest 
56 

yields . " and suggests that there was in some cases 

a causal link between the two. 
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In summary, the patterns of yields before the Black 

Death that one should expect to see, says ~itow, are a 

period of fallin6 yields at the beginninG of the sample 

period and continuing to the early four~eenth century, 

for the period of greatest expansion was finishing just 

before, or just into, the sample period. This decline 

should be followed by a period of improved yields, and as 

long as the demesne continued to contract, the yields 

should continue to improve, ~hough not always in equal 

inverse proportion. While Farmer has argued that demesne 

contraction after the 1350s did nothing to improve yields, 

Titow's conclusions should not be discarded entirely. 

This pattern can be seen when the average yield ratios 

per year-group for the three major 5rains are examined, as 

in Graph 8. There is a general decline in all three 

grains (though wheat yields rise in the first period), from 

the first year-group to the third, 1271-74. From that 

year-group there is a slight improvement in all three to 

1299-1302, and ~hen another decline. The first decrease 

at the beginnin6 of the sample period is influenced by those 

demesnes whose period of expansion had ended some time 

before the first sample year, and the second, smaller, 

decline follows the end of the expansion in those manors 

which had had increases in their total acreages after the 

sample period oeean (Downton, Hi~h Clere, Hambledon, and to a 
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smaller extent Woodhay) . After the 1304-07 year-group 

all three grains, as predicted, begin to improve, wheat's 

yield ratio rising from 3.73 in that year-group to 5.07 in 

1324-27, barley's yield ratio moving from 3.17 to 4.97 

in 1311-14, and oats from 2.10 to 2.41 in 1334-3~. 

Following these increases come unpredicted declines, from 

1324-27 to 1344-47 in wheat, from 1311-14 to 1344-47 in 

barley, and from 1334-37 to 1344-47 in oats. Though each 

grain's yield ratio began its decline. at different yea±-

groups, they were all falling between 1334-37 and 1344-47. 

Titow does not discuss this decrease though his own tables 

11 h h d 1
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genera y s ow t e same ec 1nes; because they were 

higher than the lows of 1271-74 or 1304-07, he seems to 

have considered them, reasonably enough, as consistent with 

the general increase in the second quarter of the fourteenth 

century. After the 1344/47 year-group, that is, after the 

Black Death; barley still fell (to 1361-64) , wheat rose 

slightly, and oats improved rather more. Bridbury says 

that the first decade following the Black Death saw a fall 

. 58 
in y~elds but also notes " . . . the astonishing rate at 

which things got back to normal • Jl 59 The three 

movements of yield ratios between 1344-47 and 1361-64 

appear generally to reflect this temporary reverse; after 

the latter date wheat and barley once again improve, and, 

though oats fall, the difference is negligible, being a 
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change of .19 in the ratio of yields per seed, and can 

perhaps be seen as a momentary check. Farmer says that 

wheat and barley yields declined during the early fifteenth 

century and that oats " . . • remained fairly stable around 

their best level."
60 

Graph 8 shows that the decline in 

wheat and barley within the eight sample manors began after 

the 1376-79 year-group, and that oats appears to be ascend

ing to its best level as early as 1344-47, or at least by 

1376-79. (These 'premature' changes might, of course, be 

due to the distortion resulting from the use ofnon-consecu-

tive sample years. The three yield ratios after 1361-64 

improve over all, the yield per seed of wheat being .56 

higher in 1394-97 than in 1344-47, the yield per seed of 

barley improving .32 between the same two year-groups, and 

oats 1.54; the change in oats shows a very considerable 

improvement, and the changes in wheat and barley indicating 

s·ome improvE7ment, though not as marked. 

Generally, then, the patterns of change of the average 

yield ratios of the three major grains do agree with the 

changes determined by Titow, Farmer and Bridbury. 

Appendix F shows the patterns of the average yield 

ratios for the same three grains with~n each demesne and 

compares them with the changes in total acres for that 

demesne. The overall trends reveal that yield ratios were 

rising at the same time that acres were falling. It is 

fortunate that Titow warned us that the changes between 
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yield-ratios and declining acreages were not always in 

equal inverse proportion, for these eight graphs certainly 

do not show such proportion. For instance, the period of 

stability in total acres in Bishopstone (a three-field 

system) between 1304-07 and 1344-47 is accompanied by 

particularly sharp fluctuations in barley and somewhat 

less marked increases and decreases in wheat and oats. Another 

example is at Harwell, with a two-field system, where 

the slow decline in acres between 1286-89 and 1311-14 is 

concomitant with large increases in the yield ratios of 

wheat and barley. A third example can be seen in High 

Clere, (a multi-field infield/outfield system) where 

a relatively small loss in acres between 1304-07 and 

1334-37 occurs at the same time as steep climbs in the 

yield ratios of all three grains (between the first two 

year-groups} and an equally steep loss of wheat between 

the last two year-groups. 

Other periods saw less contrast between the 

changes in acres and in yield ratios. The changes in 

Downton between 1344-47 and 1394-97, for example, are in 

close relation, as are the changes between acres and yield 

ratios in Woodhay between 1271-74 and 1304-07. As these 

more equal proportionate changes are what is to be 

expected, how can the disproportionate changes be explained? 

Titow, as has been mentioned, ascribes them to disguised 

deterioration of the soil. Other factors, unfortunately 
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incalculable, could be changes in weather, or seed quality, 

or in fluctuations in the market and changes in demand. 61 

Too much should not be made about these variations; 

perfect mathematical reactions cannot be expected,, 

particularly when there are many factors imposs~ble to 

quantify, and where the sample is so small. 

But one deviation from Titow•s theory should be 

examined. He has suggested that " • no amount of con-

traction should affect yields adversely . u
62 yet it 

can be seen in all eight sample demesnes that decreasing 

acres are occasionally paralleled by decreasing yield 

ratios, and increasing acreages with increasing ratios. 

Some instances of parallel declines are: the fall of bar

ley and oats (and wheat, in part) in Bishopstone between 

1251-54 and 1286-89 at a time when acres were also falling; 

the fall in wheat, barley and total acres in Harwell 

between 1251-54 and 1271-74, and the fall of all three 

yield ratios with total acres in Cheriton between 1324-27 

and 1334-37. Some examples of parallel increases are: the 

rises in all yield ratios and acres in Brightwell between 

1311-14 and 1324-27; the rise of acres, wheat and barley 

in High Clere between 1244-47 and 1251-54, and the rise in 

all three yield ratios and in total acres in Woodhay between 

1244-47 and 1251-54. 
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It does not seem possible, in all the cases of parallel 

increases, that there was a disguised improvement in soil 

fertility (unless every case represents a period of very 

good or bad weather), for that could be achieved only by 

the addition of more fertilizer, i.e. manure, and Titow 

shows that the numbers of livestock were falling at the 

same time as acres were declining; there was, in short, no 

increased manure supply.63 Although manors with the 

highest animal ratios had the greatest improvements in 

productivity in the later fourteenth century, 64 this 

cannot be applied to pre-Black Death conditions, and can 

explain neither the shortness of the periods of increase 

nor why most of the parallel movements are ones of decline, 

not improvement. 

The instances of parallel declines in yield ratios 

and total acres can perhaps again be explained by changes 

in weather, seed quality or fluctuations in the economy. 

This last can, I think, be seen in Appendix F. Four 

demesnes, Downton, Bishopstone, Brightwell and High. Clere, 

had declines in yield ratios of at least two grains and 

declines in total acres, between 1334-37 and 1344-47 (the 

period when real wages had risen and profits, presumably, 

had fallen). The decreases could represent a cutting back 

in demesne cultivation, for only rising profits encourage 

demesne improvement. 
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After the Plague of 1348-50, seven out of the eight 

sample demesnes saw some degree of increase between at 

least two year-groups. The following table summarizes 

these improvements. 

TABLE 9 

INCREASES IN ACREAGES PER DEMESNE AFTER BLACK DEATH 

demesne Percentage increase Year-groups between which 
increase occurred 

DOWNTON 2.2 1388-91 and 1394-97 

BISHOPS TONE 11.4 1376-79 and 1388-91 

BRIGHTWELL 2.6 1388-91 and 1384-97 

HARWELL· 2.1 1376-79 and 1388-91 

HIGH CLERE 9.2 1361-64 and 1388-91 

WOOD HAY 

HAMBLEDON 7.6 1376-79 and 1388-91 

CHERITON 24.9 1388-91 and 1394-97 

It can be seen that three of the increases were less 

than three percent, and that only two are over ten percent. 

These are not particularly significant. It should also be 

noted that the increases in four demesnes did not continue 

after the 1388-91 year-group; this leads one to the 

conclusion that these changes were simply minor fluctu-

ations. But the fact that any increases, however small 
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and temporary, occurred in a period of falling prices, that 

is, after 1375, 65when demesnes should have fallen, is rather 

unusual. ;'Iost of these increases came after the beginninc; of 

the slump in prices, so they could not have caused it. ~hese 

temporary increases in acres did not produce higher yield-

ratios save in Bishopstone and, partly, in Brightwell. The 

increase in the size of the demesnes on the other manors 

would have resulted in larger harvests, and would have 

caused a further drop in prices; in order to ensure the 

best prices the number of acres would be kept to a minimum. 

It might be that these temporary increases were attempts to 

make short-term profits, and were made in the knowledge 

that prices would soon fall and the extra acres would again 

have to be abandoned. There is no data to support this sug-

gestion; indeed, there might be no discernable reason at all 

for these increases. Their_ short duration and small degree 

appear t9 show them as fluctuations of little consequence. 

As mentioned in connexion with Graph 8, the yield ratios 

of wneat and barley on the ei6ht sample manors began to fall 

in general after 1376-79, althouGh on all manors the yield 

ratios for each grain rose at least once between the last 

four year-groups. Even oats, which were increasin~ over-all 

fell at least once iuring this period in every demesne but 

·,e;rooihay. 3ut the patterns of the early fifteenth century, 

falling wheat and oarley yields and rising oat yields, can 

be seen in the late fourteenth century as well. ~he contrac-

tions of the demesnes and the decline in the amounts of 

grain sown ~uring the last ;uarter of the century appear to 
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have been the response by Winchester to falling prices. 

The decreasing yield r~tios of wheat might also have been 

a result of this diminishing interest in direct demesne 

exploitation. Perhaps an unwillingness to pay high wages 

when prices were low can explain demesne contraction. What-

ever the reason, it is clear that by the last quarter of the 

fourteenth century a reduction in acres no longer resulted 

in an increase in yields and was probably no longer under-

taken for that purpose, the reasons for abandonment now 

being outside factors. By this period, most or all of ~he 

poor soil would have been abandoned; 66 this is why contrac-

tion had slowed after the Black Death. ~he conditions which 

had beg~n the abandonment of the demesnes were not those 

that finally forced the demesnes out of existence. 

Finally, another factor that has been suggested as a 

catalyst of abandonment is the various disasters of the 

fourteenth century, particularly the series of bad harvests 

due to bad weather and attendant famines and cattle murrains 

from 1315 to 1322 (or 1324), and the Black Death of 1248-50. 

It has already been noted that famine tended to drive up 

the price of wheat, and so might have encouraged a greater 

demand for barley, but what effect did the various disasters 

within the sample period have upon total acreages, the acres 

per field, t~e amounts of seed sown, and the yield ratios? 

The result of disas~ers, says Postan, is to reduce the 

population?7 This has two effects. First, as the population 

decreases in size, .fewer acres are needed, for the smaller 
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population can be supported by smaller harvests. Second, 

a falling population results in a smaller pool of labour, 

and even if a landlord desired to retain all his arable for 

active cultivation he would not be able to do so, for the 

required labour might not be available. Thus, after 

every serious disasterthere should be a contraction of the 

demesnes. 

This does not mean an immediate and sharp decline. 

Shrewd stewards would ensure as large a harvest as possible 

after a famine in order to profit from the high prices 

scarcity would bring. Thus a very poor harvest is often 

followed by a good one; for instance, the bad harvest of 

1270/71, in which yields deviated -13.05 from the 1209 -

1350 average, drove up the price of a quarter of wheat to 

8.00 shillings from the previous year's 5.50 shillings; 

but the next year•s crop sold for 8.58 shillings for a 

68 
quarter of wheat, though the deviation was +20.8g percent. 

It can be assumed that the sellers of wheat made a good 

profit. Similarly the bad harvest of 1338/3g deviated 

-40.73 percent, wheat selling at 4.58 s. a quarter, and was 

followed the next year by a deviation of +7.31 and a price 

of 7.17s. 69 Again, a bad harvest in 1366/67 resulted in a 

deviation of -18.2 percent and a price of 5s.4d. for a 

quarter of wheat; in 1367/68 the deviation was -o.s 

percent (i.e. almost back to normall and the price was 
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8s .lO~d .7° But though the landlord would no doubt do his 

utmost to capitalize on a harvest failure, says Postan, 

the long-term effects of the bad harvest, if they included 

the reduction of the population, would force him to reduce 

the size of his demesne. 

The results of an epidemic would have both immediate 

and long-term effects, for the size of the population would 

fall at once and remain low for several years before the 

numbers could be replaced. There should be, therefore, a 

difference between the effects of a bad harvest and the 

effects of an epidemic, the effects of the first being 

somewhat delayed, because the short-term effects on the 

demesne would be nullified by an outburst of activity 

encouraged by post-disaster price increases, and the 

effects of the second being both immediate and enduring. 

There were many disasters throughout the sample period; 

at least fi~teen instances of bad harvests and seven 

instances of epidemic or plague have been noted for the 

period 1244/45 to 1396/97.
71 

Not all of these were 

serious, and so I have selected three years of bad 

harvests: 1270/71, the very bad failures in 1315 and 1316, 

and 1338/39, and three periods of plague: 1348-50 (Black 

Deathl, the plague of 1360/61, and of 1374/75. These six 

years have the advantage of occurring immediately before or 

after a sample year-group, the bad harvest of 1270/71 coming 

at the beginning of the 1271-74 year-group, the 1315/1316 
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failures after 1311-14, the bad harvest of 1338/39 after 

1334-37, the Black Death after 1344-47, the plague of 

1360/61 before 1361-64, and the plague of 1374/75 before 

the 1376-79 year-group. 

No disaster initiated abandonment, for it has 

previously been shown that four demesnes were al~eady 

shrinking by the time the sample period begins, and the 

remaining four had started to contract some time before 

about 1275. But did they act, as Postan suggests for the 

1315-22 disasters, as a catalyst? After every disaster 

but the 1338/39 bad harvest, half or more of the demesnes 

had a fall in total acreage; the same can be said for 

almost any other sample year. If the disasters were 

decisive, then after every one all demesnes should have 

declined. But only one disaster, the Black Death, was 

followed by a universal decline in all eight demesnes. The 

next greatest total was after the 1360/61 plague, when six 

out of eight demesnes fell. Five out of eight fell after 

the bad harvests of 1270/71 and 1315/16, this last being 

the worst part of the 1315-22 series of disasters. After 

the plague of 1374/75 four demesnes fell, and after 1338/39 

only three. Thus even in a period of decline only one 

disaster was followed by a complete decline. When 

considering long-term effects the three plagues, because 

they follow one another so closely, cannot be used; 72 for 

the same reason the 1338/39 disaster, which occurred a 
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decade before the Black Death also cannot be studied. 

The long-term effects of the first two disasters, (that 

is, the effects not just to the next following year-group, 

but to the one beyond that}, are, for the 1270/71 bad 

harvest, a decline,in four out of eight demesnes, and after 

the 1315/1316 disasters again four out of eight. When one 

recalls that a fall in at least some of the demesnes is to 

be expected every year in this period of abandonment, 

disasters should be followed by universal declines if they 

are to be considered catalysts. Of these six serious 

disasters, only the Black Death has had the predicted 

effect. 

The effects of disasters upon the individual acreages 

of each field in every demesne cannot satisfactorily be 

determined because of the incomplete data (see Appendix D) . 

However, from the three manors which contain three or more 

fields and ~hose records are most complete (Bishopstone, 

H~gh Clere, Woodhayl, there is evidence that only one 

disaster, again the Black Death, caused a majority of 

field-acreages per demesne to fall. And once more this 

is not a universal decline in all fields.
73 

If these disasters had no marked effects on the 

acreages of demesnes or of fields, what of the crop 

rotation? The pattern of sowing would logically be 

interrupted by large numbers of the labour pool disappearing. 
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Unfortunately there is no evidence whatsoever that crop 

rotation was altered on any field in any demesne (see 

Appendix A) . There is also no change in crop frequency 

that can be ascribed to any disaster. 

The amount of seed during the sample period does not 

seem to have been affected by disasters. The quantities 

of wheat and oats sown were generally falling through the 

sample period, but not even the Black Death caused every 

demesne to curtail the amounts of wheat and oats sown. 

Furthermore, the increase in amounts of barley sown was 

not checked by any disaster of any magnitude. 

Yield ratios should have been affected by disasters, 

particularly bad weather. Here the long-term effects 

must be noted. The two disasters that have subsequent 

year-groups available show no marked long-term effects. 

The immediate effect of the 1270/71 bad harvest was that 

one out of eight demesnes had a decline in all three major 

grains (_wheat, barley, oats); the long-term effect, to the 

second year-group following, was that one out of eight had 

a complete decline in all three yield ratios~ The 

1315/1316 failures were immediately followed by the total 

decline of yields in two demesnes, and the long-term effect 

was a fall in five demesnes. The immediate effects of the 

other four disasters were that after the 1338/39 bad harvest, 

five out of eight demesnes had universal declines in yield 

ratios; after 1346-50 (Black Death), two out of eight; 
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after the plague of 1360/61, none at all, and after the 

1374/75 plague, one. 

The striking fact about the disasters is that they had 

little or no impact on any demesne. Harvey maintained that 

the disasters of 1315-22 nad almost no important results, 

and Bridbury has argued the same way about the Black 

Death. The evidence of the eight sample demesn~s appears 

to support Harvey's conclusions more than Bridbury's. One 

might expect the less well-known disasters used here to 

have had little effect; that is why they are less well-

known, but that the two great calamities of the fourteenth 

century should have had as little consequence as a minor 

disaster demands some explanation. 

The effects of the two great disasters could be 

hidden in the general decline. When acreages and seed are 

declining it is hard to determine how ~uch, if any, of 

the fall is due to a disaster. Landlords usually attempted 

to profit from a disaster, which meant that, rather than 

a slackening of demesne cultivation after a bad harvest 

or a plague, more effort was given in order to produce 

a profitable harvest. In an economy where almost everyone 

~as living close to subsistence level, all things were 

dominated by the harvest; seed had to be plante~ at all 

costs, and fields harvested at all costs, or the ravaGes 

of one disaster would soon have been followed by 

universal death. If all else failed, the next harvest 

could not. ~ecessity and profit combined to ensure 

The rapidity with which, as 3ridbury says, 'things 60t back 
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to normal' does not necessarily mean that the effects of 

a disaster were light, but that they could not be allowed 

to interfere with the essential tasks of cultivation. 

Disasters, then, do not appear to have acted as 

catalysts to abandonment on the eight sample demesnes. ~~ot 

even the disasters of 1315-22 or 1348-50 accelerated the 

trends already in existence. The.slow process of aban

donment was immune to temporary shocks. 

In conclusion, it has been seen that the evidence 

given by the eight sample manors confirms for the most part 

the Postan/Titow theory of land abandonment, but at the same 

time also raises a few doubts about particular assertions 

within the theory. 

It does appear that abandonment occurred as a result 

of soil exhaustion. Changes in total acreages show that 

the demesnes were contracting from the beginning of the 

sample peri:od and that the only com_mon factor of the eight 

decreases was the similarity of declines within regions, 

74 
suggesting that soil was the salient element. The 

trend of those acres is confirmed by the changes in acreage 

per field, for though these acreages fluctuated yearly in 

response to crop rotation, their overall averages indicate 

that th.ey, too, saw steady contraction throughout the 

sample period. The total acreages of demesnes and of 

fields show that the pattern of abandonment was not one of 

large excisions of land, but of steady attrition. 
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Few fields, as a result of this manner of abandonment, 

were lost altogether. Of the forty-six major fields 

within the eight demesnes, only three can be considered 

victims of contraction, and even these cannot absolutely 

be confirmed. 

The process of abandonment does not appear ~o have 

affected the crops grown on the demesnes, nor how they were 

grown. None of the grains sown with any regularity 

disappeared as a result of abandonment. In fact, though 

the amounts of most grains sown were declining throughout 

the period, barley was increasing, probably in response to 

changed demand. The varieties of crops sown on each field 

seem to have become fewer as the size of the field 

decreased, but not significantly. 

Yield ratios more strongly confirm Titow~s theory, 

for yields did fall directly after the period of greates·t 

expansion. This appears to be, as Ti to'"' says, a response 

to the falling fertility of marginal soils. As the poorer 

lands were given up, yields began to improve, so that after 

the beginning of the fourteenth century yields generally 

remained higher, despite some falls, than in the late 

thirteenth century. As poor or exhausted lands, or both, 

continued to be removed from the demesne arable, yields 

continued to improve; this pattern was consistent on 

all eight manors. 
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Abandonment, then, was introduced to halt and even 

reverse falling yields created by the exhaustion of 

inferior soils earlier assarted to the demesne; the method 

was to eliminate small amounts of land steadily over many 

years in order to ensure that crops and crop rotation would 

not be affected. 

The evidence provided by the eight sample demesnes, 

while it confirms Titow's conclusions, does not uphold 

Postan's theory of the effects upon abandonment of the 

1315-22 disasters and the Black Death. These were, in his 

opinion, the two great catalysts of contraction of land, 

but the eight demesnes reflect no disaster-impelled 

acceleration of abandonment. Not one of the series of 

disasters, whether bad harvest or plague, disrupted for any 

length of time the cultivation of the demesnes, nor did any 

disaster affect the process of contraction in any way 

within the ~ample years (_although there were probably some 

changes in the demesnes in years not included in the sample) . 

The conclusions of Postan's critics, Harvey, Kershaw and 

Bridbury in particular, are upheld by the evidence of 

the sample manors. 

The eight demesnes also show that outside factors, 

largely dismissed by Titow, did have some effect on 

abandonment. Increases in real wages, for instance, 

appear to have been almost exclusively responsible, with a 

concomitant fall in prices, for the abandonment after 1375. 
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The evidence from the eight demesnes supports Farmer's 

conclusions that the post-Black Death contractions were 

not the result of soil exhaustion. 

There are also changes within the manors, such as the 

disproportionate changes in yield ratios and total acres, 

seen in Appendix F, that cannot be explained by soil 

exhaustion alone, and lead to the conclusion that, while 

declining fertility of the soil was the primary factor in 

the abandonment of land, other influences had an observable 

effect, and of these influences the economic conditions of 

the fourteenth century were the most important. 

Thus a combination of influences helped to shape the 

pattern of land abandonment which the declining quality of 

marginal soils had begun, and a century of colonization was 

mirrored by a century of contraction. 
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V CROP ROTATION 

Crop rotation and the crops themselves within the 

rotation have not had the greater part of historians' 

attention. They are usually discussed only in relation 

to ancestral field patterns, or to peasant holdings, or 

to the enclosure movement. The most valuable short study 

of crop rotation is an article by T. A. M. Bishop on the 

rotation at Westerham, in Kent. 1 His observations must 

always be of use to anyone studying medieval crop 

rotation, and Westerham will always be of value for 

comparison with crop rotation of other manors. 

Westerham's fields, says Bishop, were sown on the 

infield/outfield pattern, with a core of fields perman

ently cultivated and a larger number of fields sporadically 

sown. The rotation was generally regular, save for some 

short-term changes due to bad weather and the occasional 

inhoking. The fields themselves were rearranged fre

quently. They were tossed together every season as if by 

a kaleidoscope. As fields grew or shrank their positions 

within the rotation would change. Of the crops grown on 

the fields, oats were sown in the largest amounts, with 

wheat coming second, and both were sown about evenly 

between the infields and the outfields. There are 
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indications that the first half of the fourteenth century 

saw legumes being exploited for their nitrifying prop

erties. Although Westerham was not an open-field manor, 

· Bishop suggests that the same general pattern of fields 

and crops can be seen in other manors. 

A study of the fields, crops and rotation of the eight 

sample manors chosen will determine whether or not Bishop's 

conclusions are unique to Westerham, or if they can more 

widely be applied. 

Of the eight sample manors, no two had absolutely 

identical systems of fields, although the demesnes fall 

into general categories. All of them appear to have been 

open-field manors, with the demesne intermingled with 

the peasants' strips throughout the fields, at least 

initially.2 

Downton had eleven fields which, out of the forty-one 

sample years, were sown twice or more, and twenty-one 

other fields which occur only once in the sample. These 

latter can probably be dismissed as simple subdivisions 

of larger fields, noted by mischance in the Pipe Rolls. 

Of the eleven more permanent fields, five were sown five 

or more times. Of those five fields, four (Wyke, Nunton, 

Wytheton and Loshangre/Cowyke) can be considered the major 

fields. They were, in fact, sub-manors attached to Downton, 

but they are accounted for in the Rolls as if they were 

simply large fields, no mention being made of the hamlets 

within them, and I shall follow the lead of the medieval 

clerks. In the discussion to follow the term 'major field' 
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will be used to mean those fields sown most frequently, 

'minor fields' those less frequently.3 The probable sub

sections, referred to as 'divers fields', will generally 

be ignored as they were not part of the usual rotation 

pattern. 

Bishopstone was made up of two fields until 1290/91, 

and was then composed of three: East Field, We~t Field 

and the later Middle Field. An additional field, called 

'Rycombe', is twice mentioned, but seems to have been 

merely a subsection of Middle Field. A field called 

'Fifeacre'(Fiveacres) is mentioned once and again is 

probably a subdivision let stray into the Pipe Rolls. 

Thus Bishopstone had three major fields and no minor 

fields. 

Brightwell was essentially a two field demesne, Est-

donne and Westdonne being the permanent arable. There 

were eight additional fields sown two or more times and 

nine sporadic fields, mentioned once only in all the 

Rolls. 4 It ~ill be seen shortly that the many minor fields 

were sown regularly as if part of one of the major fields. 

Brightwell can be summarized as a two-field infield/out

field system. 

Harwell was also a two field demesne, its fields being 

called East Field and West Field. Unlike Brightwell, how-

ever, it was a strictly two field system with no minor 

fields. A certain field called Cateway is mentioned twice, 

but it is clear that this is a subdivision. 

Tha rlemesne of High Clere was more complex, It had 
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seven major fields (sown five or more years); of these 

seven, Rycroft was sown in five years, Butine, Stoupe, 

Groscroft and Hachfield were sown twelve years each, 

Sudden eighteen years, and Westfeld twenty-one years. 5 

Of the other fields, Crempesham was sown four times, and 

eight other fields (Estfeld, Stonylonde, Burghefelde, 

Subtus-Parcum, Markforlong, Lowes, Purpresture~Juxta

Parcum, Suetdon) were sown twice only. There were eleven 

divers fields which were sown once each. The seven major 

fields formed their own small infield/outfield system, 

with Westfeld and Sudden being the more permanent infields. 

The minor fields were attached to this system, but were 

not essential to its rotation. High Clere contained a 

large park, and the multiplicity of small, little-used 

fields might have been the result of this park, for it 

did not allow any large fields to be established. 

Woodhay was a fairly straightforward manor. The fields 

were called Estfeld, Middelfeld and Westfeld. Estfeld and 

~~estfeld we~e probably the later names of Vfydecumbe and 

Hulletrupelle. The two smaller fields of Wodefeld and 

Manncroft appear originally to have been subsections of 

Estfeld, and remained linked to that field during their 

careers, all being sown as one unit. 6 So, although Wood-

hay had five fields mentioned, it was really only a three-

field system. 

In contrast to Woodhay's simplicity, Hambledon appears 

to have been very complex. Seven fields can be considered 

major fields, being sown ten or more times out of a 
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possible thirty-eight years: Rugge (sown thirty-six 

years), Vineghes (sown thirty-three years), Slade (thirty

one years), Parkgate (twenty-eight years), Terra-Juxta

Ecclesiam (twenty-seven years), Garston (thirteen years), 

and Burgh (ten years). Five minor fields were sown between 

five and ten times: Tylhangre (seven years), Brechlond 

(seven years), Worth (seven years), Chidden (six years), 

and Lands in Villeinage (six years). 7 ~hree fields were 

sown fewer than five times: Gryteburgh (three), Middel

feld (two), and Viinweye (two). Twenty-one divers fields 

were sown one year only. Thus Hambledon was a more involved 

demesne than High Clere, having an infield/outfield 

system composed of seven major infields and eight minor 

outfields, the latter being further divided into four 

·greater outfields (sown five to ten times) and four lesser 

outfields (sown up to five years). 

Cheriton was intricate in a similar way. ~here were 

four fields sown twenty times or more out of a possible 

thirty-seven years: Buthegge (sown twenty-eight years), 

Hulle (twenty-seven), Pirrigg (twenty-seven), and Garston 

(twenty). These were the infields. In addition there were 

nine fields which were sown from ten to nineteen times, 

which might be called the priMary minor fields, or greater 

t f' . 1 ~ . . ... . 1 . 8 r.1b ou -~e ds, or even m~nor ~nr~e as. 1 .ese were: Grenelye 

(seventeen sewings), Rude (sixteen sewings), Dene (thir-

teen), Holeden (thirteen), 3rondeswell (twelve), Holde 

(twelve), Rughediche (eleven), Shephouse (eleven), and 

:·~Iullecroft/I·,1ullelond (ten). There 'tiere ten secondary minor 
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fields, or lesser outfields, which were sown less than 

ten times: Gondedon (eight), ilenefore(five), Myllewey 

(four), Buryden (four), Butteborne (three), Frosthull 

(two), Slade (two), Juxta-Portarn Ctwo), Extra-Pasturam 

(two), and Juxta-Curiam (two). Beyond these there were 

twenty-two separate divers fields that were sown once. 

Cheriton, then, like Hambledon, had an infield/outfield 

system with three divisions: four infields, nine greater 

outfields, and ten lesser outfields. 

In summary, of the total eight manors there was one 

simple two-field system (Harwell), two simple three-field 

systems (Bishopstone and Woodhay), and five infield/out

field systems of greater or lesser complexity (Brightwell, 

High Clere, Hambledon, Cheriton, and Downton). Brightwell, 

though it had many fields, was in practice a fairly clear 

two-field system. Downton might be considered the most 

complex because its fields, as previously mentioned, were 

not just fields but sub-manors, each with its own rotation. 

In the eigh± manors, then, there were simple and complex 

systems, all aimed at growing the available grains to best 

advantage. 

The eight sample manors in total sowed only ten sorts 

of crops: wheat, barley, winter barley (called bere), rye, 

oats, mancorn (or beremancorn, a mixture of wheat and 

bere), drage (mixed barley and oats), peas, beans, and 

vetches. These last three legumes were collectively called 

pulse or haras.9 On the eight sample manors rye was the 

least frequently grown of the grains, being sown on Bright-
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well to 1363/64, and sown five times in Downton, twice 

in High Clere,-and once in Woodhay; beans were the least 

fre~uently grown legume. Gras suggests that rye was 

thought not to grow well on chalk. 10 3ere and beremancorn 

are difficult to distinguish separately in the Pipe Rolls. 

I have treated beremancorn simply as winter barley because 

the wheat added is seldom recorded and, when i~ is, the 

amounts are very small, being but a bushel or two at best 

to several quarters of bere. In the grange accounts, 

curallum is usually listed; this is second-grade wheat and 

has been totalled with the first-grade wheat for every 

purpose. When entered, the second-grade barley and oats 

have also been added to the first-grade barley and oats. 

Wheat was the most valuable crop and the main source of 

cash. Barley, bere and oats were utility crops, the first 

two used by people and the last for beasts (and the poor 

in hard times). Rye was also a utility crop, some being 

sold, but most being used on the manor. Mixed grains 

(mancorn and drage) were used to pay the allowances of the 

manorial servants, or famuli , among other uses. The 

legumes (peas, vetches and beans) were fed to livestock, 

often before they were harvested. 

Crops were sown at two periods. The first sowing, or 

season, was just before winter, and included wheat, rye, 

and bere (which is why it is called 'winter barley'). The 

second season was in the spring, when barley, oats and 

legumes were sown. 

Not all the available grains and legumes were sown on 
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all manors. Some demesnes grew certain grains only for 

short times. All eight manors grew wheat and barley 

through the whole sample period and all grew peas and 

vetches most or all of the period. Brightwell and Harwell 

did not sow oats save for short periods. Brightwell, as 

mentioned, was the only demesne regularly to grow rye. 

The sowing of bere was concentrated on the fou~ Hampshire 

manors, and of those Hambledon grew it ten times only. 

Drage was a regularly sown crop .at 3rightwell and Harwell; 

it was grown twice in High Clere and Cheriton, and three 

times in Hambledon. Beans were either infrequently sown or 

infrequently recorded: Harwell, with twelve sewings, men

tions it most often. After 1361/62 five manors lumped peas 

and vetches under the one heading of 'pulse' or 'haras', 

and so it is impossible to tell how much of each was sown. 

Mancorn's appearance is restricted to the first three or 

four years of the sample period, save in Harwell, when it 

was grown in three years between 1304/05 and 1312/13. Thus 

the five main crops, sown for some length of time on every 

manor, were wheat, barley, oats, peas and vetches. Rye and 

drage were regularly grown on the two Berkshire/Oxfordshire 

manors, while bere was restricted to the Hampshire manors. 

In the following discussion of the individual patterns 

of crop rotation a reference to a 'simple' system will mean 

one that had a small number of fields and followed its 

label to the letter; thus Harwell had a two-field rotation 

that literally encompassed two fields and no more, and 

was a 'simple' system, whereas Brightwell, though sown as 
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a two-field system, had several minor fields besides 

its two main fields. There are three 'simple' patterns 

of rotation within the eight sample manors, those of 

Harwell, Bishopstone and Woodhay, Harwell having two 

fields and the others three. The other five demesnes are 

ones of 'complex' rotational patterns. 

Harwell had two fields, both running from north to 

south. They were about equal in area: in the 1251-54 

year-group, East Field had an average of 135~ acres and 

West Field 122 acres; in the 1388-91 year-group, East 

Field had 67 acres and West Field 69~ acres. The silence 

that falls over the records of Harwell makes it more 

difficult to study crop rotation, but as it had an extremely 

straightforward pattern one can suppose that there would 

have been no extraordinary differences in these silent 

years. The 1334-37 year-group illustrates the typical 

rotation, and a simplified diagram of it can be found in 

Appendix G. In the first year, 1334/35, the first crop 

sown was wheat, in the fall of 1334. It was sown on part 

of West Field. Barley and drage were sown on the rest of 

West Field in the spring of 1335. Pulse was sown on the 

East Field, which was in fallow, in the spring sowing, and 

thus half-way through the fallow, a practice known as 

inhoking. In 1335/36, the next year, wheat was sown on 

part of East Field (in the fall of 1335) and the West Field 

began its fallow. In the spring of 1336 barley, oats and 

drage (a mixture of the two) was sown over the remaining 

acres of East Field, and pulse was sown on the fallow 
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West Field. The .year 1336/37 saw the same pattern as 

1334/35, with wheat sown in the fall, barley, oats and 

drage sown on the same field in the spring, with pulse 

inhoked, or sown on the fallow field. It is clear that 

Harwell was almost a 'text-book' demesne in that its 

crop rotation was regular and remained constant through

out the sample period. 

Woodhay represents a step up in complexity for it had 

a simple three field rotation (the fields of Manncroft 

and Wodefeld here being considered subsections of Estfeld). 

The three fields were roughly equal in size: in the 1286-

89 year-group, Estfeld had an average of about 131 acres, 

Medelfeld 141 acres, and Westfeld 103~ acres. In the 

1388-91 year-group Estfeld had 53i acres, Medelfeld 53, 

and Westfeld 55~ acres. The rotation was very constant. In 

no instance in any year-group is there an interruption 

or an irregularity in the circumvolution of crops through

out the sample period. 

A representative year-group is that of 1344-47. The 

first year, 1344/45, saw Westfeld in fallow, Medelfeld 

sown in the spring with barley and oats, and Estfeld sown 

in the fall with wheat and bere (see diagram in Appendix 

G). In 1345/46 Westfeld had the fall crops of wheat and 

bere, Medelfeld lay in fallow, and Estfeld took the spring 

season of barley and oats. In the last year, 1346/47, 

Westfeld was sown with barley, oats and pulse; ~edelfeld 

had the winter season of wheat and bere, and Estfeld was 

fallowed. Thus fallow always preceded the wheat crop, 
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which thus enjoyed the best the rested land could offer. 

Woodhay's regular rotation is often considered the typical 

rotation in text-books, but the other three-field system, 

in Bishopstone, shows how great the variations were on 

this three-field basis. 

Until 1290/91 Bishopstone had only two fields. These 

two fields had been bisected, forming four sub-fields. The 

West Field's two subsections will be called 'A' and 'B'; 

East Field's two subsections 'C' and 'D' (see Appendix G). 

The usual pattern of rotation can be seen in the 1271-74 

year-group. In the first year, 1271/72, 'A' was sown with 

oats, 'B' was sown with wheat, 'C' lay in fallow, and 'D' 

was sown in barley. In the second year, 1272/73, 'A' was 

fallowed, 'B' took barley, 'C' took wheat, and 'D' took 

oats and peas. 1273/74, the third year, saw 'A' in wheat, 

'B' in fallow, 'C' in barley, and 'D' in oats. Thus fallow 

rotated through the four sections in four years, and always 

preceded wheat. Wheat and oats were sown on neighbouring 

sections. B~rley was sown on the section vacated by wheat. 

This rather complex two-field system was converted to an 

only slightly less involved three-field rotation. 

The three new fields of East Field, West Field and Middle 

Field were each divided into two sub-sections, making six 

smaller fields. Three of the six were fallowed every year, 

two were sown with spring crops, and one with winter crops. 

The fallow regularly took up both sections of one field 

and one section of another field. No main field had both 

its sections sown with the same season's crops. As an 
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example, 1311-14, a normal year-group, will be studied. 

In 1311/12, East Field, section one was sown with wheat, 

and East Field, section two with oats. Middle Field, 

section one lay in fallow and Middle Field, section two 

in barley. West Field, sections one and two also lay in 

fallow, and, unlike the fallow on Middle Field, section 

one, had an inhoke of pulse. All fields which had both 

sections in fallow took an inhoke throughout the s&~ple 

period, and a field with only one section in fallow never 

took an inhoke in any sample year. In 1312/13, West Field, 

section one took wheat, and section two oats; Middle Field, 

sections one and two were fallowed with a pulse inhoke; 

East Field, section one was in plain fallow, and section 

two in barley. In the third year, 1313/14, both sections 

of East Field were fallowed with an inhoke, Middle Field 

had wheat on section one and oats on section two, and West 

Field had barley on section one and a plain fallow on 

section two (see diagram in Appendix G). The patterns 

that emerge. are that wheat and oats were sown on the same 

main field, and barley always on a field that was half

fallowed; a full fallow on both sections of one main field 

always preceded a wheat/oats crop, probably for the 

benefit of the wheat. A half-fallow on a main field was 

immediately followed by a full fallow; thus one section of 

the field was allowed twice the fallow period of the other 

section, and it was this doubly-rested section which was 

sown with wheat at the beg~nning of the next season. In 

practice, Bishopstone's three new fields were used as if 
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they were only two fields, for half the sections were in 

fallow every year, and half sown. Although at first glance 

the rotation seems complicated, it can be seen that wheat 

dominated the fields, and all fallows and crops were 

arranged so as to give wheat the greatest assistance. 

If Bishopstone could look to be so simple and yet con

tain a rather less simple rotation, it would follow that a 

demesne containing many more than three fields might be 

correspondingly more complex. However, Brightwell does not 

follow this assumption. 

Brightwell is somewhat difficult to categorize. Two 

central fields, Westdonne and Estdonne, dominated the 

rotation and took several crops each season. The outfields 

were not locked to any one of these two major fields and 

did not themselves follow any regular fallowing pattern. 

A clear example of this two-field infield/outfield system 

can be seen in the 1286-89 year-group (charted in Appendix 

G). In 1286/87 the winter season of wheat and rye was sown 

on Estdonne. and on the outfield of Haddon (wheat only). 

The spring season of barley and drage was also sown on 

Estdonne, while Westdonne lay in fallow. The next year, 

1287/88, saw wheat and rye sown on \•!estdonne, with wheat 

alone also sown on Haddon and Juxta-Gardinum-Personis. 

The spring season of barley and drage was likewise sown on 

Westdonne. 3stdonne lay in fallow, with a pulse inhoke. 

Year three, 1288/89, saw Estdonne again taking wheat and 

rye, with wheat a third time on Haddon. Barley and drage 

were sown the following spring on 3stdonne, Hamme (barley 
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only), and Super-Millam (drage only). Stonylonde took 

peas and Stretforlong vetches. It is clear that the out

fields merely supplemented the two dominant major fields. 

Had all the outfields been shorn away the two-field 

rotation would not have faltered. The bulk of the three 

most valuable crops, wheat, barley and rye, was kept to 

the two main fields; though outfields shared the wheat and 

barley crops, they could not have accounted for much, as 

they were small fields. Fallows were arranged to precede 

the wheat crop. Outfields were used in two ways. Either 

they were intensively exploited for a few years and then 

dropped from the rotation, or they were used briefly, 

rested for a few years, then briefly sown again. Haddon 

is an example of the first practice; in the above sample 

year-group it bore wheat all three years. In the next 

year-group, ten years later, Haddon bore oats twice before 

the records fall silent. After the gap it is not mentioned 

again. The other outfields in the rotation described above 

were never ~own more than one in any year-group. As Bright

well's demesne contracted the outfields were abandoned 

until, after 1362/63, it had a simple two field system 

consisting only of Estdonne and Westdonne. 

In certain multi-field demesnes the smooth pattern of 

crop rotation and fallow entirely disappears. 

The infields of High Clere were not the largest fields 

within the demesne, but rather the fields most often sown. 

The two busiest were Suddon and Westfeld, one or the other 

of them being sown every year. These two fields generally 
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had clear and ordinary fallow-~inter crop-sprin5 crop 

rotations which the other fields lacked. ~he ~easons 

were not al~ays divide~ among the fields in equal acreages. 

In 1286/87, for instance, the winter crops were sown over 

112 acres, the spring crops over 76 acres. In 1288/89, 

winter crops covered 69~ acres and spring crops 120 acres. 

Usually the acreages were closer: 1324/~5 saw ~1j acres 

sown in winter grains and 37 in sprin~ crops; 1389/90 had 

22 acres sown in winter and 20~ in sprin~. No year-group 

can be chosen to illustrate a typical rotation for each was 

different, but the 1324-27 year-group can represent an aver-

age cycle. In 1324/25 wheat and bere were sown on 3urghe-

felde. 3arley, oats and drage were sown on Sudden, Groscroft, 

and ~achfield, each of these fields taking all three grains 

except Groscroft, which bore oats and dra~e only (see Appen-

iix S). -fear two, ·1325/26, saw :-:achfield so·v'ln ·~-.ri th ·vvneat, 

:2stfeld bere and ~estfeld with barley, oats and cirage. 

In 1326/27, year three, wheat and bere were sown on Sudden 

(bere), Hac~field (bere), 3ur~hefelde (wheat) and 3ondydonne 

tl., __,.._) :.: ..... c' .;-. elrl .,,.,. \ wnea i.t • .. .. o.. D..L. J. u. •"'~ ~s also sown with barley and oats. To 

summarize, Burghefelde was sown wi~h wheat twice in three 

years, with a fallow between. Suddon bore a sprinc crop, then 

fallow, then a ~inter crop. Groscrof~ was sown ~~e first year 

only, ~estfeld ~nd 3stfeld in t~e second year only, and 

3ondydonne in t~e third year only. ~ac~field was so~n all 

three years and bore four seasons: 13~4/~5, sprin~; 1j25/26, 

·t:inter, and 1326/27, oath "n·inter anci sprinc;. It thus had t"r:o 
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show no regular rotation in the sample years, westfeld 

being sown once in this sample year-group and Hachfield 

three times. Eurghefelde, a minor outfield, was sown 

twice. Although this year-group does not illustrate it, 

the over-all pattern was for wheat to follow a fallow. 

Except for this, the only pattern within High Clere's 

demesne appears to have been (at least w~thin the sample 

years) that of short bursts of intensive cultivation 

for the infields, followed by periods of standard rotation, 

and for the outfields less intensive cultivation, amounting 

to one or two crops followed by a long absence from the 

arable. Save for Hachfield's three-year stint in 1324-27, 

bouts of yearly sowing seem generally to have ended by 

1313/14, being replaced by a regular fallow-winter-spring 

pattern in the individual fields, though not for the fields 

as a group; fallow and seasons were not coordinated for 

the whole demesne as one unit. 

The two major infields in High Clere, Suddon and West

feld, generally had very steady fallow-winter-spring 

rotations, which contrasted with the irregularity of 

rotation among the outfields. In Hambledon, even the 

infields did not enjoy any constancy of rotation. 

Hambledon had seven infields and eight outfields. 

Because the records are incomplete and seldom give the 

acreages for the individual fields, it cannot be determined 

whether or not the acreage sown in the winter season was 

equal to the area sown in the spring. Fortunately the 

Rolls do give the crops sown on each field. Each of the 
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infields had its own pattern of cultivation; there was 

no fixed order in which infields were combined from year 

to year. Because they were sown most often, the chances 

of some of the infields being sown together was good, but 

this was not done (it seems) by design. The infield of 

Rygge was sown in every year from 1271/72 to the end of 

the sample period, in 1396/97. Its rotation, ov.er five 

year-groups, was as follows: 1286-89: spring crops, winter 

crops, winter/spring; 1299-1302: winter/spring, winter/ 

spring, spring; 1304-07: spring, winter/spring, winter; 

1311-14: winter/spring, winter/spring, spring; 1324-27: 

winter/spring, winter/spring, winter/spring. Where the 

same seasons followed each other, that is, where a spring 

crop in one year was not followed by a winter crop but 

another spring crop (i.e. 1300/01: winter/spring and the 

next year, 1301/02: spring) a little fallow filled the 

intervening season (thus winter/spring; fallow/spring). 

Where every season took a crop, as in the 1324-27 year

group, there was no fallow. One can presume that in 

such a case the field was regularly manured in order to 

keep up the soil's fertility: 1After Rygge, Slade was the 

busiest field. In the same five year-groups as above, the 

rotation on Slade was: 1286-89: winter/spring, spring, 

spring (pulse only); 1299-1302: spring, fallow, winter; 

1304-07: fallow, spring, (records damaged this year); 

1311-14: spring, fallow, winter; 1324-27: spring (vetches 

only), winter, spring. Slade, then, was not as intensively 
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cultivated as Rygge, for it was able to precede wheat 

with a fallow, and seldom bore two seasons' crops in one 

year. But intensity did not decline within years as the 

crop frequency fell in the other fields; the third most 

active field, Parkgate, had a rotation a little more 

crowded per year than Slade's, and in the 1330s and 

1340s it grew more intensive until it rivalled _Rygge's 

busyness. After 1346/47 Parkgate's activity quickly 

decline to two seasons' crops every three sample years 

(though in the last year-group the pace seems to be once 

again intensifying). The other major fields generally 

followed the patterns of Rygge, Slade or Parkgate, being 

either very busy, or more regular, or fluctuating between 

intense and regular activity. The outfields were seldom 

sown more than twice in each year-group. The only out

fields that seemed to be connected with·a fellow out

field were Brechlond, Worth and Tylhangre, the first two 

always being sown in the same year, and Tylhangre always 

following in the next year. Other than this, the outfields 

appear to have been pulled into cultivation whenever their 

fallow was over. Hambledon, then, saw fairly intense 

cultivation of its infields, where frequent little fallows 

(some inhoked) replaced the long fallow. There seems to 

have been no over-all schedule by which fields were 

combined to form a year's arable; those that were not 

fallowed were used almost at random. 

Cheriton's fields saw spurts of Hambledon-style 

intense cultivation with little fallows, but they never 
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endured as long as did the pattern of Hambledon's Rygge. 

The greater outfields of Garston, Holde and Grenelye were 

intensively worked up to 1286/87, and then in a more normal 

manner. The infields of Buthegge and Hulle were more 

heavily cultivated, from 1324/25 to 1346/47 on Buthegge, 

and on Hulle from 1324/25 to 1390/91. The other greater 

outfields and the infields were more or less regularly 

rotated, on the fallow-winter-spring pattern. The lesser 

outfields began with fairly regular rotations, except 

that they often enjoyed longer fallows. As time went on 

the fallows increased until the lesser outfields were 

more often outside the arable than in. A typical rotation, 

showing how the fields were combined year by year, can be 

seen in the 1376-79 year-group. In 1376/77, the winter 

crops of wheat and bere were sown on Pirrigg (wheat), 

Dene (wheat and bere), Gondedon (wheat) and West Park 

(bere). Spring crops were sown on the fields of 3uthegge 

(barley), Hulle (oats), Rude (barley), Garston (barley), 

Brondeswell. (oats) and Shephouse (barley), and also on the 

lesser outfield of Frosthull (oats). In 1377/78 wheat was 

sown on Hulle and Brondeswell, bere on Shephouse, and oats 

on Hulle, Pirrigg, Gondedon and the lesser outfield of 

Denefore; barley was not sown this year. In 1378/79, But

hegge and Garston were sown with wheat, Hulle with wheat 

and bere, barley on Brondeswell, Holde, Shephouse and 

Frosthull, and oats on Hulle and Grenelye. Thus spring crops 

were sown on more fields, but these included more out

fields. Winter grains were sown on fewer fields, but those 
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were infields. The infields and greater outfields saw oouts 

of intensive cultivation, out, in the sample years, the 

minor outfields were never sown at such frequencies. There 

were so many outfields that it was not, perhaps, necessary 

to have intense cultivation upon any one of them. 

Downton can be described either as a multi-field 

demesne or a multi-demesne manor. It cannot be .called a 

true infield/outfield system, but neither was it a simple 

rotation. Downton's fields, as mentioned earlier, were 

not so much fields as sub-manors. Wyke appears to have 

been the villa5e of Downton's o~n chief arable, along with 

a cluster of smaller fields (such as Park, La Mote, 

I·1Ielkhull and Cotsetlond) around the village itself. Nun ton 

and Wytheton were large fields worked, it seems, by men 

from hamlets within those fields. The hamlet of Nunton 

still exists, but Wytheton no longer remains. Cowyke and 

1ymberhull were directly cultivated by Downton. The three 

major fields of t'iyke, Xunton and 'i'iytheton were divided 

into subsections and each carried out its own rotation. 

~yke was the largest of all the units and, after 1334/35, 

the only field mentioned in the Pipe Rolls. From 1271/72, 

the three major 'fields' (as they shall be referred to) 

bore both winter and spring crops heel and toe ~ith scarcely 

any evidence of fallow. For instance, in five consecutive 

year-groups, ~yke had the following rotation: 1286-89: 

spring, winter/spring, winter/spring; 1299-1302: winter, 

winter/spring, winter/sprin5; 1504-07: winter/spring, 

winter/spring, winter/spring; 1311-14: winter/sprin6, 
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winter/spring, winter/spring; 1324-27: winter/spring, 

winter/spring, winter/spring. This was clearly very 

intensive cultivation indeed. Nunton was cropped on the 

same pattern of nearly unfallowed rotation, as was 

Wytheton. This intensive system might have been possible 

because of extra manure created by livestock in the 

hamlets, each 'field' having its own supply. B~t it would 

have been unusual for there to have been adequate supplies

under-manuring was a chronic problem throughout England-

and so it can only be assumed that the infrequent little 

fallows, combined with available manure, kept the land 

rich enough for yields to be above the absolute minimum 

produced by unfertilized soil. 
12 

The bulk of Downton's 

cultivation was borne by the major 'fields'; the seven 

minor fields, which formed a cluster of outfields to Wyke's 

infield, were not often sown. The largest of these, 

Cowyke, was sown twenty-four times out of thirty-three 

possible years, but after the 1311-14 year-group its 

acreage was. shrinking, and so it could not have provided 

a substantial part of the harvest in every year of its 

existence. Tymberhull was sown eight times, and enjoyed 

a long absence from the sample years between its appearance 

in 1252/53, bearing wheat, and 1299/1300, under oats. 

The other five minor fields were never sown more than four 

times in the sample period; this suggests they were also 

infrequently sown in the other years. The twenty-one divers 

fields which appear once each in the sample period also 

add to the impression that the minor fields were not at 
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all important in the general pattern of Downton's crop 

rotation. That pattern was one of very intense cultivation 

of the large sub-manor/fields, with little fallows as the 

only relief for the soil. The tithingpennies recorded 

from the men of the various hamlets under Downton early 

in the Pipe Rolls suggests that these sub-manors were 

already established by the first decade of the .thirteenth 

century, and perhaps illustrate the rising population 

of the period. This growing population is probably the 

reason behind the heavy cultivation of Downton's arable. 

In summary, it is possible to put these eight demesnes 

into categories: simple and complex; two- and three-field 

rotations and infield/outfield rotations; regular fallow

winter-spring rotations and heavy rotations. But categories 

disguise many important differences. Woodhay and 

Bishopstone each had three fields, but considerably 

different ways of using them. High Clere and Downton had 

many fields each, but their rotations cannot be compared; 

in fact, Downton can scarcely be said to have had a 

rotation, so heavily was its demesne worked. Despite their 

diversity, however, the crop rotations on these demesnes 

did share some common aspects. 

First, on most m~~ors wheat was preceded by a fallow. 

Bishop suggests that the inhoking often seen on the fallow 

was a deliberate effort to re-nitrify the soil and so 

give added fertility to the wheat. Farmer, however, notes 

that on the Winchester estates only about six percent of 

the arable on most manors was devoted to legumes. 13 
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Had the beneficial qualities of legumes been discovered, 

one would have expected them to have been sown more 

widely, particularly on all the acres later intended for 

wheat. 14 Perhaps legumes, never a valuable crop, were 

grown on the fallow not because they preceded wheat, but 

because they usually followed two seasons of crops. 

The fertility of the soil would be, after two sewings, 

at its lowest ebb and therefore fit for nothing but 

pulse until the fallow was over. 

Second, it seems that the major fields, the infields, 

were not always the largest fields in the demesnes, but 

rather those which were more frequently cultivated. Per

haps in many cases they literally were the infields: the 

constant cultivation would have been most easily carried 

out if the field was close to the village, and manure 

could more easily be carted to it. Because it could be 

better tended, a field close to hand was sown more often. 

Third, the outfields do not seem to have been drawn 

into cultivation in any rigid order. Sometimes individual 

outfields tended to share the same rotation, but more 

often the choice of outfields seems to have been quite 

haphazard. There might have been reasons and patterns 

behind these apparent random selections, but the Pipe 

Rolls do not reveal them. 

Fourth, the outfields were not always the outer fields; 

they were simply those less often cultivated. The danger 

of the term 'infield/outfield' is that it suggests a core 

of fields surrounded by many small parcels of land. 
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Some 'outfields' do appear to have been on the periphery 

of the~ demesne; others within the village bounds. Some 

were large, others very small. It might be that the 

outfields were just a smaller number of strips owned by 

the lord in a particular field as compared with the number 

owned by the tenants, that is, though a field like Burgh 

in Hambledon might have been large, the lord's.share with-

in it might have been small, and thus would have been 

considered a less important field in the Pipe Rolls. 

Fifth, some, or even all, of the minor outfields (as 

opposed to the greater outfields) might have been sub

divisions of larger fields, and regularly included in 

those major fields' rotations. Only through some mis-

chance would they appear in the Rolls as individual fields; 

what we take to be their only appearances in the sample 

could have been merely the years in which they were care

lessly named on their own. The landscape of manors like 

Hambledon and Cheriton might have been less fragmented 

than the records studied indicate. 

Sixth, it will be noted that each season's acreage did 

not have to be equal to the previous or following season's 

acreage; more acres could be sown in winter than in spring, 

or vice versa. The reasons for this would result from 

the crops. Spring crops were needed in larger quantities 

because they were used by both people (barley) and beasts 

(oats, pulse); the lower yields of oats also forced 

the sowers to plant a larger area of the fields in order to 

reap an a~ount e~uivalent to a higher-yielding grain. 



Occasional inequalities in the number of acres sown in 

the winter and spring seasons could have been the result 

of a poor harvest, due to weather or plant disease or 

insects. The loss might have been small enough not to 

require the purchase of extra seed but to cause a slight 

inequality of acres sown between seasons that year. 

These aspects can be seen on most of the sample 

demesnes at one time or another throughout the s&~ple 

period. 

The patterns of the four infield/outfield demesnes 

(Brightwell, High Clere, Hambledon and Cheriton) tend to 

confirm Bishop's observations on the manor of ·t~esterham. 15 

It will be recalled that in iifesterham there was a core 

of permanently cultivated infields, about which hovered 

the fields more sporadically sown. This is true of the 

four sample infield/outfield demesnes. On 'desterham and 

on these four Winchester demesnes the rotation was generally 

unvarying, whether done intensively or more regularly. 

On some major fields the rotation would not alter for 

decades. In ';vesterham many outfields had no fixed order 

of rotation, but seemed to be included in the arable 

haphazardly. This has also been noted on the four Winchester 

manors. '11/esterham' s distribution of oats ·was about eq_ual 

between the infields and the outfields, accounting for 

40 per cent of the acres in each. Of the three infield/ 

outfield demesnes which regularly grew oats (Brightwell 

did not), High Clere sowed 39 per cent of its infields 

with oats, on average throughout the sample period, and 
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47 per cent of its outfields. Cheriton, throughout the 

sample period, had 34 per cent of its infields and 41 

per cent of its outfields in oats. This seems to agree 

fairly closely with Westerham's pattern. Hambledon sowed 

31 per cent of its infields and 62 percent of its out

fields with oats; this does not conform to Westerham's 

pattern. But after having commented on the div~rsity of 

the eight sample manors, it would be unreasonable to 

expect conformity in this instance. 

The even division of oats in Westerham between infield 

and outfield leads Bishop to conclude that " • • • the 

outfields were not the scene of a merely extensive or 

perfunctory cultivation, but formed ••• an integral part 

of the general scheme •••• " 16 The figures given above 

for oats can be reversed to illustrate this conclusion. 

If 47 per cent of High Clere's outfields were taken up 

with oats through the s&~ple period, then it follows that 

53 per cent must have been sown with other crops. The 

other crops. were wheat, bere, barley, rye (twice) and 

pulse (once, on a divers field). Of the years these out

fields were sown, 36 per cent of them saw wheat and 24 

per cent barley. Cheriton's outfields were sown with oats 

on 41 per cent of the acres; conversely, 59 per cent were 

sown with other crops. Wheat accounted for 20 per cent of 

the area, and barley 25 per cent. The fact tnat oats did 

not exclusively fall to the outfields illustrates that 

' 
t 17 'th oat-field is not, as Titow suggests, synonymous w~ 

'marginal land'. If oats were sown about eQually between 
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infields and outfields, then wheat and barley were also 

sown on the outfields as well as the infields. This 

suggests that the outfields were not composed exclusively 

of the poorer lands, and the infields of the better lands, 

but that both infield and outfield contained much the 

same quality of soil. This raises a doubt about the theory 

of declining soil fertility. If, as it seems, declining 

soil quality resulted in the abandonment of land, then the 

poorer lands would have had to have been scattered in 

patches throughout the demesne and not on the outer 

sections. Abandonment would therefore necessarily have 

been carried out by the excision of small parcels of land 

throughout the demesne and not entirely at the.margins. 

High Clere and Cheri ton generally fit 'riesterham' s 

pattern of oats distribution; they also imitate its wheat 

distribution. \·/esterham had 39 per cent of its infields 

and 35 per cent of its outfields in wheat; High Clere had 

44 per cent of its infields and 36 per cent of its out

fields in wheat, and Cheriton 40 per cent of its infields 

and 41 percent on its outfields. This strengthens the 

doubt raised, above, about the distribution of fertile 

and infertile soil. 

In summary, the infield/outfield manors of High Clere 

and Cheriton compare closely with Westerham on almost 

every particular, while Hambledon and Brightwell fit most 

of the broad generalities. This close correlation is 

surprising between manors from different regions, but it 

appears that the practices evolved from an infield/out-
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field system would be similar throughout England, just 

as the raising of sheep results in the same problems 

whether in Scotland, New Zealand or Argentina. 

One subject relevant to the study of assart and aban

donment of land not explored by Bishop is the effect that 

colonization and abandonment had on the crops and rotation 

of crops. 

Because the period of active colonization was, on the 

whole, finished by the early years of the sample, no strong 

evidence can be produced to show the effects of assarting 

on crops. In the third quarter of the thirteenth century, 

when there was still some assarting being done, the 

rotation of crops does not seem to have been affected. In 

the years preceding each demesne's peak in acreage_there 

was no unusual pattern of rotation; the circumvolution of 

crops was the same before the peak as after. There was 

no increase of any one crop during the years of coloniz

ation, neither did any grain decrease. Assarted acres 

conformed to the rotation; the rotation was not altered 

to fit the acres. This is not a surprising conclusion. 

It has been seen that no one crop was chiefly sown on the 

marginal land; when the amount of marginal land (in 

position, not ~uality) was increasing, there would 

naturally have been no indication of it a~ong tne crops. 

Large assarts appear to have been sown as one unit with 

the fields they supplemented, and not as separate units. 

Such fields as Cowyke in Downton and Butine in High Clere 

joined the demesnes' rotations as easily as one singer 
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can merge with a choir. The new assarts affected crops 

only in that more acres meant more land to tend, and so 

the yields might have suffered a little from lack of 

attention. But any lower yields resulting from this did 

not encourage a change in the proportio~s of grain sown. 

Thus the fields expanded, but the seasonal rotation was 

not disturbed by it. 

The assarts had almost no effect on crops or crop 

rotation. Abandonment of land had almost as little effect; 

what changes did occur can easily be predicted. 

First, there is some slight evidence, discussed in the 

previous chapter, that the number of crops, or the crop 

variety, lessened as the fields shrank. This is the 

logical outcome of diminishing areas to sow. Second, when 

fields disappeared, they seem to have resulted in little 

or no changes to the rotation. The only possible exception 

is in Ha~bledon. After the field of Garston disappeared, 

Parkgate began regularly to carry a greater variety of 

crops each ~ear. It cannot be proven that Parkgate's 

rotation was altered because of Garston's disappearance, 

but the coincidence suggests some sort of rearrangement. 

Other than this one instance to the contrary, the ro

tation of crops seems to have remained unaffected by the 

abandonment of part or all of the fields upon which they 

were sown. 

~hus neither colonization nor abandonment had any 

particular effects on the crops grown or the rotation 

of the crops. Fields might come and fields might go, but 
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the rotation was maintained throughout without a ~remer. 

In conclusion, the eight demesnes showed considerable 

diversity within the categories of field systems, for 

~emesnes grouped under one label could and did work their 

fields quite differently. Systems ranged from simple two

field rotations, like that of riarwell, to the complex 

arrangement of sub-manors at Downton. Not all demesnes 

grew the same 5rains, nor all in the same proportion. 

The effect of assart and abandonment on the crops and the 

rotation was alm~st negligible; the fields were subservient 

to the rotation. ~here are no discoveries to be made from 

the study of the \~-inchester manors' crops and rotation, 

for they simply supplement or confirm Bishop's conclusions, 

and show that his conclusions were valid for open-field 

demesnes. 3ut their evidence does underline the variety of 

field systems that could occur not only under one landlord, 

but also in one county, or even between neighbouring 

manors (such as High Clere and ~oodhay). The topography, 

the soil, the origins of the settlement, all these combined 

to ma~e each demesne unlike its fellows, the only 

similarities being the owner and the primitive technology 

by which they were made to produce. Eowever strong the 

temptation is to think in terms of a 'typical' nanor, the 

diversity within this handful of eight demesnes should be 

a reminder that every community had its own rules and i~s 

o·.,;n ways. 
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VI CONCLUSION 

The patterns of colonization, contraction and 

crop rotation within tne ei5ht s~mple manors are 

evident and expected; they support the 6eneral assu~p-

tions made oy the historians who have dealt most closely 

with these suojects. 

The greatest colonizing activity carne before the 

middle of the thirteenth century, for by the time the 

sadple period begins, in 12~4/45, many of the sample 

demesnes ~ere already shrin~ing. The assartin~ that 

still continued on the others appears to have taken the 

form of small and steady clearances on the edges of the 

demesnes, and did not result in the creation of lar5e 

new fields. The period of colo~ization was over witr.in 

the ei5ht sample manors by about 1375. 

Land ~as abandoned because the earlier colonization 

of land exhausted tne inferior soils whicn had oeen 

ta~en into cultivation. In order to maintain accept-

able and profitable yields the poorer land was dis-

carded as its fertility diminished and cultivation was 

contained within the better lanas. ~hile the various 

disasters of the fourteenth century do not appear to have 

had immediate effects upon the actual process of aban-



donment and do not seem to have initiated it at all, 

some indirect influence, throueh the reduction of 

population and the resulting changes in wages and 

prices, can be said to have been felt, encouraging a 

trend already in existence. The period of greatest 

contraction came in the first half of the fourteenth 

century, often within the first ~uarter, and the shrink

age after about 1330 was generally small and continuous, 

rather than made up of sudden large deletions. The 

land abandoned seems to have been excised in small 

plots nibbled away from the edges of the fields, and 

seldom took the form of a wholesale removal of a field 

from the arable. By the end of the fourteenth century 

the demesnes were often very small, but some did not 

cease to be directly exploited until the mid-fifteenth 

century. 

The changes in the extent of the demesne arable had 

no particular effects upon the crops grown or the 

rotation o~ the crops. The rotation dominated the demesne 

and regardless of both the actual number of acres avail

able and the simplicity or complexity of the field 

systems, it remained unchanged. No variety of grain ceased 

to be sown as a result of abandonment. It is clear that 

fields served the crops and the rotation; the crops were 

not tailored to suit the fields. 

Three aspects of medieval agriculture are revealed 

by the study of colonization, contraction and crop 

rotation, and ought to be ffientioned. 
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First, it seems that the disasters of the fourteenth 

century, particularly tne two severe calamities of 

1315-22 and 1348-50, had no immediate and serious effects 

upon the demesnes. Either these disasters were not as 

grave as has been supposed, or else the demesnes were 

more resilient than has been credited. The argument for 

the relative mildness of the disasters has i~s _supporters, 

ani it might be true that these two disasters of the 

second decade and the Black Death were not the near

Armageddons often described, but they cannot be considered 

negligible. The long lists of names in the Defectus per 

Pestilentiam sections in the Pipe Rolls reveal that 

a large proportion of the population had perished. 3ut 

though the results of the disasters were serious, no 

degree of severity jolted the pattern of demesne cult

ivation from its routine. This resiliency was a necessity, 

for above all else focd had to be grown; war and cities 

might take people away from the land, but all other 

hardships c~n oe endured. In medieval 3n6land there was 

no alternative. 

Second, the existence of soil exhaustion points to 

the primitive technology of the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries. ?hat medieval cultivators were content with 

such pitifully small ratios of yield to seed underlines 

the fact that these were the best yields that could be 

obtained. The laborious hand work upon which the demesnes 

depended, the lack of any sort of power beyond what 
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beasts could supply, and a technology of the most 

simple kind, all contrived to limit the amount of 

expansion in the demesne produce. These limitations were 

tr~e also for the peasant lands, and thus the whole of 

the medieval economy was bounded by the restraints the 

agricultural technology put upon it. In modern times 

even the desert can be made to bear crops; in medieval 

times even the richest soils could not be made to render 

more than wretchedly small yields. ~he surpluses by 

which the bishops profited were great only when com-

pared to the narrow survival margin of the individual 

peasant, and thus the conse~uences of the primi~ive 

technology must have been very hard for the peasant to 

bear. 

Third, while the demesnes were, in the short run, 

insensitive to the various external disasters and changes, 

they eventually succumbed to slower, long-term trends. 

~he conseQuences of their own earlier expansions forced 

the bishops· to relinquish direct exploitation; t:1.e long-

term effects of the changes in prices and wages combined 

with the deterioration of the soil's fertility proveci 

inexora~le. ~esilient as the demesnes might have been 

to short-ter~ crises, they could not survive the decline 

0 -
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labour, and buoyant markets. They were not essential for 

the bishops' larder, for the bishops managed without them 

before and after the period of direct exploitation. Their 

reason for being was disappearing, and so they followed. 
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The disappearing demesnes were not taken up com-

pletely in cultivation by the villeins. The growin~ 

importance of wool in the economy of fourteenth century 

Zngland gave an added impetus to the abandonment of 

demesne cultivation, ana where the lord had relied 

exclusively on sales of surplus foodstuffs for profit 

he now began to ac~uire lar6er profits from tne sale of 

wool. As wool continued to dominate the economy of the 

fifteenth century, cul~ivation of the demesne arable 

received less and less encouragement to remain in 

existence. The increasing supremacy of wool hurried the 

end of direct demesne farminc, and saw much arable con-

verted to sheep pasture. 

The conditions that had enabled the bishops of 

Winchester to engage ~n direct exploitation of their 

demesnes lasted, in diminishing forms, for over two 

centuries. In the early decades of the fifteen~h century 

the conditions were no longer favourable to direct 

cultivation· and so the bishops gradually withdrew them-

selves, leasing out one demesne after another until all 

were gone. The bishops, as they had done lon6 ago, were 

content with fixed rents, and the Pipe rtolls were stored 

sway. ~his period of direct exploitation has left wodern 

his~orians with an invaluable window for viewing 

otherwise inaccessijle processes of land use and patterns 

of cultivation. 
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reference is made to fields being sown two or more times, 

it must be remembered that the years of silence probably 

saw many more crops on every field. 

5 These are out of a total of thirty-five years in 

which the records for High Clere are complete. 
6 Save once, when Manncroft was sown with T~,iestfeld, 

in 1376/77. 
7 The tLands-in-Villeinage' were a group of holdings 

which came into the reeve's care after the ~lack Death 

had removed the original tenants. These holdings were 

probably not physically grouped into one unit. 
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8 ,., . 1. . . f .ror slmp lClty s sake I shall categorize fields 

as follows:-infields =major fields; greater outfields= 

primary minor fields; lesser outfields = secondary minor 

fields. 

9 R. E. Latham, Revised ~Jiedieval Latin rlord-List 

(London: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 221. 

10 N. S. 3. and~. C. Gras, The Economic and Social 

History of an English Vill2 .. ge (Grawl~ dants.) A.J. 909 -

1928 (1930, rpt. New York: ztussell and ~~ussell, 1969), p.35. 

11 Some evidence of regular manuring can be found in 

the Pipe ?~oll entries under Winter and Summer ·riorks, where 

these are available. In the works mentioned, cartin6 of 

manure is usually listed. But whether one demesne had more 

manure-carting works than another might not depend solely 

on the intensity of rotation, but on the labour available, 

the size of the demesne, how much foldinG of flocks took 

place on the demesne, and so on. ~nus it is impossible to 

quantify the amount of manuring done on Hambledon, and 

·w·hether the. intense rotation meant more manure-carting 

works than on a manor li~e Woodhay. 

12 -d. ~ar~ . .;ood Long, "r:i:he Low Yie ld.s of Corn in 

=··Iediaval ~ngland., " ~conomic History Review, 
1-

2nd ser., :52 

(1979), p. 462. 

1 3 D. L. :?armer, "Grain Yields on the 'dinche s ter 

:-:anors in tile Later I'~Iiddle Ages," .Economic rtistory ?~eview, 

2nd. ser., 30 (1977), p. 564. 

14 : am in Dr •. Farmer's de-ot for this and the 

following suggestion. 

., ~-
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15 I compare only infield/outfield iemesnes of the 

sample manors with Westerham's infield/outfield system, 

for conclusions based on ·desterham would. not -oe applicable 

to a two-field or three-field system. 

16 3isilop, p. 45. 
17 J. Z. Titow, "Land and Population on the .3ishop 

of ~/linche ster' s 3sta te s 1209 - 1350," Di ss. 8aro.brid.t;e 

1962, p. 35. 
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.~PP .8i'J"D IX A 

CRO? ROTATION 3Y FIELD PER DEMESNE 

Down ton 

Sample _Y_e_a_r _____ ._d~y_k_e ____________ Nu_n __ t_on _________ ·~wy~th __ e_to~n __ __ 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 
.1252/5 3 
1253/54 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
132472"5 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
13'6'1762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
l396L91 

= 
Vi,B,O,P,V 
W,B,O.P.V 
\-1 , B , 0 , P , V 

B,O,P,V 
\'1 ,B,O,P, V 
W,B,O,P,V 

TN 

W,O,P,V 
w,o 

B 
W,B,O,P,V 
W,B,O,P,V 
W,B,O,P,V 
~v ,B,O,P, V
t,-l,B,O,P,V 

W,B,P,V 
W,B,O,P,V 
Td ,B,O,P, v 
1hT ,B,O,P, v 
V{, B, 0, P, V 
W,B,O,P,V 
11'i,B,O,P,V 
T.;J ,B,O,P, V 
W,B,O,P,iJ 
r,•{ J B t 0 J P t V 
·w-,B,O,P,V 
Td,B,O,P,V 

1l' B 
'/i, B 

"N-

0 
vi, B, 0 

= 
\Ji ,B,O 
1tl, B, 0 
W,B,O 
'tl,B,O 
Vi,B,O 

W,B,O,P 
T,v, B 

W,B,O,V 
B,O 

W,B,O,P 
W,B,O 
..,rr, B, o 

W,3,0,P 
"~,v, B 

W,B,P,V 
~,:, B, 0 
~vv,B,O 

W,B,O 
\~-, B 
W,B 

Tff,B,O 
1ti ,B,O 
Vl,B,O 

B 
vl,B,O 

3 
= 

\i ,B,O 
1;i,B,O 
Vi,B,O 
W,B,O 
·w ,:o,o 
-w ,B 

W,B,O 
vl ,B,O 
W,B,O 

:a,o 
W,B,O 
vi, B, o 

W,B 
W,B,O 
W,B,O 

B 
;i1i' 0 

.I/ 

0 

~ = ~heat, 3 = 3arley, 0 = Oats, 3r = Bere, R = Rye, 

D = Jra6e, P = ?eas, V = Vetches, Bn = 3eans, Pl = Pulse 
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Down ton 

Sample Year Cowyke Tymberhull Park 

1244/45 
1245/46 
..1.246747 i • .;, 0 ,~-, .3 '0 
1251 52 0 
1252/53 ;,f,O,R w 
1253/54 = = = 
1271772 
1272/73 O,Br 
1273774 0 
12'86 87 B,O 
1287/88 3,0 
1288/89 3,0 
129971'300 p 0 
1300/01 i·/ 

ti 

1301/02 W,B,O 0 
1304705 :a,O,P 
1305/06 V{ 'p 0 
1306/07 'd,O,P,V 0 
1311-71"2 'i'l,B,O,R,P 1,1[ '0 
1312/13 id,B,O,R vv- '0 
1313/14 R 
1324725 
1325/26 0 
1326/27 ~ii '0 
1334735 0 
1335/36 0 
1336/37 O,R 0 
1344745 0 0 
1345/46 0 
1346/47 ';'/' 0 
T3b'1762 
1362/63 
..1.3.§.3764 
1376 77 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
132_0/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
1396L97 

·,·; = 'dheat, 3 = Barley, 0 = Oats, 3r = 3ere, it = Rye, 

D = ~rage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damagea. 
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Down ton 
Clorde- Divers 

Sample Year La Iviote I~Ielkhull Cotsetlond linche Fields 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
12'51752 
1252/53 
1253/54" 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
132472"5 
1325/26 

= 

Bn 
Bn 

"!,j 

'.'i 
J:3 

= = 

0 

0 -
0 

0 

B B,O 
1i.f ,B,O 

3,0 r .r ,B,O,V ,, 
= = 

0 
B 

','i, B, 0 
B,O,V 

B 
3,P 

O,Bn 

1326/27 B 
1334735 
1335/36 0 
1336/37 0 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
13'b1762 
1362/63 
.J..363/6i 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
.l3.26L91 

r,,j~ = ~ifheat, 3 = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = 3ere, H.= ?...ye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = 3eans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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BishoEstone 
Middle 

Sample Year ~ast Field i,·.Jest Field Field R.ycombe Fife acre 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 ~N-, 0 
12'51752 V/,3,0 
1252/53 W,B,O,V 
1253/53 = = = = = 
1271772 B,P,V W,O 
1272/73 'd '0 'p 'v 3 
1273/74 B,O ~d, p 
12"86787 'i.J' 0 B,V 
1287/88 B Vi, 0 
1288/89 1

tl '0 B 
129971'300 '~l' 0 P,V 3 
1300/01 B . -~~l ,o P,V 
1301/02 13 1li,O,P,V 
1304705 = B = 0 
1305/06 ~/i P,V 3,0 
l3Q6701 B w,o P,V 
1311 12 ii·i' 0 P,V i3 
1312/13 B 'ti '0 P,V 
1313/14 P,V 3 't{ '0 
132472'5 B r,•[ '0 P,V 
1325/26 P,V 3 Y.i '0 
1326/27 Td J 0 P,V B 
1334735 P,V B ;1'1 '0 
1335/36 ~ti' 0 P,V .a 
1336/37 B W,O P,V 
1344745 w,o P,V B 
1345/46 'd, B, 0 P,V 
1346/47 P,V B ~if' 0 
1361762 B ~\[' 0 0 p 
1362/63 = = = = = 
1363/64 13 T • 

i'i 

1376777 p 3 r,r 
H 

1377/78 "T ~r p B " 1378/79 B ~~1- p 
1388789 B 1i•i 

1389/90 '-d B 

1320791 B T ~T 

" 
1394 95 = = = = = 
1395/96 '(J 

1396/97 3 it'{ 

'd = Vl heat , 3 = Bar 1 e y , 0 = 0 at s , .3 r = Be re , R = Rye , 

D = Draee, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= ~one recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Brightwell 

Sample Year Estdonne 'destdonne Haddon Stonylonde Hamme 

Tm/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 
1252/53 
.l2.23L5± 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/8.2_ 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
.1.306/01 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
1324745 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
1361762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
139.6L9I 

= 

\•l, B, R, D 

W,B,R,D 
P.V 

W,B,R,D 

= 
VI,B,R,D 

.ti,B,R,D 

Ttl t B, rt., D, p 
Ttf,B,R,D p 
·~{, B, R, D P 

P Vi,B,R,D 
i,v , 3 , rt , D P 

W,B,O,R,D P,V 
P,V W,B,O,R,D 

W,B,O,R,D P,V 
P,V W,3,0,R,D 

'v'J,B,O,D P 
P Vl , B , 0 , rt , D 

:,nf,B,O,D 

~·~·,B,O,D 
;tJ, B, 0, D 

Pl 

= 
11, B 

~ii , B , 0 , .H. , D 
Pl 
Pl 

\'l' 3' -;) 

= 
VI, 3 

D 
= 

= 

= 

p 
R 

W,R 

O,R 

= 

~~j =Wheat, 3 =Barley, 0 =Oats, Br = 13ere, R. =Rye, 

R 
= 

:a 
p 

= 

D = ~rage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, 3n = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means reco=ds damaged. 
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Brightwell 
Juxta-

Sample Year Garainum-Personis Stretforlong ~lytteforlone; 

------------------------------------------------------
1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
12'51752 
1252/53 
1253/54 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971"300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
.J.306/07 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
1324725 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
.l346/41 
1361762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1318/7~ 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
l32.6L97 

w 

= 

B,V 

= 

v 
3 

R,D 

D 
= 

·.·l = ~d heat , 3 = 3 ar 1 e y , 0 = 0 at s , B r = 3 ere , it = rt.y e , 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = 3eans, Pl = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Brightwell 

Sample Year Doveton Morforlong Divers Fields 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 W,B,O,R,D,P,V 
1252/53 B,D 
1253/54 = = = 
12"71772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
12997f3oo 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
131171"2 
1312/13 
1313/14 
1324725 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
1361762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1318/72. 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
.l3.2.6L91 

D 
3 v R,D 
~~~ p 

rt; = r/:heat, B = 3arley, 0 = Oats, 3r = Bere, R = :<..ye, 

D = Drage, P = ?eas, V = Vetc~es, 3n = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Sa.11ple Years 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
T251752 
1252/53 
1253/54 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
1324725 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
13b"1762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
1396L97 

T ~ T = ~dhea t, n 

D = Drage, 

3 

p 

= 

= 

Harv1ell 

East Field ~est Field Cateway 

--------

','i, B, D 
P,V 

= -

·v·i, B 
P,Bn,V 
P,Bn,V 

W,3,0,D 
P,Bn,V 

P,V 
Vi,B,O,:U 

P,V 
Vl, ..B, D 

P,V 
1ti., 3, D 

~d, B, D, Pl 
Pl 

'H,B,D 
= 
= 
= 
3 

Barley, 0 = 

P,V 
~d ,B,D 

= 

W,B,D 
'h,B,D 
P,Bn,V 

Til' B' 0' .D 
Tti,3,0,D 

P,V 
'~~, B, 0, D 

P,V 
W,B,:U 

P,V 
Td 'B' D, Pl 

\·4,3,D 

= 
= 
= 
1~~-

"vi, B 

Oats, 3r = Bere, 

= 

Tl.; 'B' D 
1t1i-, 3, .D 

= 
= 
= 

R = Rye, 

Peas, v = Vetches, Bn = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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High Clere 

Sample Year Westfeld Sud don Butine Stoupe Groscroft 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246f41 0 
1251 52 O,Br 
1252/53 W,Br 
1253/54 = = = = = 
1271772 = ::: = = = 
1272/73 't,'V, Br -w 
1273/74 = = = = = 
1286787 3 
1287/88 \v·, Br \'i 
1288/89 W,Br E,O 
129971300 Br 0 1, T 

" 1300/01 VI, Br B,O 0 
1301/02 B,O 
1304705 B,O = = = = 
1305/06 \'i' R -;ti 

1306/07 "'-tl, Br B,O B 
131171'2 W,Br B ·vv 
1312/13 i~~,! B,O,Br ff 

1313/14 = ::: = = = 
1324725 B,O,D O,D 
1325/26 B,O,D 
1326/27 Br 
1334735 B,O,P,V 1

,\, Br 
1335/36 W,Br (l, Br B,O,P,V ~il 

1336/37 :d ,Br B,O B,O B 
1344745 ·v{, Br ',\, Br B,O 'l'i 
1345/46 ~-~, Br 0 3,0 
1346/47 B,O,P vr, Br 
T3'b1762 0 w 
1362/63 ~v- B,O ;li 

1363/64 ~H, Br B 
1376777 B,O 'll ,B,O 
1377/78 W,.Br B,O 
1318f72 \·i, Br B,O,V 
1388 89 3 ~H, Br, V 
1389/90 ilj B,O,V I• 

1390/91 ~~~, 3r, V B 
1394795 = = = = = 
1395/96 0 \~-, Br 3 
.1.32_6/91 'd '0 B 

v~- = \'lhea t, .r3 = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = 3ere, R = Rye, 

D = Drage, F = Peas, v = Vetches, Bn = Beans, Fl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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:.r· h ~ ... l.g Clere 

Sample Year Hachfield ?~.ycroft Crempesham Estfeld 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 3,0 
12'51752 l3,0,V 
1252/53 :3 o,v 
1253/54 = = = = 
12'71772 = = = = 
1272/73 B 
1273/74 = = = = 
12'86787 \•[, Br 0 
1287/88 B,O 3r 
1288/89 
12'9971'300 
1300/01 
1301/02 W,Br b 
1304705 = = 0 = 
1305/06 B,O R 0 
1306/07 0 
1311712 0 
1312/13 B 
1313/14 = = = = 
1324725 .3,0,:0 
1325/26 Br il~ 

1326/27 E,O,Br,:J 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 0 
T3b'1762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
l32.6L91 

W = Wheat, 3 = 3arley, 0 = Oats, 3r = 3ere, R = Rye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = 3eans, Pl = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means records camaged. 
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High Clere 
Subtus I'1ark

Sample Year Stonylonde 3urghefelde Parcum forlong 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 
1252/53 
1253/54 = = = = 
1271772 = = = = 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971'300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
1311712 0 
1312/13 B,O 
1313/14 = = = = 
13~4725 W,Br 
1325/26 
1326/27 w 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
T3b1762 Br B 
1362/63 0 
1363/64 w 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
1.326L9I 

~ = ~heat, B = 3arley, 0 = Oats, Br = Bere, R = Rye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, 3n = Beans, ?1 = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means records da~aged. 
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Sample Year 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 
1252/53 
1253/54 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
12'86787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
T2997f3oo 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1.306/07 
1304705 
1305/06 
.1306/01 
1311712 
1312/13 
.13.13/1± 
1324725 
1325/26 
.1326/21 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
1361762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
l396L91 

High Clere 
Purpresture- Divers 

Lowes Suetdon Juxta-Parcum Fields 

= 
= 

= 

0 

0 

\i 
B,O 
= 
= 

= 

w 
R '1{ 

O,R 
= = 
= = 

Br 

W,B,O,Br,P,V 

= = 

w 

B,O 

·n = ;,·lheat, B =Barley, 0 =Oats, Br = Eere, R = ?...ye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, En = Beans, ?1 = Pulse. 
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·.·ioodhay 

Sample Year Estfeld Niddelfeld Tdestfeld 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 B,P,V 
1252/53 
1253/54 = = = 
1271772 = = = 
1272/73 H,Br B,O 
1273/74 = = = 
1286787 1li, 3r B,O 
1287/88 Td, Br B,O 
1288/89 B,O 'fi, Br 
12997f3oo 'd ,3r B,O 
1300/01 B,O W,.i3r 
.1.301~0.£ T1i, Br B,O 
1304 05 = = o,v 
1305/06 ~v, Br B,O,V 
1306/07 B,O,V -:;i, 3, Br 
T3T17f2 W,Br B,O 
1312/13 B,O ·iJ, Br 
1313/14 'ii, Br B,O,V 
132472'5 B,O,D,V 1i'i, Br 
1325/26 0 ~'i, Br B,D 
1326/27 'i'i, 13r B,O,D,P,V 
1334735 · .. ·:, Br B,O,P,V 
1335/36 ~iJ ':Dr .t3,0,P,V 
1336/37 B,O,P,V ;d, Br 
1344745 'd, Br 13,0 
1345/46 13,0 'i{, Br, V 
1346/47 r,~ '3r :B,O,P,V 
13"6"1762 T~, Br B,O 
1362/63 ':if, Br B,O 
1363/64 B,O t,··i, 13r 
1376777 'd, 3r B,O 
1377/78 ~/l, Br 13,0 
1378/79 3,P,V ~.'I, 0, Br 
1388789 'd ,Br B,O,P,V 
1389/90 ~J, 3r B,O,P,V 
1390/91 3,0,P,V '!{ , Br 
T~~Lt79~ = = = ./':1 ' ' 
1395/96 .II, Br B,O,?l 
l3.2.6L91 3,Pl 0 -.,i, Br 

W = ~heat, ~ = Barley, 0 = Oats, 3r = 3ere, R = Rye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, En = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Woodha;z 
Hulle-

Sample Year ~·lodefeld Manncroft Wydecumbe trupelle 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 B,O VI, Br 
1251752 i/{ 

1252/53 B,O,P,V r,.~~, Br 
122375± = = = = 
1271 72 = = = = 
1272/73 
1213774 = = = = 
1286 87 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971'300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
1324725 3 0 
1325/26 P,V 0 
1326727 
1334 35 
1335/36 
1336731 B 0 
1344 45 ~,r Br V'l 

1345/46 3 0 
1346/47 
13'b1762 
1362/63 \v 
1363/64 B 
1376777 0 
1377/78 "',·i 

n 

1378/79 
1388789 

B 

1389/90 T • ~ 
fl 

1390/91 
1394795 = = = = 
1395/96 
l396L91 B 

r ~: = i:ihea t, u = Barley, 0 = Oats, 3r = Bere, R = Hye, n J...) 

D = Drage, p = Peas, v = Vetches, 3n = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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.-.: = "/I heat, 3 = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = Bere, R = Rye, 

J = Jrage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = 3eans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Hambledon 

Sample Year Garst on Burgh Ham eldon Tylhangre 'dorth 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
12'51752 0 ,.-; , B , 0 , Br, V 
1252/53 B W,B,V 0 
1253/54 
12'71772 W,Br B,P,V 
1272/73 B,O Td,B,O 
1273f74 w 
1286 87 11 
1287/88 B,O 
1288f89 
1299 1300 B,O 
1300/01 B 
.!.301f02 w 0 
1304 05 0 
1305/06 B,O 0 
1306/07 = = = = = 
131171'2 B,O 
1312/13 P,V B,O 
1313/14 !fl, Br 
132472'5 B 
1325/26 
.!.326f21 
1334 35 B 0 
1335/36 0 
1336/37 VI,O 
1344745 0 
1345/46 0 
1346f47 0 
T3b"1 62 0 
1362/63 ·w Pl 
1363/64 :a 0 
1376777 B O,Pl 
1377/78 0 

.!.318f72 
1388 89 0 
1389/90 
1390/91 0 
1394795 = = = = = 
1395/96 
1.32.6L97 

~,~ = ~iiheat, B = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = Bere, R. = Rye 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = Beans, P = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Ha.--nbledon 

Sample Year Brechlond Gryteburgh ·~,,rinweye Chidden 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246f47 Vi, 3, 0 
1251 52 W,B,O 
1252/53 \v, B, o, Br 
1253/54 = = = = 
1271772 B 
1272/73 B,O 
1273/74 ~,;r 

1286787 
1287/88 B,P,V 
1288/89 B 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 0 
1304705 0 
1305/06 
1306/07 
13T17f2 
1312/13 
1313/14 0 
1324725 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 0 
1361762 ;d 

1362/63 ~a· 

1363/64 0 'd, B, 0 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 0 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 = = = = 
1395/96 
.]_3.2_6/91 

T ~ r = ::lhea t, B = Barley, 0 = Oats, 3r = Bere, R = Rye, .,, 

J = Drage, ? = Peas, v = Vetches, Bn = Beans, p = Pulse, 

- = none record.ed, = means records damaged. 
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Harnbledon 
Lands-in- Divers 

Sample Year Westfeld Iviiddelfeld Villeinage Fields 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 ii'i, B, 0 
12"51752 0 v 
1252/53 0 
1253/54 = = = = 
1271772 0 
1272/73 0 0 
1273/74 0 
12"86787 0 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971'300 ~li 'p 
1300/01 T.; 

n 

1301/02 
130470? 
1305/06 ~d 

1306/07 
1311712 0 
1312/13 
1313/14 P,V 
1324725 -
1325/26 0 
1326/27 0 
1334735 
1335/36 B 
13)6/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346~47 0 
13'b1 62 'll, B 
1362/63 O,Pl 
1.3§.3~6_1 B,O 
1376 77 B 
1377/78 w B,Pl B 
1378/72 B Pl 
1388789 
1389/90 i\• 

d 

1390/91 
1394795 = = = = 
1395/96 ';; 

1326/91 

T4r = ·~'lhea t, B = 3arley, 0 = Oats, .3r = 3ere, E = P,_ye' !j 

D = Jrage, p = Peas, v = Vetches, .Bn = ..Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Cheriton 

Sample Year 3uthegge Hulle Pirrigg Gars ton Grenelye 

1244/45 
1245/46 0 Tj,T 

11 

1246/47 rJT 0 'il 

1251752 0 r, T 
II 

1252/53 B,O 3 0 
1253/54 = = = = = 
1271772 0 0 ·i'i- '3 'H, B, 3r 
1272/73 3,0 3,P,V T.~ 

if 

1273/74 B ':I' p B B,O 
1286787 :;,I 0 i ~ T ,. r 

if .,~ t 

1287/88 ;V, 0 B 1,T 
:1 

1288/89 P,V ~N T r 
l'i 

1i9971'3oo 0 
1300/01 'd, B ~/i 3,0 
130170.?_ B B,O ',r 

H 

1304 05 B 0 B 
1305/06 '/[ 0 ;,; 
1306/07 = = = = = 
131171"2 r .. r B t'·i li 

1312/13 Td J 3 Vi, 3, 3r ~,;, Br 3,0 
1313/14 B ..s,o •.r B Vt 

1324725 "':i;J W,B ~·il 

1325/26 B 0 .l"'i '0 B v 
1326/27 W,Br ','i: '0 o,v -'' 7\ 

1334735 3 O,P,V : ~ f 3 II 

1335/36 \\i 0 ~il 

1336/37 'd, Br 'd '0 'p 'v IV 0 
1344745 ·vl iH 0 w 
1345/46 ',oJ '.Br ~;f,B,O,V ~,·{ 

1346/47 3 O,P,V ·v..; B 
1361762 B 'd' 3 3 
1362/63 0 
1363/64 w B,O,V /1 

1376777 B O,P,V T,J B fl 

1377/78 ilij, 0 0 
1378/79 \"i 'i.J, 0, Br • r 0 ,·. 
1388789 B O,:dr,P,V ·X 
1389/90 = = = = = 
1390/91 '11 ~·{, 0, Br, Pl 
1394795 = = = = = 
1395/96 Vl, 0 0,3r 
.l396L91 ii ?1 

i;-J = 'dheat, B =Barley, 0 =Oats, 3r = 3ere, :Ct =Rye, 

~ = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = Beans, ?1 = Pulse, 

= none recorued, = means records damaged. 
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8heriton 

Sample Year Rude Dene Holde Brondeswell Holeden 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 
1252/53 
1253/54 
1271772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286787 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 
13117·12 
1312/13 
1313/14 
132472'5 
1325/26 
1326/27 
13347:55 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 
T3'b1762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1.318/7.2. 
1388789 
1389/90 
.13.2,0/91. 
1394795 
1395/96 
1.396L91 

B,O,Br 
W,B,O 

Ttl, B, 0, Br 
lti, B, 0, Br 

= = = 
'tl B 
o ·w, Br 

~v B 

0 

B,O 
= 

0 

= 
B 

P,V 
\'l, Br 

i'i -

\'l '0 

0 

0 
= 

0 Vf, Br 0 
B 

1iv", 0, Br -

vi 
B,O 

'>//, 0, Br -
0 B,O 

B i,l[, Br 

= = 
0 

B 
B 

= 

= 

= 

W,B,O,Br 
B,O 

0 
y'f 
B 

B 
= 
w 
B 

0 

B,O 
= 
0 

0 

0 

0 

= 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
= 

0 

W = Wheat, B = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = Bere, R = Rye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, Bn = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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8heriton 
Rughe- Shep- ~1Iullecroft/ 

Sample Year diche house !~Iullelond Gondedon Denefore 

1244/45 
1245/46 ~;.j 

12_4:6~41 
1251 52 Tv· I 
1252/53 0 
1253/54 = = = = = 
12'71772 
1272/73 i;j 0 
1273/74 0 
1286787 0 0 
1287/88 ·w .B 
1288/89 0 
12'9971300 B 
1300/01 0 
1301/02 
1304705 
1305/06 r_.; 

n 

1306/07 = = = = = 
1311712 0 
1312/13 
1313~14 0 Br 
1324 25 Br 
1325/26 ~"· ~l 

1326/27 0 
1334735 ·l, Br 
1335/36 O,Br,P,V 
1336/37 
1344745 0 P,V 0 
1345/46 
1346/47 0 ~ii , :ar 0 
1361762 B 3,0 w 
1362/63 o,v 
1363/64 0 
1376777 :3 ''fl 
1377/78 Br,P o,v 0 
1378/79 B "P ' ... 1388789 0 3 ;,j-

1389/90 = = = = = 
1390/91 B B 
1394795 = = = = = 
1395/96 
1306/97 -ott..--

,, = ':lhea t, 3 = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = ~ere, .?~. = Rye, 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, 3n = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

- = none recorded, = means records danaged. 
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Cheriton 

Sa'Tlple Year ?Jiyllewey Bury den Butte borne Slade Curiam 

1244/45 
1245/46 W,B,O,P,-V. 
1246/47 B 
1251752 B 
1252/53 0 
1253/54 = = = = = 
1271772 
1272/73 -1273/74 P,V 
1286787 B 
1287/88 B B 
1288/89 3,0 
129971300 ... ,j 

1300/01 
1301/02 .ii 
1304705 
1305/06 
1306/07 = = = = = 
1311712 B 
1312/13 
1313/14 
132472~ 
1325/26 
1326/27 B,P 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
1344745 
1345/46 
1346/47 Td, Br 
13"b1762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
1376777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 = = = = = 
1390/91 
1394795 = = = = = 
1395/96 B 
132.6L9l 

~ = ~heat, 3 = Barley, 0 = Oats, Br = Bere, R = Rye, 

D = Drage, ? = Peas, V = Vetches, 3n = 3eans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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Cheriton 
Juxta- Extra-

Sample Year Portam Frosthull Pasturam Jivers Fields 

1244/45 
1245/46 
1246/47 
1251752 
1252/53 
1253/54 
12"71772 
1272/73 
1273/74 
1286767 
1287/88 
1288/89 
129971300 
1300/01 
1301/02 
130470~ 
1305/06 
1306/07 
1311712 
1312/13 
1313/14 
1324725 
1325/26 
1326/27 
1334735 
1335/36 
1336/37 
134474~ 
1345/46 
1346/47 
T3b'1762 
1362/63 
1363/64 
T:/76777 
1377/78 
1378/79 
1388789 
1389/90 
1390/91 
1394795 
1395/96 
.J..3.2.6L91 

= 

Br 
:Br 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

v;, o 
0 

B,V 

= 

= 

= 

= 

~·'i, 0, Br 

= 

= 

0 

0 

= 
B,O 

0 

P,V 
0 

Br 

= 

Br 
B,3r 

p 
p 

0 
p 

B 
B 

= 

= 

·~-.i = 'd heat , B = Bar 1 e y , 0 = 0 at s , B r = Be r e , i:t = Rye , 

D = Drage, P = Peas, V = Vetches, :3n = Beans, Pl = Pulse, 

= none recorded, = means records damaged. 
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1 . 
2. 

3. 
4. 

APPENDIX 1:3 

MAPS OF SAMPLE MANORS WITH POSITIONS OF 

Brightwell 

Harwell 

:ligh Clere 
\1/oodhay 

SOME MEDIEVAL FIELDS 

Locations of Manors in Southern ~ngland 

5. 
b. 

7. 
8. 

Bi.shopstone 
Jo·v-:nton 

Cheriton 

Hambled.on 

1 Q 1 
IV' 

.. 1' • ~ 

.:-.. 1\1J.ncne .s ~er 

.D. Lon,io:n. 
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--- A . I -.., / ~: 

' , I JA' ~ , I 
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,~' I '/) 

I / I/' 
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I I • • ~ ,• 
I I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 

I 

certain Scale: 

probable 
tentative 

Road ----
River ····· ···· · 
Village FZiZ2a 

Castle ;t}; 
Increase in 
elevation 1\1\1\1\1\A 

(point indicates 
direction of 
slope) 

One Inch to 
One l'-'Iile 

Source: Ordnance Survey Map rp~. Original Series, sheet 83. 
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Road----
Village ~ 
Increase in 
elevation AAnnA~ 
(points indicate 
direction of slope) 

Bishops tone 

, , 

Scale: One Inch to One Mile. 

N 

I 

NAME = position certain 
Name = position probable 
Name? = position 

tentative 

Source: Ordnance Survey Map, rpt. Original Series, sheet 85. 
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Brightwell 

i 

Road------ NAME = position certain 

Stream ............ .. Name = position probable 

Village m Name? = position tentative 
"<, 

Castle :oe 
"(' 

Increase in elevation l\J\1'11\1\1\ 

(points indicate 

direction of slope) 

Scale: One Inch to One Mile 

Parish of Sotwell bisects 3rightwell and is indicated:~~' 

Source: O~dnance Survey Map, rpt. Original Series, sheet 70. 
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Road-----

Village~ 

Harwell 

Increase in elevation f\1'.1\1\f\f\ 

(points indicate direction 

of slope) 

Scale: One Inch to One ~ile 

i 

-

NAME = position certain 

N&~e = position probable 

~arne? = position 

tentative 

Source: Ordnance Survey Map, rpt. Original Series, sheet 70. 



Road----
Village D 
Lake C:~ 

Hign Cilere 

Probable extent of Park~\\\\\ 

Increase in elevation 1\1\t\lt/\AI\ 

(points indicate direction 
of slope) 

Scale: One Inch to One Mile 

186 

i~ 

r 

NAME = position certain 
Name = position probable 
Name? = Position 

tentative 

Source: Ortnance 3urvey 
Map, rpt. Original Series, 
s~neet 78. 



Woodhay 

i 

Road--------

Village B NAME = position certain 

Increase in elevation 1\f\1\1\1\f\ Name = position probable 

(points indicate Girection ~fame? = position ten ta ti ve 

of slope) 

Scale: One Inch to One Mile 

Source: Ordnance Survey Map, rpt. Original Series, sheet 78. 
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Juxta
Ecclesi 

Road------

Village ~ 

Hamoledon 

Increase in elevation 1\l\f\1\1\ 

(points indicate direction 

of slope) 

Scale: One Inch to One Mile 

N 

r 

NAME = position certain 

Name = position probable 

Name'? = position 

tentative 

Source: Ordnance Survey Map, rpt. Original Series, sheet 86. 
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Cheriton 

N 

r 

?..oad----- NAME = position certain 

Name = position probable 

Increase in elevation f\1\f\f\f\ Name? = position tentative 

(points indicate direction 
Source: Ordnance ~urvey Map, 

of slope) 
rpt. Original Series, sheet 

Scale: One Inch to One Mile 
86. 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

.:~.PPENDIX D 

AVERAGE ACREAGES OF J:H~ HAJOR FIELDS 

P:c1R Y~AR-GROUP IN SAMPLE D-~HESNES 

Down ton 

Wyke Nunton Wytheton Cowyke Tymberhull 

160 62 16 68 

123 28i 44~ 48 

341 35 33~ 81i 

396 54~ 41 41i 15 

198 56-i 37~ 191; 34 

266 51i! 36 34 ·30 

260 44 32i )1 -18"" I ~ 

268~~ .,.. 29 12~-.,.. 22~ 

93i 31 7 21 

25~ 

227 

136 



Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

134-4-4 7 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Bishops tone 

East Field ;iiest Field Middle Field 

265 

263 262 

133 114 

110 74~ 

82~ 89 55~ 

45-ka 111 a 10a 

58~ a 5 -1 a bz 58 a 

54~ 60± 60~ 

45± 54~ 59-i 

57~ 31~ 97~ 

56% 65 79 

37 34z 39 

69 64i! 68 

62 63 

a The original figures were given in customary 

acres. Titow's multiplier (0.8) has been used to 

convert them to measured acreages. 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

3rightwell 

Est- '~vest- Haddon Stony- Stret- riamme ~ilytte-
donne donne londe forlong forlong 

152~ 7 9 21~ 

142 178 

155 239 10 10 

105 1 ~ ~ b4· 57 38~ 9 59~ 
a = = = ::: = ::: = 

::: ::: = ::: = = = 
168 100~ 

ro"' 12 ·z- 72~ 

114~ 63t 

47 96 32 

114i 44z 

66~ 58-i 

a The Pipe Rolls in this and the following year-

group do not mention the names of the fields sown. 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Bast Field 

90i-
a = 

= 

= 

= 
-21 J 4 

52~ 

54i 

70 

401 

67 

23 

Harwell 

West Field Cateway 

72; 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 
96 

72 

70"Z 

411 

67% 18~ 

51~ 

47 

a The Pipe Rolls in this and the following year-

groups do not mention the names of the fields sown. 
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Year
Group 

High Clere 

Westfeld Suddon Butine Stoupe Hachfield 
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~·/oodhay 

Year- 3st- Medel- West- '11 ode- I'~Iann- Tv1yde- Hulle-
Group feld feld feld feld croft cum be trupelle 

-
1244-47 140~ 128 

1251-54 182 140~ 125 

1271-74 105 104~ 

1286-89 60~a 121 57~a 

1299-1302 69a 90a 91ka 

1304-07 97~a / -a 13bz 87ia 

1311-14 7 1a 
5z- 90ia 78a 

1 324--27 31l 60-.i 30 9 46 

1334-37 3LL.l. ·2 65~ 64 38 

1344-47 41 65 83 33 

1361-64 53~ 54t 48 

1376-79 32 59 25~ 42 

1388-91 32k 54 53~ 

1394-97 39i 38 24 

a Original figures given in customary acres. 

Titow's multiplier (0.5) has been used to convert them 

to measured acreages. 
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Hambledon ( 1) 

Year
Group 

Rygge Terra-Juxta- Vyneghes Park6ate Garston 
Ecclesiam 

1244-47 7-~ 

1251-54 65 32~ 

1271-74 71% 8~ ~ 6 ~ 
b t 13i 43 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 21a 
2 17i-a 6a 6a 

1324-27 7 15i 

1334-37 29 9 13-~ 

1344-47 15 1 A 1. 
"T4 

1361-64 

1376-79 12~ 29~ 

1388-91 74 12 

1394-97 40~ 

a Original figures given in customary acres. 

Titow's multiplier (0.5) has been used to convert 

them to measured acreages. 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Hambledon (2) 

Burgh Tylhangre Hameldon Chidden Slade 

68 1 1 

1 3 8 .... ~ 
?~ 60 13 

35% 9~ 

184-... 

102 ~-... 9~ 

101~ 

10 

28 
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Cheriton ( 1 ) 

--
Year- 3uthegge Hulle Pirrigg Holde Dene 
Group 

--
1244-47 73i 95 47 100 

1251-54 93 146 191~ 

1271-74 33 7~ 

1386-89 16 

1299-1302 29 103~ 99 

1304-07 60~ 

1311-14 50 86 112 

1324-27 ·a 3z 15~ 15 

1334-37 
,.... . a 
?2 27 

1344-47 3-~a 46~ 

1361-64 4·;,_ 2 

1376-79 16~ 

1388-91 24 

1394-97 27 60 

a These ave=ages are incomplete due to lack of 

full recorded acreages sown per grain in the Pipe Rolls. 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Cheriton 

Grenelye 3rondeswell Rughe- Mullecroft/ Garston 
diche Mullelond 

78-~ 53 

141 

7~ 

93~ 

32 

129-; 8 

15 1 1 

13i 

6 

48 



Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1371-74 

1388-91 

1394-97 

APPENDIX E 

TOTAL AMOUNTS OF SEED SOWN PER 

YEAR-GROUP IN SAMPLE DEMESNES 

Down ton 

1,\heat 3arley Oats rlye Pulse 

77q 6b 8q 6b 119q_ 4b 

85q 3b 93q_ 2b 130q 6b -
60q 2b 84q 4b 89q_ 3b - 1q 2b 

49q 4b 89q 7b 56q 2b - 5q 4b 

61q 7b 86q 1b 61q_ 1b - 4q 4b 

65q 3b 86q 3b 48q 3b - 3q 3b 

54q 4b 62q 1b 46q 2b 1q 7b 3q 4b 

37q 2b 55q 3b 32q 1b - 2q 

35q 6b 48q 1b 29q 3b - 2q 7b 

38q 4b 55q 3b 26q 1b - 3q 7b 

31q 4b 43q 1b 23q 2b - 2q 7b 

27q 2b 38q 7b 13q_ 4b - 1q 5b 

18q 2b 30q 1b 14q 3b - 3q 

20q )b 31q 4b 18q 1b - 3q 1b 

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

~.iheat 

31q 7b 

23q 7b 

24q 

25q 

19q 

19q 1b 

16q 7b 

18q 5b 

16q 7b 

16q_ 3b 

19q_ 2b 

16q 6b 

 17 q_ 5b 

16q 

Bishops tone 

Barley Oats Pulse 

24q 1b 50q 5b 

31q 2b 50q 4b 

27q 7b 43q 3b 1q 3b 

23q 4b 34q 1b 1q_ 3b 

22q 23q 4b 3q 2b 

24q 7b 24q 7b 1q 7b 

24q 3b 25q 3b 1q 5b 

26q 7b 20q 1b 2q 7b 

26q 3b 22q 4b 2q 6b 

25q 7b 20q 4b 3q 2b 

30q 4b 9q 7b 2q 6b 

24q 3b 7q 3b 2q 7b 

31q 4b 11 q 2q 6b 

28q 7b 11 q 1b 3q 4b 

q = quarter of seed o = bushel of seed 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Brightwell 

~iiheat Barley Oats Rye 

45q_ 6b 15q 6b 19q 4b 11 q 6b 

42q 19q 4b 9q 6b 

41q 4b 23q 6b 11 q 4b 

37q 7b 28q_ 13q 2b 

36q 7b 28q 2b 9q 4b 17q 7b 

27q_ 7b 30q 3b 18q_ 4b 

20q 1 b 26q 5b 12q 1b 

21q_ 3b 28q_ 3b 12q_ 4b 

24q 2b 29q 6b 10q 7b 

18q 33q 3b 7q 3b 

16q 3b 34q_ 4q_ 7b 

13q 2b 34q_ 1b 

14q 7b 24q 

14q 7b 31q 4b 

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 

208 

Drage Pulse 

19q_" 4b 1q_ 

35q 3b 7b 

18q 6b 2q 3b 

16q 3b 1q 3b 

11 q 5b 1q 3b 

9q 2b 7b 

11 q 1b 2q 1b 

6q 6b 4q 3b 

8q 1b 5q 2b 

8q 5b 2q_ 6b 

6q 3b 3q 

6q 3b 3q 

3q 4b 4q 

4q_ 5b 4q 



Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

~1 324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

26q 3b 

24q 1b 

26q_ 4b 

23q 5b 

22q 3b 

18q 7b 

17q 5b 

18q 6b 

17q 6b 

18q_ 1b 

14q 7b 

8q 6b 

11 q 3b 

10q 6b 

Harwell 

Barley Oats Drage 

7q 23q 2b 

9q 2b 26q 

13q 7b 12q 7·o 

9q 2b 18q 2b 

11 q 7b 19q 2b 

12q 5b 15q 6o 

19q 9q 

14q 6b 1q 4b 5q 4b 

17q 4b 4q 1b 8q 

16q 2b 3q ~- 3q 7b co 

18q 3b 10q 1b 

18q 6b 6q 3b 

15q 6b 3q 7b 

14q 6b 6q 

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 
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Pulse 

7b 

1q 4b 

1q 

1q 

1q_ 6b 

1q 3b 

2q_ 

2q 4b 

4q 3b 

4q 2b 

2q 4.' .0 

2q 3b 

5q 2b 

4q 6b 



High Clere 

Year- "dheat Barley Oats 3ere B.ye Drage Pulse 
Group 

--
1244-47 8G. 7b 3q 4b 31q 6b 18q 2b 

1251-54 5q 7b 9q 2b 40q 3o 13q_ 5b 14q_ 5b - 5b 

1271-74 6q 7b 7q 3b 33q 3o 17q 6b 

1286-89 6q 6·o 6q 1b 25q 2b 18q_ 2b - 3b 

1299-1302 9q 1b 9q 7-o 43q 6b 16q 1b - 1q 

1304-07 5q 3b 4q 7b 21q 12q 4b 

1311-14 5q_ 6b 7q 1-o 13q 6b 6q 3b 

1324-27 Ll.'"' •"1. 7b 4q 3b 13q_ 3b 5q 3b 1q_ 4b 2q 2b 

1334-37 6q 2b 6q 6b Sq 6b 5q_ 7b 4b 

1344-47 6q 7q 4b 8q 4b 5q 4b -
1361-64 5q 2b 6q 5b 9Ci 1b ':;;::;-. 

..IY., 3b -
1376-79 7q 3b 10q 3b 7q 2q 3b -
1388-91 6q 2b 9q 5b 9q_ 5b 1q_ 7b - 4b 

1394-97 6q 6b 8q 7b 7q 4b 2q 4b -

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 
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Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Wheat Barley Oats 

23q 3b 4q_ 7b 59q 

15q 3b 6q_ 1b 58q 

15q 3b 9q_ 3b 40q 

15q 4b 5q_ 7b 35q 

17q 7b 7q 7b 41q 

15q_ 5b 6q_ 7b 38q_ 

15q_ 5b 2q 4b 24q 

Bq 7b 5q 4b 21q 

9q 1b 7q 1b 21q_ 

10q 3b 7q 15q 

9q 7b Bq 1o 16q 

 11 q 6b 10q )b 18q 

11 q 9q 4b 14q 

9q 5b 10q 11 q 

Bere Drage Pulse 

3b 23q 1b 

6b 26q 7b 5b 

20q_ 7b 2b 

4b 15q_ 1b 5b 

3b 13q 4-o 

2b 12q 4b 2b 

7b 10q_ 6b 7b 

9q 4b 1q 3b 1q 3b 

11 q_ 1b 7b 

6b 13q 4b 4o 

4b dq 4b 

7q_ 4b 

6q 7b - 2b 

4q 7b 1q 

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 



Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

21q 7b 

20q 1b 

23q 3b 

17q 6b 

22q 5b 

18q 1b 

18q 5b 

17q 2b 

16q 1b 

19q 2b 

19q 3b 

14q 3b 

13c;, 4b 

12q 3b 

Hambledon 

Barley Oats Bere 

20q 5b 89q 4b 7q 2b 

25q 6b 88q 12q 4b 

86q 5b 112q 7b 5q 1b 

17q 3b 75q 6b 

18q 5b 91q 3b 

18q 3b 69q 4b 

18q 7b 78q 3b 2q 1b 

18q 3b 46q 7b 

19q 6b 44q 5b 

25q 1b 45q 7b 

28q 7b 38q 5b 

36q 3b 18q 

38q 1b 21q 7b 

36q 7b 20q 1b 

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 
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Pulse 

1q 4b 

3q 2b 

3q 6b 

16q 2b 

4b 

1q 6b 

1q 7b 

1q 2b 

1q 3b 

1q 6b 

2q 7b 

2q 7b 

2q 7b 

3q 



Year
Group 

1244-47 

1251-54 

1271-74 

1286-89 

1299-1302 

1304-07 

1311-14 

1324-27 

1334-37 

1344-47 

1361-64 

1376-79 

1388-91 

1394-97 

Cheriton 

Wheat Barley Oats 

33q 3b 41q 3b 92q 

32q 

25q 6b 33q 4b 78q 

30q 2b 22q 3b 71q 

33q 2b 16q 4b 59q 

27q 7b 15q 3b 43q 

25q 4b 27q 1b 65q 

21q 17q 4b 50q 

21q 6b 12q 2b 50q 

22q 1b 19q 43q 

20q 4b 25q 4b 31q 

19q 5b 24q 2b 30q 

20q 4b 23q 5b 30q 

21q 5b 24q 1b 31q 

3ere Drage Pulse 

5b 5b 

3b 

4b 1q_ 2b 

5b 1q 2b 5q 4b 

3b 1q 4q 4b 

4b . 1 q 3q 3b 

, 5q 1b 3q 4b 

3b 3q 2b 2q 

5b 1q 2q_ 7b 

4b 1q_ 2q 3b 3q 7b 

6b 2q 1b 2q 7b 

3b 2q 2b 1q 5b 

3q 7b 3q 

4q 3q_ 1b 

q = quarter of seed b = bushel of seed 
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APPENDIX F 

COMPARISON OF TOTAL AC~BS AND YIELD RATIOS OF MAJOR GRAINS 

acres Down ton 

yield 
ratio 

,.0 
s.~ 

~.0 

't.S 

1.0 

1.5 

3.0 

1.5 

'l.o 
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APPENDIX G 

DIAGRA.lv'IS OF CROP HO?ATIONS FOE SAMPLE D~t'Lr~~SNES 

Down ton 

Fields 1271/72 1272/73 1273/74 
winter spring winter spring winter spring 

WYK3 wheat barley wheat barley wheat· barley 
oats oats oats 
pulse pulse pulse 

NUN TON wheat barley wheat barley wheat barley 
oats oats oats 

·w·Y'i'HZTON wheat barley wheat barley wheat barley 
oats oats oats 

CO.v/YKE bere oats oats 

Bishopstone (1) 

Fie leis 1271/72 1272/73 1273/74 
winter spring winter spring winter spring 

two field 

.NEST FIEL:J 
section A oats fallow wheat 

section B wheat 

EAST FIELD 
section C fallow wheat 

barley fallow 

barley 

section D barley oats oats 
peas 

223 



3ishopstone (2) 

F'ields 1311/12 1312/13 1313/14 
winter spring wintar spring winter spring 

---------------------------------------------------------tnree field 

;1\fEST FIELD 
section 1 fallow wheat barley 

section 2 fallow oats fallow 

EAST FI3LD 
section 1 wheat fallow fallow 

section 2 oats barley fallow 

f'IIDDLE 
FIELD 

section 1 fallow fallow wheat 

section 2 barley fallow oats 

3right·v'lell 

Fields 1286/87 1287/88 1288/89 

winter spring winter spring winter spring 

.'ilES TDONNE fallow 

ESTDO)JN3 

HADl)ON 

STONYLONDE 

FORL0.0JG 

wheat 
rye 

wheat 

JUXTA-GARD
INUM-PERSONES 

·oar ley 
drage 

224 

wheat 
rye 

barley 
drage 

fallow 

wheat 

wheat 

fallow 

wheat 
rye 

wheat 

barley 
drage 

peas 

vetches 

barley 



Harwell 

Fields 1334/35 1335/36 1336/37 
winter spring winter spring winter spring 

WZST FIELD wheat barley 
oats 

EAST FIELD fallow 

fallow 

wheat barley 
oats 
drage 

High Clere 

Fields 1324/25 1325/26 

wheat barley 
oats 
drage 

fallow 

1326/27 
winter spring winter spring winter spring 

HACHFIELD 

SUD :JON 

barley bere 
oats 
drage 

barley 
oats 
drage 

bere 

bere 

BURGHEFELD3 wheat wheat 
bere 

GROSCROFT oats 
drage 

WESTFELD barley 

30NDYDOI:HfS 

225 

oats 
drage 

wheat 

barley 
oats 



~i'/oodhay 

Fields 1344/45 1345/46 1346/47 
winter spring winter spring winter spring 

.IIESTFELD fallow wheat barley 
bere oats 

pulse 

?·13DELFBLD barley fallow whea~ 
oats bere 

:ESTF3LD wheat barley fallow 
bere oats 

Hambledon 

Fields 1286/87 1287/88 1288/89 

winter spring winter spring ·winter spring 

RYGGE barley wheat ·wheat barley 
oats oats 

VYNEGHES oats wheat oats ·wheat barley 
oats 

SLADE wheat oats oats 

GARS TON 'w'lheat barley 
oats 

PARXGATE barley wheat 

GRYTSBURGH barley barley 

T E RRAI'~I -JUXTA-
ECCLES 1.AI~1 barley 

22o 



Cneriton 

Fields 1376/77 1377/78 1378/79 
winter spring winter spring winter spring 

BUTHEGGZ barley wheat 

PIR:rt.IGG ·wheat oats 

HULLE oats wheat oats wheat oats 
bere 

GARS TON barley wheat 

SHEPHOUSE barley bere barley 

FROSTHULL oats barley 

3RONDESW:ELL oats wheat barley 

GONDEDON wheat oats 

DEl\E wheat 
bere 

DENEFORE oats 

RUDE barley 

GR3N3LYE oats 

HOLDE barley 

:/JEST PARK oere 
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